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Capstone? Or headstone for serial qualification hunters?
Do the new higher level certifications announced recently represent a pinnacle of an ITSM
professional’s achivements?

Update to ITIL® Managing Across the Lifecycle (MALC) and ITIL Master
Qualifications
1st May 2012 saw the announcement that the top two tiers of the ITIL qualification pyramid
are now updated to ITIL 2011 and live.
For most of us, the Foundation Certificate and the Intermediates are a realistic aim for a
competent grounding in the theory of ITIL.
The exams take the form of multiple choice questions and scenario based questioning.

Managing Across the Lifecycle (MALC)





MALC is the final module of the Intermediate Service Lifecycle and/or Capability modules
that leads to the ITIL Expert certification.
The new qualification is aligned to the 2011 edition of ITIL and has increased in difficulty
from the Intermediate Qualifications.
The exam paper is longer with more questions and more is based on case study.

Where the Intermediate qualifications look to provide either broad management/leadership
focus or more detailed ITIL practice execution, MALC pitches itself at business, management
and organisational leads.
Maggie Kneller, MALC project manager, said:
“The new MALC takes a managerial, strategic perspective of ITIL across the lifecycle.
“It has been our aim to produce a MALC syllabus and examination which is deserving of its
position as the final ‘capstone’ leading to the prestigious ITIL Expert certification.”

ITIL Master
Hot on its heels was the announcement of the ITIL Master qualification going live.




This qualification differs from other core qualifications as the assessment method is through
written submission and candidate interview.
Candidates have to explain how and why they have chosen to adopt, adapt and implement
core ITIL concepts within the workplace, across the entire service lifecycle.
This can be based on projects conducted in the past (and maybe using earlier versions of ITIL
guidance) or can be used to formulate and implement a future service improvement
program.

Sharon Taylor, ITIL Chief Examiner said:
“I am very excited that the ITIL Master programme is now a reality for the many ITIL
Experts who have been anxiously awaiting its launch.”
Richard Pharro, CEO of the APM Group said:
“The ITIL Master Qualification enables the most experienced IT service managers and
practitioners in the industry to demonstrate their knowledge, skills and capability; defining
how to approach real-world situations, apply appropriate ITIL concepts and create solutions
which demonstrate continued effectiveness and benefits to the business.”
Rob England (aka ITskeptic) commented:
“The ITIL certification edifice grows higher and heaver.”
In his blog he queries who these qualifications are aimed at?

Capstone or Headstone?

We probably have all come across incredibly well qualified consultants who know ITIL
better than it knows itself.
But as Rob points out in his blog, to even take the MALC qualification, you have to amass
the requisite Intermediate points.
Alas for practitioners, there is no other way of attaining the ‘capstone’.
I am looking to work through the Intermediates as soon as it is financially viable, because it
speaks to the experiences I have garnered at the coal face.
My comfort zone is the Service Lifecycle, but the options allow me to spread my wings and
try the Service Capability modules for much more detailed process implementation
knowledge.
Reading the account of someone who was on the pilot programme, it does present a challenge
and focuses on aligning real experience to the complete lifecycle.
They have senior management experience, backed up with practical knowledge as a Service
Manager.
Perhaps the benefits of climbing to the top of the pyramid is that it might prevent serial
multiple-choice exam-sitters to get the top qualifications without ever having been involved
at any level of a Service Management deployment.
I would be very interested to know from a recruitment perspective if search mechanisms pick
up anything beyond the word ‘ITIL’ or maybe the Book titles when CVs are scanned.
More info here:



MALC Update
ITIL Master Live
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Service Desk and IT Support Show 2012 – All in all a good
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Diversified Communications reported a 13% increase in attendance
Just before taking up my new role here as an Analyst for The ITSM Review, I was lucky
enough to be given the chance to come to this show as preparation for the task ahead.
Certainly on the second day, in our London “drought”, the shelter from the torrential rain
provided by exhibitors was interesting, perplexing, and at times irritating, thankfully not in
equal measure.

A Commercial Success
Diversified Business Communications UK reported an impressive 13% increase in visitors
for the Service Desk & IT Support Show, held last month, heralding a success as its new
owners.

The two-day show drew 4,495 ITSM and IT support professionals from thousands of leading
UK and European business organisations, over 24 and 25 April 2012.
“The reaction to the show this year has been incredible,” said event manager Laura Venables.
From visitors to exhibitors, from sponsors to speakers, everybody gained real value from
being involved and we’re delighted that it was a complete success.”

The Foot-soldier’s view
It was an interesting two days for me, leading into my new role as an Analyst for The ITSM
review mainly because it has been a while since I have been to any technical conference
shows like this.
Back in my early days we graduates would all gallop gleefully around the big exhibitions at
the NEC, and we were allowed, as it gave us a good chance to learn those all important
networking skills.
Also, we weren’t ‘useful’ yet; once you get established in client projects, these jaunts soon
disappear from the diary.
It is not as easy as it looks to just launch into conversations with people, even if they ARE
trying to sell you something.
For this role in particular, I have to strike a balance between getting information, and giving
some kind of perception that they will get anything other than an independent review, should
we ever choose to do one.
Of course, it has been amazing for putting faces to some of the great-and-the-good names of
Linked In group leaders, providing me with hopefully some good material for my ITSM
Review articles.

Review
It would be unfair to base my review on my tired legs, and worn out stand-staffers fed up of
smiling, so it’s best to round up my experiences based on the second morning.




For the most part, exhibitors are keen to greet with the words “are you looking to invest in a
new [insert offering here],” and some seem a little disappointed if they find out you are
Press.
Others see it as an opportunity to find out if they can send you more stuff.

There have been a couple of disappointments though.



One vendor seemed uninterested to the point of: “here’s our literature, email if you have
questions.”
One key ‘Best Practice’ organisation was not really capable of giving me their three minute
elevator pitch and finally just resorted to suggesting I read their website, or maybe come to
an event.



My pet peeve is where you are having a conversation with someone and suddenly they spy a
more established customer and bellow across at them in the “old pals” style with delightful
in-jokes and joshery – plain rude, in my opinion.

Conspicuous by their absence
Perhaps more confusingly, some of the biggest players in the ITSM field were not here.
IBM, for example, have a SaaS ready model for their IBM Tivoli Service Request Manager
suite, yet they were at Infosec show next door, but not here, with a product that focuses on
Service Desk, Incident, Problem and Change Management etc.
Meanwhile in one of the larger displays, BMC are proudly announcing to anyone and
everyone about their ability to appeal to any size of market.

The giveaway chart
Now, young or old, a vital part of any conference is the amount of freebies you can get!
Herewith, my run down of what I got!







The boys from Service Now won my heart with coffee, jellybeans, a metal pen and an iPad
stylus.
Followed by the ITIL Training Zone with a nifty plastic card holder (handy for hassled
commuter travel cards especially!).
Pink Elephant were promoting their latest facilitation offering, looking at Attitude,
Behaviour, Culture (ABC) and bravely gave away their ABC decks of cards. I say bravely,
because the cards on their own are amusing, but the value is the workshop that fits around
it, and it’s a subject I intend to dig into for The ITSM Review.
BMC had a little plastic dancing/boxing man, which was cute but really served no purpose
other than to set up to two of them and watch them fight to their plastic death.
Axios gave away the smelliest plastic bags but maybe I should thank them as it meant noone was keen to stand too close in the rush hour tube journey.

Best Value Add
Some stands gave away content on USB memory sticks – especially vital if you want to demo
ITSM up in the clouds.
Looking at these purely in the context of my new role, these were the best prizes of the lot.

Will I do this all again next year?
All in all, for me anyway, it was a good two days, and something I see myself doing more
and more.
Having worked largely in the enterprise solution space, and rarely having implemented in
small-scale projects, it was especially interesting to stop in on some of the less ostentatious
stands.

I look forward to testing out a number of demos, getting started with a cycle of Operational
Assessments and Product Reviews.
But right now, I would settle for a comfy pair of slippers to rest my tired feet.
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The Curious Technologist & The Case of the Analogies
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Sometimes technicians, to paraphrase the character of Ian Malcolm, are: “… so preoccupied
with whether or not they could, they didn’t stop to think if they should.”
As the new analyst for The ITSM Review, I was presented with the objectives and
characteristics of the role – namely that of The Curious Technologist.
As I embark on this odyssey, I want these articles in particular to be a little more anecdotal in
nature, as this subject can be as dry as toast (see what I did there?)

Incoming…
I landed in the world of ITIL back in 2005, when bids were looking for my organisation to
demonstrate ITIL alignment and revolved around seemingly holy grail of Configuration
Management
A simple gallop around potential contacts in the geographic regions, and within the various
departments showed that everyone had their own ideas of what Configuration Management.

There was actual configuration setups of machines, to the rigidly adhered to ITIL descriptions
in the book.

Welcome… to Jurassic Park!
Perhaps my favourite, certainly for Configuration Management was the ‘Jurassic Park’
principle.
Ask any technical group what their discovery tool does, and you will receive the most
complex, macro-ridden spread-sheets with all manner of data widgets that can be scanned.
Trying to change the mind-set of technical folk to focus on configuration item data that is
relevant is a challenge.
In the film, as the main protagonist, John Hammond, is smugly announcing his plans to
literally unleash recreated dinosaurs on the unsuspecting tourist public, a mathematician
specialising in chaos theory sets him straight.
Sparring from the start, the character of Ian Malcolm chides him for taking work that others
have done, and just taking that extra (terrifying) step.
Sometimes technicians, to paraphrase the character of Ian Malcolm, are: “… so preoccupied
with whether or not they could, they didn’t stop to think if they should.”
Whilst maybe not as (fictionally) fatalistic, this is true when we looked at the depth of scanable data versus what is actually required to make Configuration Management achievable.
The next logical step was to analyse the list of discovered widgets but to ask two key
questions:
1. How frequently is the data element scanned?
2. How current is it kept and used as part of another process?

Not surprisingly, a lot of things are scanned once, and never once referred to again, or even
updated again.
The linkage with Change Management in particular proved to give us the grounds to define
the “highest” common denominator, which is the most typical configuration item to be
affected in a change.
And therein lay the basis for our definitions (in this case) on standards.
“Here in my car, I feel safest of all…”
Perhaps my most constant analogy of all was one that was taught to me as I was preparing for
my first billable project.
In moving to a new role recently I was fortunate enough to be working on a different service
desk tool, and indeed my late career was often spent moving clients from one tool to another.

There is no real difference in the raison d’être of a tool – it exists to take a ticket from the
start of its life-cycle journey to another.
Processes are the fuel that will drive that engine – but essentially a ticket is opened, it is
assigned, it is resolved or closed.
Not unlike a car.
I could give anyone of you the keys to my car and with a few moments of familiarisation
someone could drive it away.
Simplistic analogy? Yes.
But it is often a necessary first step in detaching recipients from their emotional attachment to
whatever tool is being replaced.

Welcome to… The Curious Technologist…
A lot of these articles may well be anecdotal, but in my years of watching some of the best
consultants at practice, the ability to boil down a complex requirement or approach
sometimes requires a more simplistic touch.
After all, if the prospect of moving to a new set of tooling meets with barriers straight away,
then how will the deployment ever move forward?
Sure, the use of film lines or pop culture may cause me more amusement than my audience, it
does bring a mechanism to channel people’s thoughts along a different line, which is vital in
the complex environment we often work in.
Image Credit
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SDITS12 Session: “ITIL 2011: Any the wiser?”
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2011 - Does anyone care?
Having gained my ITIL® V3 Foundation Certification before the new ITIL 2011 updates, I
was really keen to hear this key-note seminar, at the recent Service Desk & IT Support Show
2012.
There was small gathering for the post-lunch session, and the assembled panel certainly did
not lack experience.
Roy Illsley, Ovum, led the panel discussions, and was joined on stage by Ben Clacy, Chief
Executive of itSMF UK, Don Page, CEO of the Marval Group, and Sven Strassburg, IBM.
Most people in the room seemed to be using at least some level of ITIL in their organisation,
but as to the specific nuances between ITIL V3 and 2011, well that was anyone’s guess.
Something that I had not been aware of, raised by Don Page, was that the advent of ITIL
2011 was also supposed to bring a lot of complementary material, but none has materialised.

A quick check on the official site still has ITIL v3 complementary material, and indeed I
managed to snaffle a selection of “Little ITIL” books that were being handed out free,
because people are clearing stock for the new versions.
The view from itSMF was: “Just do the bits you want to.”
And there we started to diverge.

The Business Benefits
A question from the floor was around the thorny topic of how to sell the benefits of ITIL to
the business.
It is a valid response to say that the business SHOULD be taking an interest on what it is
paying out for.
But I am not entirely sure that answered the question, and the conversation then seemed to sit
in the IT/Business separation arena.

OK – so we got the business bought in – does my new tool make me coffee?
“A fool with a tool is still a fool.”
At this point I rather hoped we might start to venture into something I believe in quite
strongly in that the ITSM processes in particular should always be the fuel that drives the
Service Management tool engine.
But alas the topic stayed on fairly esoteric grounds.
A very valid point, again from Don Page, came in response to query about whether it was
time “IT” was dropped from ITIL.
He believed, however, to do that would maybe dilute the content so much as to make it
unworkable.
Sven Strassburg gave examples where ITIL was maybe being used to drive processes in
nuclear power plants, or aircraft.



There was a quick wrap up where we just came back to the same points – adaptable to
environments, check.
Something to help put structure around processes? Check.

So … what IS ITIL 2011?
It is apparently much improved, but I will make that investment in the books and will see for
myself.
What I want to know more about, though, is exactly what complementary material should
have materialised with the new version.

As part of my role at The ITSM Review, I want to run an article looking at what ITIL
information is out there (and more importantly of actual use to people) ahead of doing
courses/gaining certification.
What is it that we are missing?

Does anyone care?
The people currently on a whole heap of ITIL related groups on Linked In care a lot about
this!
Which version do I need?
Can I get by with the old V3 for the new exams?
I think it is safe to say that for those taking the new exams, they will have to be at least aware
of the differences with older versions that they may have access to, and newer material, for
the sake of terminology in the exam.
Is there a quick way round this?
Not as far as I can see.
Start making friends with people who can help you plan for training
Look for helpful material out on the web specifically on ITIL 2011
Are you, Ros, any the wiser?
As an analyst, with experience mainly around the Service Lifecycle, I knew coming into the
show that I would need to get up close and personal with ITIL 2011.
As someone with a solution architect background, I have seen projects flounder without due
thought around how this is sold, but in my past life have been too low down the food chain to
influence those kinds of discussions.
But at its very essence – ITIL is still an adoptable and adaptable set of guidelines.
My view, therefore, is as it was before. Just needs an update!
For more information on the specific updates, please refer to ITIL Publication Updates
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Request Fulfilment in ITIL 2011
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"ITIL 2011 sees a hefty revision for the Request Fulfilment process."

What is it?
The ITIL® Request Fulfilment process exists to fulfil Service Requests – for the most part
minor changes or requests for information.
Request Fulfilment landed on us in ITIL v3 when there was now a clear distinction between
service interruptions (Incidents) and requests from users (Service Requests for example
password resets)

And what does ITIL 2011 give us?
ITIL 2011 sees a hefty revision for the Request Fulfilment process. There are more detailed
sub-processes involved with steps broken down logically.
Now, I like me a good diagram and finally Request Fulfilment gets a decent flow and most
importantly the linkages to other interfaces to the other lifecycle stages are included in a lot
more detail.

Perhaps the most impressive thing is far more detail in the section about the Critical Success
Factors (CSFs) and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that have been included. Having
experienced the hilarity of definitions of over-complex metrics – this is a good starter for 10,
straight off the bat and of course can be added to suit an organisation’s needs.

But what does all this REALLY mean?
It means nothing if the best practices cannot be applied and adapted into real life.





Now we all know that at the back of a Service Request is a process that will step through
authorisation, any interfaces to other processes etc., but the business value is to provide a
quick and easy way for end users to get new services.
A mechanism to reduce costs through centralising functions.
Understand what other stages of the lifecycles are needed alongside Request Fulfilment –
this does not happen in glorious isolation.

Is there such a magic bullet?
The simple answer? NO!
But there are a few things that should be taken into consideration when looking at
implementing Request Fulfilment (often as part of an integrated solution).
Let’s look at the easy stuff first:





Look at starting nice and easily with simple Request Models that will happen often, and can
be met with a consistently repeatable solution.
Look at what kind of options you are going to put in front of the user. Most people are now
familiar with the type of shopping basket type approach through the internet so offer them
a familiar interface, with as many options that can be pre-defined
Make sure that the different stages of the request can be tracked – the purpose is two-fold:
o End users don’t get (as) ratty
o Reporting and routing can be made simpler and more accurate with meaningful
status definitions

Getting the hang of this…


Give some thought to how you want to prioritise and escalate requests depending on their
complexity to fulfil, and again pre-define where possible.

Let’s do the whole shebang…



Eventually there will be a need to include financial approval(s) which in turn means sticky
things like deputies and budget limits
There may also be external interactions with fulfilment groups dealing with procurement

Back up a second – who now?






Give some thought to which groups are going to be involved. In my experience it is
sometimes easier to work backwards, from the outcome to the selection and fill out all the
bits you need in between.
Easy stuff is most likely taken care of by a single, often centralised group – typically the
Service Desk, or in some cases specific co-ordinators who work at that Level One tier.
Decide if your existing resolver groups are appropriate for some fulfilment tasks or where
you need specialised groups and build your workflows to suit. Typically the first-line support
group handling the request always has the ability to track the progress of the request, and is
the point of contact for the end users.

Is that it?


Whether your request is a simple How Do I to a Hand craft me a personally engraved and
gift wrapped iPad the request needs a defined closure procedure. There has to be a
mechanism to validate that the request has been fulfilled satisfactorily before it is closed.

How do we go about deciding what works and what doesn’t?
There is something I will state, use and promote constantly, and that is the use of
scenarios. These are invaluable whether you are testing a deployment, performing useracceptance testing with a client, or whether you are just evaluating products.






Decide on what criteria you need to establish your end goal
Break them down to manageable steps, and here the ITIL 2011 activities and points are very
nicely presented to give a starter for ten
For a product review, for example, look at how easy it is to configure – can I do this myself
using demos on the web, or do I need a proper demo on site/webinar with a tool
administrator
As an aside, what kind of administrative skill is required for your tool of choice?

This is a doddle, no?
A number of things can kill an otherwise promising and/or straightforward deployment:







Poorly defined scope – People wanting the process to do too much or not really grasping the
idea that Service Request models should be pre-definable, and consistently repeatable.
Poorly Designed User Interfaces – The best back end workflows in the world will not help
you if the user interface makes no sense to an end user. Too often I have banged my head
against a desk with developers who love how THEY understand what is being asked, so who
cares if some desk jockey can’t – they can ring the help desk, right? WRONG! Missing the
entire point of the business benefits for removing the need to drive everything through 1-21 service desk interaction.
What is worse than a front end you need a degree in programming to work
through? Haphazard back end workflow that twists and turns like a snake with a stomach
upset. Just keep it simple. Once it starts to get super-complex, then really ask yourself is
this a minor request or something that requires specific change planning.
Make sure your tool of choice is capable of measuring meaningful metrics. Remember,
there are lies, damned lies and statistics. What are you looking to improve, why, what is the
benefit, and what can it lead to in terms of Continual Service Improvement

There are, of course, interactions that I haven’t gone into any great level of detail in this
article; but do look at one of our latest articles by Rob England has already touched on this
in: What is a Service Catalogue? here on The ITSM Review.
Image Credit
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We will soon begin our review of Request Fulfilment offerings in the ITSM market place.
Our goal is to highlight the key strengths, competitive differentiators and innovation in the
industry.
In my previous article I looked at what ITIL 2011 had added to the process, and some of the
pitfalls we may have seen in trying to implement Request Fulfilment in the past.
I would now like to take a look at what this means, in practical terms, when approaching
Request Fulfilment – what should we be looking for?
At the recent UK itSMF ITSM Software Tools Forum event in Manchester, vendors spoke to
the audience at length about transitioning from IT focussed decisions, to business outcomes,
and this is an area where Request Fulfilment could come into its own, especially in the sphere
of interaction by non-IT users.
But a transition is a gradual thing, and the importance of the concept of conformance should
not be forgotten. I think it remains an important element for any vendor’s toolset to be
comparable to identified, accepted benchmarks, as well as unpicking the practicalities of
deployment a solution.

Principles vs. Process
What is more important at this stage, is the ease of which a tool’s capability can be displayed.

Demos at shows are slick and well prepared and I dare say a lot of us have had to go through
the rigours of setting up demos and knowing what to click, how and where.
What we are looking for vendors to do is demonstrate to us how easy is it to start from
scratch, ideally with meaningful options for an end user to start with.

Suggested Criteria

It is probably too much of an extreme to launch from recognisable standards and
certification/verification platforms, to merely focussing on the look and feel of menus and
options for end users in one fell swoop.
So for that reason, I am including a need to understand how vendors align to accepted best
practice standards.
Overall Alignment




Have our target vendors aligned to ITIL and if so, to which version?
How do the set up roles and users to perform functions?
What demo capabilities can they offer potential customers?

Request Models




What request workflows are available out-of-the-box
How easy is it to develop more specific workflows?
What additional administration is required for deeper customisation? At what cost?

Menu Selection




How is your self-help portal set up?
How do you incorporate new service descriptions for your users?
How much administration is needed to do the more bespoke work?

Request Status Tracking



Show us how any request is tracked throughout its lifecycle?
Who can see it, and when, and which teams can change it/move it on its way?

Prioritising & Escalating Requests




Show us how your tool prioritises requests and how they can be escalated?
What kind of other factors can affect a ticket (for example breaching SLAs and the escalation
from that point)?
If a request becomes something more complex, how does your tool allow the alteration of
the request (for example, a Change)

Financial & Other Approvals



Demonstrate a request model that includes alternative approvals (other than immediate
manager)

End-to-End Co-ordination to Closure




We don’t expect tools to prescribe exactly how organisations manage their Request
Fulfilment processes, just as we don’t follow ITIL blindly BUT during the course of the review,
we want to understand how a request can move through its lifecycle, end-to-end.
We want to understand the simple (out of the box), the medium and the complex (and the
related additional costs that might be involved to get an organisation there).

I think it is rare that anything is utilised completely “out-of-the-box” these days, and that
organisations will always have a requirement for some level of customisation. Request
Fulfilment is certainly a process that could lend itself to quite intricate customisation, to the
point of over-complication.

What is your view? What have we missed?
Please leave a comment below or contact us. Similarly if you are a vendor and would like to
be included in our review please contact us. Thanks, Ros.
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Back to Basics: Why DO the ITIL Foundation
Certification?
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I was actually asked this question recently by a former colleague working in the IT Asset
Management arena, in the context of whether the certification would help them in terms of IT
contracting.
I had to think long and hard about my answer, and having learned the hard way in previously
trying to get contract work, it does tend to be something that recruiters expect contractors to
have, particularly in the ITSM arena.

What’s the real value of ITIL Foundation Certification
I decided to track down the trainer who got me through my Foundation to get his views.
Neil Wilson is an ITIL expert and accredited trainer. He says:
“The harsh reality is that organisations want it [ITIL], want to start practicing it, but don’t
necessarily want to pay for it.
“They can choose who they want.
“It’s a foot in the door, and it gets you on the shortlist.”
He went on to give examples of recent class attendees who have spent many years in the IT
industry, but who have never formalised their experience, and have found themselves having
to face the prospect of studying.
“Whether we agree with the game, we have to have bits of paper and qualifications.”

I’m too old for this learning lark

This was the crux of my discussion with my colleague – and I am not going to lie, to cram all
that stuff in for the Multiple-choice test on top of life, and in my advancing years was not a
pleasant prospect.
But in my class, there were several people like me who had faced the spectre of redundancy
and saw this as something necessary to help at least get your CV through the first set of
scans.
Neil Wilson explains the basics.
“My advice for people who are worried about it – there is no short cut around it.
“You just have to get your head around it, whether that be classroom based or via self-study.”
It culminates in a one hour exam, 40 multiple choice questions, with 26 or more to pass.
“There is an argument for having this format as an appropriate way of testing people’s
knowledge and understanding.
“The qualification gets this broad perspective of what the issues are – how do you test
that? With an exam.”

Yoda: "You must unlearn what you have learned"

Unlearn what you have learned
While it sounds a little Yoda™ -like in utterance, it is a valid piece of advice.

Most professionals working in or on the periphery of ITSM/ITAM will have an
understanding of the basics in terms of terminology and basic process flow.
And so they should – remember we are talking best practice, here – not quantum physics.
BUT – to get through the exam you perhaps need to put aside what you know of real world
situations and just learn what you need to PASS the exam.
Look at it like re-taking your driving test once you have established all those bad habits after
you initially passed (we ALL have them!)

Isn’t that a bit defeatist?
Well not really – the Foundation Certificate is just that. It gives the candidate a good
grounding in the terminology and the concepts of ITIL, and at all times it constantly
emphasises the fact that you go on a journey, and the need to adapt what you are learning to
your own environment.

Is there anything I need to do beforehand?
There are some decent materials out there that can at least give you a ready reference for
terminology – which in most cases is half the battle for the exam.
One of the things I found was at The ITIL Training Zone – where they offer ITIL Mind Maps
and, more recently, ITIL on a Page.
I was able to catch up with their Head of Online Education, Claire Agutter at the Service
Desk and IT Support Show 2012 to learn more.
She explained:
“The mind maps were something that I found useful and we made freely available, as an
effort to build up a trusted training brand.”
“People tell us they take these with them on courses!”

So is it worth it?
There are a couple of ways to look at this:


ITSM Credibility

For anyone working in the ITSM arena, there is little doubt in my mind that having a good
understanding of the ITIL basics is going to help the team as a whole.
There are alternatives for companies who might balk at putting teams through the
certification process.
Remember to balance the theory with common sense and practice.



Marketability

At the risk of sounding mercenary – anything, these days, that edges you closer to the start
line in the race for jobs/better positions is a good thing.
Let’s be realistic – we work to make money to live. If having at least the certification means
you might be able to negotiate a better starting rate on contracts, or puts you in the frame to
move up through the ITSM job structure in your organisation, then it is no bad thing.


Choose what works for you. Classroom learning is an expense and takes up time, but it puts
you in an environment where you have no choice but to soak it all in. Self-study will give you
a little more flexibility to study in your own time, but can be equally stressful when it comes
to putting the time aside to focus on it. If you have no self-discipline to do that, then be
honest with yourself from the start!

Has it helped me?
For me, gaining my ITIL certification meant I could approach a change in role in terms of
process consultancy with a little more comfort.
In my previous roles I could get by with my versions of the books and some background
knowledge, happy in the knowledge we had Process Implementation Managers who handled
all that other stuff. I just needed to argue my case for the tool vs process.
But for my next role it was roles reversed – the focus was on process consultancy, with my
technical expertise then helping us to develop the tool accordingly – the deeper dive into the
basic foundation of ITIL gave me that balance.
I personally think it is worth the 3 days and a couple of nights of pain (if you do a typical
course) to have the certification under your belt.
What you do with it afterwards, or more importantly what it can do for you…? Well that’s
another story.
Image credit
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Who would be in your fantasy ITSM implementation team?
After years of experience deploying ITSM solutions in a variety of customers, and in the
midst of a major soccer tournament here in Europe which brings out the managerial expert in
football-watching folk, I found myself musing on what would be my “Fantasy” ITSM team.
What is that seemingly mythical combination of team members that brings about either an
aura of calm or a maelstrom of chaos.

The ITSM Solution Architect

Quite often with fingers in various pies – a little project management here, a touch of subjectmatter-expert (SME) there and a healthy dose of OCD in terms of getting Visio lines to snap
to geometry.
You will typically work directly with customers, to understand what magic is required to get
this Service Management tool malarkey to work.
And then – you find yourself stuck in the middle of a team trying to get processes and tools to
live in harmony, so maybe add the role “politican” to your skill-set.

Size does NOT matter
No really – believe me, it does not where ITSM projects are concerned.
My most recent deployments have been as part of outsourcing projects – and even within
those beasts of burden, the projects have ranged from the Service Management work-stream
being a small part of a large outsourcing project, or a small group running as jacks-of-alltrades.
But there is one common denominator in all this – the need to dovetail the team’s efforts into
reworking of the process with the development/customisation of the tool.

Potential Pitfalls
1) Don’t Make Me a Liar…
Process Implementation and Solution rests in two camps. If you are lucky, the project will
have a work-stream specifically for Service Management and the two areas can advance in
lock step with each other.
And they NEED to.
The Process team has to know what the capabilities, and at times limitations, of the tool as
they are redefining processes.
The worst case scenario here is that the earth is promised, yet for whatever reason the tool
simply cannot deliver, leaving everyone looking a little foolish.
2) You can Have it all…
Of course the flip side of the coin is that you twist the tool to do anything you want, and add
anything to the process.
That tends not to help much either, (see above re: foolish)
3) So Happy Together…
There are several ways, in my opinion, to bring the Process and Tool together, without ubereducating one individual to be a complete Service Manager, Process Implementation
Manager, and Tool Subject Matter Expert!

(Mind you, just think what you could ask as a daily rate!)






A single work-stream which brings together the Service Management Processes and the tool
implementation team together.
It requires a strong, knowledgeable Project Manager who can understand the technical, and
process elements, but steps back and manages the project using those resources.
Collaboration between the members of the team – there is absolutely nothing wrong with a
little skills cross-pollination.
It doesn’t hurt to herd Process folk towards the tool – yes I know, it’s horrible and it involves
clicking and things, but it does bring to life those lovely diagrams you make!
Actually – it also doesn’t hurt for Solution Architects to perhaps get up closer and personal
with some of the administration of a system so that they can combine brain-power with the
Subject Matter Experts/developers from time to time

Is it ever possible to do things “turnkey”?
Now that IS a good question.
“Turnkey” is a phrase I heard all the live-long day on one project, where it was assumed that
customers would just sign on the dotted line, leaving us to go and pretty much do what we
wanted.
Once upon a time, maybe that could have been true, but not in the 20 odd years I have
worked in the industry!
1) Requirements Gathering
No two customers ever have exactly the same business requirements. But most companies
will have developed decent sets of templates to drive out specific requirements – standardised
questions and a repeatable approach helps here.
2) ITSM Solution
Ah, we architects LOVE our solution templates – plug in requirements and it might be useful
to work out what belongs to Process, what are Organisational and whatever left is Tool.
THEN figure out what the tool does easily, what the contract says, and work out where your
implementation headaches will b
3) Process
Here’s where we start to overlap. Whether your tool solutions are high or detailed level, it is
likely to start to cross some boundaries especially if the definitions for elements like Impact
and Urgency need to be configured in the tool.
The solution needs to reflect the way the process has been written and the process needs to be
implementable.
This cannot be done in isolation and also is likely to involve SMEs or developers for more
fine tuning of the tool – do not leave them out of the equation.

4) Tool Implementation
The magic area where it all miraculously comes together!
Priorities, urgency, impact, fields, workflows, data loading… need I go on?
People wonder why Service Management deployments take a while!
Some things, of course, can be standardised, for example supplying standard data loading
templates, but sources of information will differ, and it is worth remembering that often the
project will have to interact with groups who are maybe not directly involved with the ITSM
project.

A fool with a tool… how to avoid that scenario!
There can never be a single person who possesses all the tools to make a Service
Management Deployment a success – it has to be a team effort.
The best project managers have a degree of technical skill in Service Management, but can
remove themselves from interfering in the technical detail.
The best process managers are actively involved with working alongside the implementation
team and perhaps involved in developing testing material to aid that familiarisation.
The best teams have engaged service managers who have a vested interest in what is coming
their way – all too often they are either the last people to be informed, or worse they feel they
are too busy to give it the time – a recipe for disaster, every time.
The best architects understand at the very least the ITIL basics to hold their own in
process/solution design discussions, and it is better still if they can hold their own in the more
heated debates of “the book says” vs. “the tool does, in alignment with ITIL Best Practice”
The best implementation teams have a good bond between architect and SME; often two
heads can be better than one in getting darned pesky tickets to go where you want them to.
The nature of the deployment beast is that you may have some, but probably not all of your
perfect team attributes but if enough of balance can be struck between the vital roles Process
Implementation and Tool Implementation play during a deployment – then I think you are
half way there.
Image credit
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Speed Dating meets Networking?
When I went to my first itSMF Regional Seminar last month, I never would have believed
that I would be putting those words together!
The event (hosted by Attenda for the London and South East region) was focussed on End to
End Service Management, as well as that all important networking element.
According to outgoing Chair Jane Suter, their last attempts hadn’t been quite as successful,
revolving around groups moving from room to room. However, on arrival, we were handed
slips of paper with what looked like safe-combinations on them, and corresponding numbers
were dotted about the venue, the idea being that at the various breakouts, we proceeded to the
relevant number on the list to meet with like minded numbers!
This worked really well until we got to lunch time when we actually missed out one session
altogether and the feedback session for the last one took a while – but it was actually a very
valuable session.

I suggested that they should build in the time to do more detailed feedback, because after
each presentation, and then each networking session, we were encouraged to look at the
subject matter and incorporate those into our introductions.
I’m sure it’s an approach that has been done before, but was a pretty effective mechanism and
a good icebreaker, especially for a few of us who were first-timers at these events.

The Role of the new CIO in an End-to-End Service Management
Environment – Mark Fowle, Attenda
This was a well presented and well thought out presentation, not pitching Attenda, but putting
forward their perspective based on their customer base.
The presentation focused on how the IT Director role was perhaps drifting away and being
replaced with that of a Chief Information Officer as a key contributor – moving away from
pure technical focus and looking to solve business problems.
When I put this in context with a CIO pitch a week later at the itSMF UK Software Tools
Forum in Manchester – the focus of is very much on achieving business outcomes, setting
and achieving meaningful Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

Enforcing Service Management practices through interoperable systems –
Neil Forster, Attenda
Neil’s time was perhaps a little shorter than he had intended, as he ran us through how
Attenda put a management layer over the top of their third party tools to provide them with
platform to get information to their engineers, when they need it.
Neil focused in three key areas – Event Management, Incident Problem and Change
Management, and Service Knowledge Management
They have developed mechanisms to have their engineers check for likely “best bet”
matching tickets, and with links to knowledge based articles approved by team leads.
His key message was the presentation of information at the point of need, as well as
embedding knowledge in the process.

Service Management in an Agile/SOA environment.
The final speaker of the day was Graham Youngs, from Tata Consulting Services –I had been
on the periphery of an Agile-run software development project for an ITSM deployment and
until that project the only scrum I had heard of had everything to do with Rugby Union and
nothing at all to do with ITSM!
In fact what it focusses on is speed of change versus quality of service, and what I could draw
from my own experiences was that a good Agile project manager is as much a key to a
development team’s success.

In my own experience, although there were attempts to break down the barriers between
development and operations, it still needed flexibility and a firm hand from the
agile/development management side to keep members of the team focused on their immediate
role as well as the bigger picture.

Overall impressions


Highlights

A friendly environment and easy to network thanks to the “speed dating approach”


Things to improve

The structure of the networking breakouts were relevant to the day’s theme and I think that
they should allow some feedback time on the sessions as the group become very interactive at
that point, making the seminar worthwhile.
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I have a confession – I am a
data squirrel.
Any template, anything Visio-flavoured, anything that might prove useful for meetings,
documentation – I snaffle it and put it somewhere safe.
Freebie ITIL material, however, is a different beast. There are things out there if you look,
some useful, somewhere one might have to be a bit more creative, but there is stuff out there.

Free ITIL Training
There is no getting away from the fact the ITIL books and initial training costs money. So to
stumble across a free ITIL training overview merited a look.

First up – you cannot get away from this, you HAVE to register for most of the freebieoffers. If handing over a decent, credible email is not your cup of tea, then this quest is not
for you, traveller.
The prospect of a two-hour ITIL “taster” came to me through an e-newsletter from The ITIL
Training Zone and I settled down to run through the training.
The Free ITIL Training course does require an email to access it, which will need
verification, and will come back your ID and password, within a matter of minutes.

Registering
You are asked if you are a total beginner, someone who has Foundation certification, or if
you are an expert (on the first pass) and then takes you to the course. I logged in again to see
if it changed the presentation depending on what you pick, but didn’t see the options again, so
maybe this is more for analytical purposes.
It would be fascinating to see what the spread of participants are.

The course itself
The layout appears on the right and is broken down to handy links so you can just dip into
what you want if you need to.





Introduction – The first bit covers a lot of probably the least useful bits of ITIL training in ANY
course, if I am being honest – the history of ITIL. But it constantly asks the user to imagine
how everything that is being taught relates to your own environment, putting it in context
from the start. It introduces the concept of a case study that you follow throughout the
course as well.
The core books – This is maybe the most daunting bit – there are lots of sections to go
through, but they are in smallish chunks of around 6-10 minutes, and can be paused.
The last bit – With the case study that you follow throughout the course, and examples of
real cases, the course constantly reiterates that you need to look at the wider piece and
understand how it can help you in your organization.

What I liked
It’s nice and concise and it covers the details that you need.
It is worth noting that it doesn’t go through all the processes in Transition, and with good
reason – this is a FREE taster to give people the basics of ITIL ahead of maybe doing the
courses for real.
Maybe because I have worked across a range of roles, I can look across the piece and
understand the larger end-to-end picture. It constantly reiterates the approach of applying
what you are being told to your own organisation.
People approaching ITIL education in general need to be of a mindset that it is a journey and
not a quick-fix.

What people might NOT like
Globalisation
The first company I worked for was a multi-national corporation, centred in the US and the
majority of our online training is produced in the US. I have absolutely NO issue with
hearing an American voice, but I have been on courses where people whine about
Americanisms (there’s always one!).
Globalisation is prevalent in our industry and if this is an issue for you then perhaps this is
not the course for you (or dare I say it the industry for you!)
Implementing ITIL
One of the things that always amuses me from trawling the Linked In groups is the sharp
responses to queries about:
“I want to implement ITIL… give me x, y, z”
You will invariably see people slap that down with:
“You do not implement ITIL, you adopt, adapt, create and define policies and processes and
deploy an ITSM tool to enforce, etc”
The course validates this phrase with talking about the processes and how they interact, and
again this is an introduction to the basics.
And above all, it mentions the “journey” that you take in Service Management, which is often
the answer given to the “implement ITIL” queries – so I think the course makes that
distinction as you delve into it.
For beginners – this is in terms they understand – but would be interesting to see if more
advanced courses still talk in those terms, or whether they make the “adopt/adapt/journey”
distinction.
ITIL Lite – free or chargeable?
This is a taster course for offerings run by a training company – and there are links to a more
formal corporate targetted ITIL Lite course on their website.
The benefit is, understandably, no additional marketing and links.
Just to reiterate – I am reviewing the completely free, ads-and-all version.

Would I recommend this?
I would definitely point people starting out in ITIL at this course, and in fact chatted to
someone at a Regional itSMF UK seminar about this very course as an awareness starter for
their staff. They had also looked at it, so it is getting known as a key free resource.

A much respected ITAM colleague asked me whether it was worth their going for their ITIL
certification, concerned about learning. Unfortunately there is no short cut or free ride to the
certification, but I would certainly point them at this for the basics, and leave them to make
their mind up as to whether to go any further.
My final point focuses around the PDF “Report” that you are also able to download.
It boils down the concepts covered in the course, as well as the focus on applying the case,
and packs a lot in to 80 pages.
Calling it a report really does not do it justice – it is the course material in its own right –
showcase it as such, and maybe make this a core part of the ITIL Lite branding.
All in all this is a great introduction to ITIL for people thinking about certification, or getting
people up to speed with the terminology.
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More than a fortnight (from the last couple of
weeks of June) after a “glitch” affected Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS), Natwest and Ulster
Bank accounts, the fall-out continues with the manual processing backlog still affecting
Ulster Bank customers.
Now, the Online Oxford Dictionary defines a glitch as:
a sudden, usually temporary malfunction or fault of equipment
I don’t think anyone affected would see it in quite the same way.

So when did this all happen?
The first I knew about was a plaintive text from a friend who wanted to check her balance,
and could not because:
“My bank’s computers are down”
By the time the evening rolled around, the issue was becoming national news and very clear
that this was more than just a simple outage.

On the night of Tuesday 19th June, batch processes to update accounts were not being
processed and branches were seeing customer complaints about their balances.
As the week progressed, it became clear that this was no simple ‘glitch’, but the result of
some failure somewhere, affecting 17 million customers.

What actually happened?
As most people can appreciate, transactions to and from people’s accounts are typically
handled and updated using batch processing technology.
However, that software requires maintenance, and an upgrade to the software had to be
backed out, but as part of the back out, it appears that the scheduling queue was deleted.
As a result, inbound payments were not being registered, balances were not being updated
correctly, with the obvious knock on effect of funds showing as unavailable for bills to be
paid, and so on.
The work to fix the issues meant that all the information that had been wiped had to be reentered.
Apparently the order of re-establishing accounts were RBS first, then NatWest, and
customers at Ulster Bank were still suffering the effects as we moved into early July.
All the while news stories were coming in thick and fast.
The BBC reported of someone who had to remain an extra night in jail as his parole bond
could not be verified.
House sales were left in jeopardy as money was not showing as being transferred.
Even if you did not have your main banking with any of the three banks in the RBS group,
you were likely to be effected.
If anyone in your payment chain banked with any of those banks, transactions were likely to
be affected.
Interestingly enough, I called in to a local branch of the one of the affected banks in the week
of the crisis as it was the only day I had to pay in money, and it was utter chaos.
And I called in again this week and casually asked my business account manager how things
had been.
The branches had very little information coming to them at the height of the situation.
When your own business manager found their card declined while buying groceries that
week, you have to wonder about the credibility of their processes.

Breaking this down, based on what we know

Understandably, RBS has been reticent to provide full details, and there has been plenty of
discussion as to the reasons, which we will get to, but let’s start by breaking down the events
based on what we know.


Batch Processing Software

What we are told is that RBS using CA Technologies CA-7 Batch processing software.
A back-out error was made after a failed update to the software, when the batch schedule was
completely deleted.


Incidents Reported

Customers were reporting issues with balance updates to accounts early on in the week
commencing 20th June, and soon it became clear that thousands of accounts were affected
across the three banks.
Frustratingly some, but not all services were affected – ATMs were still working for small
withdrawals, but some online functions were unavailable.


Major Incident

As the days dragged on, and the backlog of transactions grew, the reputation of RBS and
Natwest particular came under fire.
By the 21st June, there was still no official fix date, and branches of NatWest were being kept
open for customers to be able to get cash.


Change Management

Now we get to the rub.
Initial media leaks pointed to a junior administrator making an error in backing out the
software update and wiping the entire schedule, causing the automated batch process to fail.
But what raised eyebrows in the IT industry initially, was the thorny subject of outsourcing.
RBS, (let me stress like MANY companies), has outsourced elements of IT support off-shore.
Some of that has included administration support for their batch processing, but with a group
also still in the UK.
Many of these complex systems have unique little quirks. Teams develop “in-house”
knowledge, and knowledge is power.
Initial reports seemed to indicate that the fault lay with the support and administration for the
batch processing software, some of which was off-shore.
Lack of familiarity with the system also pointed to perhaps issues in the off-shoring process.

However, in a letter to the Treasury Select Committee, RBS CEO Stephen Hester informed
the committee that the maintenance error had occurred within the UK based team.


Documentation

The other factor is human need to have an edge on the competition – after all, knowledge if
power.
Where functions are outsourcers, there are two vital elements that must be focussed on (and
all to often are either marginalised/ignored due to costs):
1)

Knowledge Transfer

I have worked on many clients where staff who will be supporting the services to be
outsourced are brought over to learn (often from the people whose jobs they will be
replacing).
Do not underestimate what a very daunting and disturbing experience this will be, for both
parties concerned.
2)

Documentation

Even if jobs are not being outsourced, documentation is often the scourge of the technical
support team. It is almost a rite of passage to learn the nuances of complex systems.

Could better processes help?
It is such a negative situation, I think it is worth looking at the effort that went into resolving
it.
The issues were made worse by the fact that the team working to resolve the problem could
not access the record of transactions that were processed before the batch process failed.
But – the processes do exist for them to manually intervene and recreate the transactions,
albeit die to lengthy manual intervention.
Teams worked round the clock to clear the backlog, as batches would need to be
reconstructed once they worked out where they failed.
In Ulster Bank’s case, they were dependant on some NatWest systems, so again something
somewhere must dictate the order in which to recover, else people would be trying to update
accounts all over the place.
Could adherence to processes have prevented the issue in the first place?
Well undoubtedly. After all, this is not the first time the support teams will have updated
their batch software, nor will it have been the first time they have backed out a change.
Will they be reviewing their procedures?

I would like to hope that the support teams on and off shore are collaborating to make sure
that processes are understood and that documentation is bang up-to-date.

What can we learn from this?
Apart from maybe putting our money under the mattress, I think this has been a wake up call
for many people who, over the years, have put all their faith in the systems that allow us to
live our lives.
Not only that, though, but in an environment where quite possibly people have been the target
of outsourcing in their own jobs, it was a rude awakening to some of the risks of shifting
support for complex integrated systems without effective training, documentation, and more
importantly back up support.
Prior to Mr Hester’s written response to the Treasury Select Committee, I had no problem
believing that elements such as poor documentation/handover, and a remote unfamiliarity
with a system could have resulted in a mistaken wipe of a schedule.
What this proves is that anyone, in ANY part of the world can make a mistake.
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I know, it actually sounds like something they
used to show early in the morning when I was growing up as part of an adult learning
initiative, long before children’s television schedules took off.
The first I heard of it was at the itSMF Regional Seminar in Staines, as part of the “speeddating” networking sessions, as Matthew Burrows had just finished writing the pocket book.
Before chatting to him further on the subject, I took a browse through the website, where I
spent a while trying to understand just what it actually means.

SFIA in a nutshell
The idea is to give employers a common terminology framework around a set of generic
business skills, and seven defined areas of responsibility, starting with entry level (Level 1)
and taking you up to Level 7 where you would expect someone to be defining strategy and
mobilising organisations to achieve business goals.

Set strategy,
Inspire, Mobilise
Initiate/Influence
Ensure/Advise
Enable
Apply
Assist
Follow

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

This approach makes it quite straightforward to understand, as most people can typically
follow the concept of an experience curve.

Some surprises
The biggest surprise for me was that this framework has been around for a long time.
Matthew explained:
“I started using it nearly 11 years ago for an organisation redesign project.
“I discovered SFIA, rather than invent something new, and found it really useful.”
He sees himself as a practitioner (indeed, he is one of the SFIA Accredited Consultants) and
has been using it ever since.
Going through the material, I began to recognise skill profiles that I used to have to annually
update in one of my previous companies, who have representatives on the SFIA Council and
have chosen to adapt and adopt the framework.

Access to the materials
As with many things, there are no two ways about it, you have to register, but it is free to do
so.
Once you register you are taken immediately to all the materials, without having to wait for a
confirmation email.







A3 Size Summary Chart
Complete Reference Guide
Working With SFIA Guide
PDF detailing the changes between V4/4G and V5 (latest)
Skills Reminder Card
Skills in a spreadsheet form

The skills and descriptions in the Reference Guide are the most valuable resource – the
generic description of the skills, and the specific descriptions for the various levels.

How it helps professionals & organisations



Recruitment/CV Development

Recruiters these days find the few, rather than attract the many, and you might be more likely
to see jobs advertised that use the same language.
Matthew said:
“I saw one [job] the other day which mentioned the specific skill and specific level, right in
the headline of the job.
“The more recruitment consultants use SFIA, the more intelligent their matching becomes
because if they can educate their customer (who is specifying the role), or if the customer is
already aware of SFIA, they can list a couple of core skills”
Using the specific descriptions, matched with the skill level in CVs could help professionals
become one of the few.


Continual Professional Development & Mentoring

The progression through the levels of responsibility can be charted within disciplines (for
example Project Management – starting with leading a single project and progressing to
managing a number of projects, or managing project managers.
Training companies have started using SFIA to describe their training offerings, showing
where the course is designed to provide which skill and which level.
Mentoring works in exactly in the same way – if you want to get to a certain level, use the
SFIA framework to find a mentor with a skill at a particular level.


Organisational Skills Planning and (Re)Design

From a company point of view, they can baseline their current skills, and forecast what skills
are going to be required, and do a gap analysis between the two, using that to define training
and recruitment plans.
It can help in providing informed decisions around restricting and reorganisation. If a couple
is looking to outsource some activity, then assessing those skill needs and gaps can help.

Pitfalls
SFIA only provides you with definitions of professional skills.
It does not describe behavioural skills or specific technical knowledge.
Think of it as helping you put the self-promotional phrases that are all important in CVs and
at appraisal time, backed up with specific technical qualifications and those all important
softer skills that make someone a rounded professional.
Matthew warned against putting too much faith in the categories and subcategories:

“The categories and sub-categories are just convenient labels. Don’t read too much into
them.
“Service Management doesn’t include all the skills associates with Service Management, so
if you were defining a process ownership role, you would find they would have some of the
skills in the Service Management category, and some of the skills in the Strategy and
Architecture category, so I find the skill names are really useful.”
Who makes it happen and where to find out more
The SFIA Foundation is a non-profit organisation.
There are five Foundation members who fund the Foundation, produce the material and make
it available for people:






itSMF UK (The IT Service Management Forum)
IET (The Institute of Engineering and Technology)
e-skills UK (Sector Skills Council for Business and Information Technology)
IMIS (The Institute for the Management of Information Systems)
BCS (The Chartered Institute for IT)

Each of these organisations has a member on the SFIA Board, and in addition there is an
SFIA council with other members from companies and corporations who use SFIA.
Funding comes in from the Foundation members, and from Accredited SFIA Consultants
who pay a percentage of their fee to the central pot.
To register for SFIA materials, and to find out more, visit the SFIA Website.
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Is it a bird? is it a plane? …no it’s ITIL Girl!
Who is ITIL Girl? She is a self-styled, ITIL Foundation-certified vigilante!
She has built up quite a following via Twitter and her ITIL/ITSM related musings can be
found via her blog.

In our best Daily Planet™ guise we managed to pin her cape down and keep her still long
enough to ask her a few questions, before releasing her back to the ITSM Metropolis to solve
IT issues.

ITSM Review Q: What can you share about your particular role?
Not a whole lot! I can say that I do second-line support and application development for a
particular team in my organisation. I am also the only person that can be bothered to write
change requests, so I do most of that and the out-of-hours work too. I am very much at the
bottom of the food chain but I do have a junior member of staff to train too!

Q: In your opinion, why is it so difficult for some to get to any kind of level of
ITIL ‘enlightenment’?
Apathy, objection to taking the exams, lack of requirement to really show any kind of
knowledge of ITSM afterwards. I find that once most people are able to put ITIL certification
on their CV, they stop caring. I can see it working, and I think most people are aware of the
processes, but they carry them out because they’re there and are followed by service design
rather than actually thinking about what they’re doing with ITIL.

Q: If you had to use just three (publishable) words to describe your ITIL
experiences – what would they be?
Circumvention, disdain, #ohmygodwhycantyoupeoplefollowsimpleprocesses

Q: If you had to use ITIL principles to rescue a kitten from a tree, or maybe
the planet Earth from General Zod™, how would you go about it?
Judging from my department’s approach to ITIL, we wouldn’t get anything approved in time
to save anything! On the other hand, anything goes when it comes to incident resolution, so
I’d go ahead and do my thing, and handle the MI report later.

Q: If ITSM and ITIL is frequently aimed at management, what methods have
you found to try and aim the finer points at Operations staff and analysts?
I pick out the processes that most apply to my everyday role, to be honest, and make sure I’m
the most clued up on those parts – incidents, problems, knowledge, change, release.

Q: Have you ever given in to the urge to send someone a “Let Me Google That
For You” link to ITIL?
Most of the time I sigh and roll my eyes. If someone genuinely hasn’t had to study for the
exams – because they’re new to IT or have come from a place that doesn’t use ITIL – then I
can forgive them. If they passed the exam by cramming, I expect them to know better, then
yes!

Q: Would the ITIL official Swirl make a good logo for your super-hero
cape? If not, what would you choose?

My favourite logo is the ITIL foundation pin, as evidenced by my Twitter avatar. The swirl is
cool, but I think the foundation pin defines me as someone who has only minimal formal
training in ITIL but still gives a damn and some competence!

Q: When I was on my ITIL course, the “bold” idea of super-skilling a Service
Desk was discussed – nods of understanding from one half of the room, recoils
of horror from the other. What are your thoughts?
I love the idea of giving the Service Desk all the power they can be given – if they have time
to maintain high levels of customer service at the same time. Capacity is always a problem
where I work, but giving the Service Desk the ability to help and resolve more and more
things is a wonderful, empowering idea. Let’s face it, it’s not the easiest job, and the more job
satisfaction they have, the better they’ll feel and the better they’ll work.

Q: One of my quests is to fund as much free, and more importantly useful
ITIL material out on the web – should this stuff be public domain or hidden
away like people protecting their homework answers?
I’ve been working with a partner organisation to share knowledge and processes, and have
recently found equally willing people on LinkedIn that will help with incidents and problems.
Look at it this way: we’re all in the same boat here. Every IT organisation has techies,
analysts, managers – much the same roles. Unless the information is sensitive to your
organisation, why not share it and give people the incentive to share with you?

@ITILgirl

Q: I once met someone who laughed in the face of my shiny new ITIL
Foundation Certificate and raised me certificates and badges of Expert on
their way to ITIL Jedi Master. What ambitions does the ITILgirl have to
tackle the rest of the modules with whatever version of the week we are at in
ITIL?
I’ll take it as it comes; I can’t fund my qualifications on my own, and my organisation is
trying to exercise frugality, just like the rest of the UK. I would love some more badges to pin
to my jacket, but I still think experience trumps every piece of paper you could show to
someone. As long as I keep learning from my colleagues and peers, I’m happy. Lack of a
certificate doesn’t mean I’m not competent at something!

Q: Obviously your ITIL Super-Powers are legendary – what is your favourite
superhero skill?
Intimidating project managers with my piercing you haven’t raised a request for my time or
that clearly hasn’t been through change management glare. Hell hath no fury like an ITILgirl
scorned!

Final thoughts:
I recently reviewed an ITIL Overview, where the overriding message in the training was to
always look for opportunities to use ITIL in your own environment. ITILgirl is living proof
that uber-education is not necessary to want to make a difference.



@ITILgirl on Twitter
ITILgirl on WordPress
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What?
itSMF UK Seminar – Service Desk and SLM
The Service Desk is at the frontline to increase service quality, reduce cost and pressed to do
more with less. Many are still searching for tools to help move them from their traditional fire
fighting roles in-order to free up resources to more spend time on better managing customer
expectations and improving service.
What are the best approaches to meeting this challenge?
This seminar is targeted at service desk, service level and service catalogue managers who
want to ensure agreed customer expectations and promises are met

When?
Wednesday 12th September, 9am – 4pm

Where?
Museum of Industry & Science, Liverpool Road , Manchester, M3 4FP
Museum of Industry & Science Website
Map and Directions

Museum of Industry & Science (MUSI) in Manchester

Who?
itSMF UK

Agenda
Key learning outcomes of this seminar include:











Learn the processes that underpin a good service desk
Learn what are the key interfaces between the service desk, service level management and
service catalogue
Learn how you know if you have got the right people working on your service desk
What is the skill profile and roles of a hybrid service desk manager and analyst
Learn which service desk structure is right for your organisation
Learn the challenges and approaches to managing a distributed or global service desk
Learn how to define a service catalogue with underpinning service levels that works for you
Learn how to get more out of 2nd line teams by implementing operational level agreements
Learn how to improve your workload planning and scheduling techniques to manage the
service desk
Where will the service desk be in 5 years

Further Info…


CLICK HERE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND TO BOOK

Photo Credit
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prISM: 'Dark side of ITSM?' or genuine professional recognition?
At first glance, the new prISM credential scheme seems to be a qualification too far, as I
consider improving my ITSM skills by going for the first of my ITIL Intermediate levels.
The take up so far seems to belong to an select group, much like those who piloted the new
ITIL Master scheme, and perhaps it is too early for that all important critical mass to make it
the “must-have” credential to have.

What is prISM and why is it different?
The aim of prISM is to provide recognition and a skills development structure in the ITSM
industry.

It has defined a measurable framework which takes into account an individual’s
qualifications, experience and contributions back to the ITSM industry.
So, if you have the ITIL foundation certificate, and a few years in front line roles under your
belt, you can get up and running in prISM as an Associate, and use their structured approach
to plan your next steps up the ITSM ladder.
But, you pay for the privilege, so why is this worth investing time in?

Industry maturity
Matthew Burrows, Lead for Global priSM Advisory Committee (GAC) explained:
“The real reason for prSIM is that the IT industry is starting to mature and become a bit more
of a profession rather than a job.”
Just take a look sometime, in various ITIL and ITSM related Linked In groups, and you will
see pleas from people who seem out of their depth.
Think of it in this way. How many times do organisations send people onto an ITIL
Foundation course, and then expect them to be able to implement major ITSM projects?
Matthew continued:
“Nothing ever works like that with a skill. You have to practice it and apply it. You have to
learn from the mistakes from yourself and others. You have to learn from your successes as
well and you refine it over time, and you get better at it by repetition.”
Part of the issue is the lack of a requirement to refresh ITIL qualifications, once gained.
In prISM, each year you submit a Continual Professional Development forms to demonstrate
growth and development in order to re-earn your credential.

prISM Credential Levels
1.
2.
3.
4.

Student in Service Management (SSM) – students with an interest in ITSM
Associate (ASM) – entry level professionals
Professional (PSM) – experienced Service Management professionals
Distinguished Professional (DPSM) – senior, well experienced Service Management
professionals and leaders
5. Fellow (FSM) – reserved for those senior professionals who have been recognised for making
a significant contribution to the profession and its body of knowledge

Pros
I see the benefit of tiering the levels like this, and even though my “rock face” experience
gives me a broader perspective than if I had only the ITIL Foundation course, this is where
the CPD aspect comes in.

The whole point of the profession maturing means that I need to really focus on further
certification, but given the cost of courses, I really need to think carefully as to what to
pursue.

Cons
I have worked in the area of ITIL/ITSM for 8 years now – I know my stuff. Do I really need
to pay for more certification AND a credential to prove it?
Matthew believes that prISM should be a nice to have, rather than a mandatory requirement:
“From an employer’s point-of-view it tells me that they’ve been through the experience and
qualifications that they say they’ve got, they’re committed to CPD, they give something back,
they take their profession seriously.”
In my opinion, this is hard to prove in the immediate short term, without understanding from
recruiters if they put any store in the acronyms above.

The Application Process
1)

Calculator


Step One: Education and Experience

The spreadsheet gives you a broad brush stab at the permutations of education and
experience.
I tested a couple of elements and opted years of experience, as my degree was a LONG time
ago! Recommended Level: PSM


Step Two: Required Professional Certifications

Here’s where it started to get confusing.
With an ITIL V3 Foundation Certificate (useful) and a TOGAF Enterprise Architecture L1
and L2 certificate (not at all useful, apparently), recommended level: ASM!


Step three: Extra Points

I played about with this out of interest, in terms of ITSM implementation experience, and
also in terms of ITSM Review writing – which confused matters even more, because now the
summary shows me that I meet DPSM criteria as well!
With the combination of the experience and qualification I could apply now for Associate
Membership but with at least one ITIL Intermediate course, I go up to Professional
credentials.
Irritatingly, the comment boxes for the Certification sections stays visible after you have
marked an entry, which then obscures the entries below.

2)

Application Form & CV

You also have to fill in the application form and sign the statement to adhere to the
profession’s code of ethics, and you will need to cross-reference the handbook as you go for
Professional credentials which sounds like a bit of hassle.
There is a bit of repetition here, having to put in the details of your referee, as well as
including your reference (with those same details) as part of the package.
You also have to write your own personal statement, demonstrating your interest in the ITSM
profession.
If you are serious about going through this process, I think it is worth updating your CV
during this process. It won’t hurt you to pay some attention to your Linked In profile either.
After all, if recruiters are using Linked In more and more, the best way to promote the
importance and credibility of this credential is to have it on your online profile.

3)

Reference Statement & Evidence

You will have to get someone to write a supporting statement for you, and also find your
supporting evidence to match your calculator entries.

Some issues






You need to keep PDFs at 1MB per document, and the whole application cannot be more
than 25MB. Irritatingly my scanned ITIL certificate and itSMF UK invoice are just over 1MB,
but everything else is smaller.
The pricing is misleading. The handbook states itSMF membership is preferable (and gives a
discount) but not mandatory. The application form infers the opposite – so those need to be
in sync.
The handbook encourages you to pay before gathering your references – I would actually
get everything together first, then proceed to pay for your appropriate membership, as you
then need the proof of payment to zip together to submit.

Ros’s Progress
Matthew very kindly agreed to be my reference, and we decided to let me go through the
process (and provide feedback!). so I have sent him a form to fill in and return to me.
I’ll put my (eventual) credential on my LinkedIn Profile, and push out an updated CV to see
if there is any immediate change in the type of roles I typically see.
Will it be the prISM credential, or the ITIL Intermediate certification that provides the trigger
(if at all!).
Watch this space.

Further Information

http://www.theprisminstitute.org
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Like many who work in ITSM, I am of course
aware of the need for, and the importance of Continual Service Improvement throughout the
Service Management Lifecycle.
But what does it entail in real terms, and not just what I read on the ITIL course/in the
books?
I came along to the itSMF CSI SIG, held in London to find out.

CSI in a nutshell
The purpose of CSI is to constantly look at ways of improving service, process and cost
effectiveness.
It is simply not enough to drop in an ITSM tool to “fix” business issues, (of course backed up
with reasonable processes) and then walk away thinking: “Job well done.”
Business needs and IT services constantly evolve and change and CSI supports the lifecycle
and is iterative – the review and analysis process should be a continual focus.

Reality

CSI is often aspired to, and has been talked about in initial workshops, but all too often gets
swallowed up in the push to configure and push out a tool, tweak and force in processes and
all too often gets relegated to almost “nice to have” status.
A common question one sees in Linked in Groups is:
“Why do ITIL Implementations fail?”
A lack of commitment to CSI is often the reason, and this session looked to try and identify
why that might be.

Interactive
I have never been to a SIG before, and it was very clear from the outset that we were not
going to be talked at, nor would we quite be doing the speed-dating networking element from
my last regional venture.
SIG chair Jane Humphries started us off by introducing the concept of a wall with
inhibitors. The idea was that we would each write down two or three things on post-it notes
for use in the “Speakers Corner” segment later in the day.
What I liked about this, though, was that Jane has used this approach before, showing us a
wall-graphic with inhibitors captured and written on little bricks, to be tackled and knocked
down in projects.
Simple but powerful, and worth remembering for workshops, and it is always worth seeing
what people in the community do in practice.

Advocates, Assassins, Cynics and Supporters
The majority of the sessions focussed on the characteristics of these types of potential
stakeholders – how to recognise them, how to work with them, and how to prioritise project
elements accordingly.
The first two breakout sessions split the room into four groups, to discuss these roles and the
types of people we probably all have had to deal with in projects.
There was, of course, the predictable amusement around the characteristics of Cynics – they
have been there and seen it all before, as indeed a lot of us had, around the room.
But what surprised me was a common factor in terms of managing these characteristics:
What’s in it for me? (WIIFM)
Even for Supporters and Advocates, who are typically your champions, there is a delicate
balancing act to stop them from going over to the “dark side” and seeing become cynics, or
worse assassins to your initiative.
The exercises which looked at the characteristics, and how to work with them proved to be
the easiest.

Areas to improve
What didn’t work so well was a prioritisation and point-scoring exercise which just seemed to
confuse everyone.
For our group we struggled to understand if the aim was to deliver quick wins for lower
gains, or go for more complex outcomes with more complex stakeholder management.
Things made a little more sense when we were guided along in the resulting wash-up session.
The final element to the day was a take on the concept of “Speakers’ Corner” – the idea being
that two or three of the Post-It inhibitors would be discussed. The room was re-arranged with
a single chair in the middle and whoever had written the chosen topic would start the debate.
To add to the debate, a new speaker would have to take the chair in the centre.
While starting the debate topics were not an issue, the hopping in and out of the chairs proved
to be hard to maintain, but the facilitators were happy to be flexible and let people add to the
debate from where they sat.

Does Interactive work?
Yes and no.
I imagined that most people would come along and attend a Special Interest Group because
they are just that – Interested!
But participating in group sessions and possibly presenting to the room at large may not be to
everyone’s liking.
I have to admit, I find presenting daunting enough in projects where I am established. So to
have to act as scribe, and then bite the bullet and present to a huge room of people is not a
comfortable experience for me, even after twenty years in the industry.
But you get out of these sessions what you put in, so I took my turn to scribe and
present. And given the difficulties we had, as a group, understanding the objectives of the
third breakout session, I was pleased I had my turn.
The irony is Continual Service Improvement needs people to challenge and constantly
manage expectations and characters in order to be successful. It is not a discipline that lends
itself to shy retiring wallflowers.
If people are going to spend a day away from work to attend a SIG, then I think it makes
sense for them to try and get as much out of it as they can.
Perhaps my message to the more shy members in the room who hardly contributed at all is to
remember that everyone is there to help each other learn from collective experience. No-one
is there to judge or to act as an Assassin/Cynic so make the most of the event and participate.

For example, in Speakers’ Corner, the debate flowed and people engaged with each other,
even if the chair hopping didn’t quite work, but acknowledgement also needs to go to the SIG
team, who facilitated the day’s activities very well.
I have attended three events now, a UK event, a Regional Seminar and a SIG and this was by
far the most enjoyable and informative so far.
A side note: Am I the only one that hears CSI and thinks of crime labs doing imaginative
things to solve murders in Las Vegas, Miami, and New York? No? Just me then.
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In these
uncertain economic times the watch words of the moment seem to be:
“Do more with (continually) less”
The effects of outsourcing both to clients of service providers and within their own
organisations too means that support groups need to be as efficient as they can with (quite
frankly) what they have left.
Could the visual scheduling tool LeanKitKanban, a web-based virtual signboard and card
system, help Service Management support groups manage their time more efficiently and
perhaps help bring about a more proactive approach to certain disciplines?

Lean and IT
Lean has its roots in manufacturing and production. It is a practice that views the expenditure
of resources for any goal other than the creation of value for the end customer to be waste,
and therefore should be eliminated.

Value in this context an action or process that a customer would be willing to pay for.
Stretch this out to IT, and what Lean is trying to achieve is less wasted time by support
resources and more efficiency in how they work.

Kanban
Kanban is a Japanese words that quite literally means “signboard” and is a concept related to
lean production, and looking at Just-In-Time production in particular.
In a production perspective, kanban is a scheduling system, used to determine what, when
and how much to produce.
So, looking at it from an ITSM perspective, what are you working on, when are you
scheduled to finish it, and how much more are you juggling.
At a glance, therefore, you can see where work is being bottlenecked and better utilise the
team to reduce the overall workload.

LeanKitKanban
The key aims are:





Map out your organisation’s processes onto virtual whiteboards
On each board, processes are represented in vertical and horizontal lanes
Team members use Cards to represent work items which they can update and move across
the board
The idea is that managers, customers, project managers can view this board for updates.

Pre-defined Board Templates
When you register, you get a number of pre-defined templates to select from, that best
defines your business, so I looked at their IT Operations templates.
Of the two available, only Business Process Maintenance seemed to come close to
mapping processes across an organisation.

Using Cards
Within this template are categories of Cards:


Defect, Feature, Improvement, Task

Just looking around the template, you could have cards allocated to team members to look at:






Production Problems
Planned Business Need (with varying due dates and High/Low impacts)
Routine (Tasks)
Unplanned (Incidents)
Platform Improvements

How ITSM projects could use this
The idea sounds great but the practice needs a little thought.
The boards provided in the evaluation version are probably more geared towards Software
Development or wider Business Process Re-engineering.
I like how team members show up against the cards so that you can see at any one time who
is working on what, but what immediately struck me was duplication of effort.

Tool vs Kanban – Incident Ticket Lifecycle
I mapped out the key parts of the Incident management process, listing how an Incident
Record would move through its lifecycle in a tool, versus how that same progression could be
simply mapped in LeanKitKanban.
Process Steps

ITSM

KanBan

Incident Logging

Incident Record

Defect Card

Incident Categorisation

Pre-Defined in Tool

Free Text

Incident Prioritisation

Pre-Defined in Tool

4 definitions in Template

Investigation and
Diagnosis

Assign to Team member

Assign to tean member

Resolution and Recovery

Update tcket as
appropriate

Update as appropriate but
no auditing

Incident Closure

“Done” and archive
Often auto-closure
functionality after a
configured after resolution number of days

In order for someone outside the immediate support team or service management team to
understand the progress of a ticket, they would normally be expected to have access to the
ITSM tool, and to be able to see open Incidents and their progress as part of a steady state.
The idea behind LeanKitKanban is that it allows people maybe outside of that to have
“visibility of progress”.
For Business As Usual, people outside the immediate support teams would normally receive
Service Management reports with pertinent information.

Kanban and ITSM Solution Development
Moving away from Business As Usual, I thought I would consider its use when an ITSM
solution is being developed and implemented.

Some tools do offer the capability to project manage development and testing work within the
tool itself, but it does mean that people who may not ordinarily expect to use an ITSM tool
would have to spend time working in it to work out progress.
Where software development is being managed using the Agile methodology, there is a useful
board for that template. If the ITSM tool itself does not provide Project/Development
tracking modules, then this tool would be ideal for tracking tool development and
customisation.

Putting it into practice?
LeanKitKanban have a good repertoire of reference clients on their website, although I think
it lends itself more to the Software Development side than more traditional ITSM
implementations.
In reality, however, time pressures on an implementation project are such that sometimes
even visual summaries such as these may get discarded.
For every ticket that is being worked on, a corresponding ticket would have to be created in
Kanban, so who would realistically do this, and maintain it?
It makes sense for it to be a Team Leader or Project Manager, in order to have a view of
progressing work, and to keep the working team free from “management noise”.
In reality, most project management calls with teams revolve around a simple status
Powerpoint with Tasks achieved, Tasks to do, Issues, so now it is the project managers that
are faced with duplication of effort in maintaining reporting.
In order for this to work, this tool would need to be at the heart of project reporting and most
likely a more comprehensive version than the initial trial.
To get the best from this tool, you would need:





Full buy-in from all levels of Project Management to have it as the tool of choice
It would need some customisation effort for anything outside of the templates provided –
which are available in the Professional Edition pricing options
Some level of buy in from the teams having to provide input for the tool, as there is a danger
for duplication of effort from the teams below.
It looks most suitable for development and implementation efforts rather than as part of
ongoing steady state operations.

I would also recommend using the Personal Kanban board and template as part of the free
offering, which offers users a chance to split tasks into 4 project lanes, and provides columns
to help users track their to-dos.
For those spread across multiple projects, it provides a little more of a visual, virtual structure
than scrawling To-Do lists on paper/sticky notes, and I am finding it helpful for working on
distinct areas of work.

Further Information




https://leankitkanban.com/
White Paper: Improving IT Economics: Thinking ‘Lean’
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Will it ever be possible to innovate in outsourcing deployments?
Will it ever be possible to innovate in outsourcing deployments?
I only ask, because you would think, in fact, that outsourcing deployments would be the
perfect way in which to deliver small but effective areas of innovation.

Yet the very nature of outsourcing, both for organisations and service providers, is proving to
be its own worst enemy.
The ITSM piece tends to be part of a much larger bid, often consolidating data centres, teams,
resources and now typically with the sensitive matter of off-shoring work too.

Can it work?
Of course.
If an organisation is completely happy for all their services to be run in a shared instance with
many other customers and a standard delivery model for your processes and resources, they
are laughing.
There is no bespoke configuration to do, minimal to no requirements for knowledge transfer
–merely hand over the details required, maybe have some training and perhaps some process
focus and away they go, literally!
No debates about 99.999% up time of the service desk, or arguments about how to connect
active directory servers to the hosted systems to abide with security requirements.
It just all works, and everyone is a winner.

And the flip side?
Complex projects involving multiple countries, heightened security implications in certain
sectors, and dare I say it, almost a reluctance to “let go”.
There is nothing more sensitive (and in a small way a little soul destroying) knowing that you
are working in an implementation where some, but not all of the people you need to interact
with to do that transformation work will be losing their jobs.

Why the struggle?
Very simply, I think it comes to difference of expectations.
Often implementation teams are not involved in the bid process or if they are, it is often at the
very end when it may well be far too late to point out potential issues.
Expectations are set by the sales and solution teams before the whole thing is thrown over the
fence to be implemented by multiple groups, as part of a large project team.
Then the silo-mentality kicks in and suddenly you go from all-in-together to “Your bit of the
solution needs to do this, why doesn’t it?”

Trying to innovate
How can you try and stop the inevitable from happening?

Because ITSM touches a lot of IT User groups, it is worth the ITSM Solution Architect
having a broad view of everything that has been promised in the Service Management piece,
but also make sure you cast an eye over Service/Help Desk and Asset Management
schedules.
They may have their own teams, their own process writers and so on, but determining what
YOUR tool (as it will often be called!) can actually do to achieve THEIR goals is vital.
For example:
ITSM Tool Expectation

Shared Platform Reality

Thou shalt enable retained staff and
outsourced support staff to have access
to, create, update, delete asset records
in accordance to processes

Well…. We’re writing the processes, so I
agree with that but the way the platform
is set up, you can’t have people updating
assets if they are not working for us!

The service desk is all seeing, all knowing That’s fine, but in our set up we have
and shall have control of every ticket in given them the LEAST amount of rights
the whole wide world, for ever
in the system of all the IT users, so really
they will log and flog.

OK perhaps I have painted an extreme, but how would you begin to introduce more skill in
Level 1 resolution if the way the service provided platforms are built lends itself to that kind
of segregation.
All too often the best intentions to ensure that solutions are well documented, that the design
process is followed with no short cuts, and that everything is re-usable for subsequent
implementations.
In reality, time squeezes in, corners get cut, and rather than being able to standardise
documentation for re-use, and that all important knowledge sharing aspect gets pushed to one
side.

Who is willing to stand up and be counted?
Perhaps this is the hardest thing of all, when the pressure is on to get something implemented,
and hopefully working better than what was there before.
I wrote some time ago about the Fantasy ITSM team and stressed the need for a strong,
knowledgeable, but pragmatic project manager who could act as the glue between the silos.
But let me just throw someone else into the mix (rather than under the bus).
Sometimes the project team need a good business manager to bat for them, especially against
the slow death crawl of scope creep.
The kiss of death for any troubling project is someone in the business line who is not
prepared to say “NO”.

And it is sadly a rare thing to find someone who actually has the balls to look for ways to
circumvent the more destructive forces one can find on projects and actually say: “NO, this is
the wrong way.”

Why is no-one willing to do that?
The cold hard facts of the IT industry are that organisations are constantly striving for more,
with far less.
The whole raison-d’être for outsourcing is to benefit from the economies of scale.
And it takes brave people to then stand up and say – we need longer to do this better.
But the reasons WHY are because expectations have been set and there is largely a lack of
control around HOW an almost “hybrid” solution can work.
Those people who are likely to be retained in the organisation will be looking for leverage to
make sure things stay that way.
Knowledge is power, so why would they try and make things more efficient?
And all the while, the name of the game is to implement a solution, adhering to standards, but
acquiescing to customer requirements, trying to add value but without rocking any other
boats.

Who wins?
A sad by-product of restructuring within service providers themselves means that in-house
skill are taken out of the equation, and often contractors brought in.
They have developed those niche skills that make it comparatively easier for them to be
dropped in, for a shorter period of time, and at a lovely high rate.
While it is maybe more prevalent in the area of Project Management, I have come across
ITIL Masters/Experts who maybe spend more time telling you how much more they know
than you, rather than looking to apply those skills to what an organisation needs.
For service providers to start adding that value always boasted about in bids, and drawing on
the expertise they claim to have, they need to stop shedding skin, and looking to improve the
skills within.
Regardless of whether the Service Desk and Platform/Application Support Staff are in
Bangalore or Bognor – have they really got the skills for the job? Are they engaged and
committed to improving and developing a career? Are they motivated?
Stop weakening your teams and look to play to their strengths.
Encourage, don’t stifle.
Innovate, don’t restrict.

It IS a challenge in this economic climate. Is any service provider willing to take it on?
Image Credit

http://www.theitsmreview.com/2012/09/incident-management-criteria/

Assessment Criteria for Incident Management
Published by Ros Satar on Sep 9th, 2012 // 1 Comment

Our Request Fulfilment assessments have concluded. The full analysis will be published very
shortly. Digging into Request Fulfilment have revealed some interesting elements!
The original aim was to look at how the tools supported the process. Rather refreshingly, the
vendors who participated also shared their experiences and some insight into their consulting
approaches.
We now turn our attention to the bread-and-butter elements of Incident Management. Our
challenge is to identify the true differentiators in a rigid discipline.

Suggested Criteria
Overall Alignment




Have our target vendors aligned to ITIL and if so, to which version?
How do the set up roles and users to perform functions?
What demo capabilities can they offer potential customers?

Incident Logging & Categorisation

These can either be made simple, and to great effect, or made so complex, that they become
irrelevant as the Service Desk totally ignore them and pick the first thing on the list!






What information is made mandatory on the Incident record?
What categories and/or sub-categories are provided out-of-the-box?
How easy is it to customise these fields and values?
Show us how Incident Matching and linkage to known errors are presented to users and/or
service staff to expedite the process
How much administration is needed to do bespoke changes?

Incident Tracking
“Oh come on now,” I hear you cry, “What tool cannot track incidents?”
But there can be a lot more to tracking the humble incident than meets the eye:



What statuses are included out-of-the-box and how easy is it to add/modify status
definitions to suit customer requirements
Can your tool show how many “hops” an incident may face if wrongly assigned?

Incident Lifecycle Tracking
Perhaps the best way of allowing vendors to show off their tool’s capabilities is for them to
really go to town in terms of playing out scenarios.
The aim of this assessment is to look at how tools can help keep communication going during
the lifecycle of an incident.




First time Fix from the Service Desk
Resolved via support group(s)
Demonstrating visibility of the incident through its lifecycle, from end-user, Service Desk
and support group(s) points of view

Prioritising Incidents




How are priorities determined and managed (out-of-the-box)
What happens when the priority is adjusted during the lifecycle of the Incident
We would like to also give vendors an opportunity to show us how they link SLAs to
Incidents

Escalating Incidents





Demonstrate routing to multiple groups
Show the tool’s capability for handling SLA breaches – in terms of notifications and the effect
on the Incident record during that time
Show us what happens when an Incident has NOT been resolved satisfactorily
Demonstrate integration between Incident and other processes (the most obvious being
Problem and Change Management)

Major Incident

Much like categorisation, this can be very simple, or can be made so complex, more time can
be spent negotiating the process than fixing the major incident!


Provide and end-to-end scenario to demonstrate how the tool handles the management and
co-ordination across multiple groups for a Major Incident.

Incident Models
All of the above criteria are what I consider the basics of an ITSM tool.
But I am keen to delve deeper into what vendors understand by the concept of Incident
Models.
In turn, how can their tools add significant value in this area?
There are several ways of looking at this concept (there will be no points for throwing it over
the fence to Problem Management and focussing on Known Errors).
There are assessment criteria around the handling of Incident Models, and we want to see
how tools help in this aspect.


Demonstrate how your tool facilitates the use of Incident Models (include if/where links to
other relevant processes/support groups as part of the demonstration).

Incident Closure
It makes sense to end our list of assessment criteria examining how tools resolve and/or close
incidents by default.


Show how an incident is routed for closure.

This assessment will be quite scenario heavy, and we want to give participating vendors the
freedom to develop their scenarios without limiting them to defined parameters (for example,
specifying which service has failed, or which groups to use).
A key part of the assessment will also include how flexible the tool is with regards to
customisation.
Incident Management can sometimes be taken for granted, so we would like participating
vendors to really take a look at how Incident Management can made “everyone’s” business.

What is your view, what have we missed?
Please leave a comment below or contact us. Similarly if you are a vendor and would like to
be included in our review please contact us. Thanks, Ros.

http://www.theitsmreview.com/2012/09/rf-servicenow/

Review: ServiceNow Request Fulfilment
Published by Ros Satar on Sep 25th, 2012 // 2 Comments

This independent review is part of our 2012 Request Fulfilment Group Test. See all
participants and terms of the review here.

Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

A solid integrated platform, with the focus on improving the user’s
experience of Request Fulfilment, and also focussing on the equally
important business view.

Strengths

They boast a unique approach of focussing on improving an end-user’s
experience in engaging with IT through the Request Fulfilment process.

Weaknesses

Although there are administration courses, all too often the responses
relied on finding answers to configuration questions “in the wiki”.It is
comprehensive, but when others promote that element of “handover” to
the system’s custodians, ServiceNow seem to want to default to
detachment.

Primary Market Focus

Mid-size to Large Enterprise level customers

Commercial Summary
Vendor

ServiceNow

Product

ServiceNow

Version reviewed

Berlin Release

Date of version release

September 2012

Year founded

2004

Customers

1,200+

Pricing Structure

Competitive Differentiators

ServiceNow offers a subscription license based on the number of IT
process users, starting at $100 / IT process user / month with
volume discounts available. There is no charge for end user access.






Additional Feature

A single, organically developed ITSM platform built in the
cloud with nothing acquired or OEMed that leverages
knowledge management, collaboration, graphical workflow
engine, ITSM stack, service catalog and request, runbook
automation, CMDB, ITAM, software asset management, etc.
all included in the subscription license.
An approachable, social and modern Web UI built to
improve the end user experience with IT through an
emphasis on usability and self service.
A configurable platform includes a content management
system that allows IT to provide a user experience that is
identical to existing customer Web properties and that
matches existing user experience and IT workflow.

Service catalogue, service portfolio, and dozens of other enterprise
service automation applications all provided through a single cloudbased platform.

Independent Review
ServiceNow has been one of the fastest growing software companies in the world, since
forming in 2004.
One significant difference I saw in looking more at the single-tenant commercial deployment
scenario (opposed to Managed Service Provision) was how to leverage a business view of the
service catalogue.
More importantly, that view can be combined with elements of the Employee Self Service
portal to give users a lot more information about the services they use, even before they go
down the Request Fulfilment route.
That is not to say that other vendors do not offer the same, but ServiceNow’s focus sees the
tool as an enabler for information up and down the chain, about the affordability of the
services IT provide, and the usability for end-users.

Request Models
End-users can come in to the Request Fulfilment screens through a self-service portal URL
which provides them a simplified view of the options available.

This can be configured to provide a customer’s look and feel, and limits the choices in the
sections so that the end-user is not overwhelmed with a mass of service catalogue options.
ServiceNow recommend the three main sections (Order Things, Knowledge, Get Help) and
no more than four elements beneath that.
Requests can be bundled together (for example for new hires) and most vendors now adopt
the look and feel of a shopping cart experience to good effect.
But they want to make the interface as intuitive as possible.
All this is laudable, but as always that freedom of intuition requires detailed thought and
configuration behind the scenes.

Menu Selection
The back end allows administrators to configure routing options, approvals, even the addition
of fields mostly through drop-down and selectable variable values.
There is the capability of doing further, more complex development and administrators would
need to either have an understanding of Java Script programming, or (in their words) at least
have a desire to learn.
But in fairness, ServiceNow also recognise that resources or skill levels in organisations may
not stretch to that – and certainly enough can be done with the options available to build on
the existing templates, utilising a graphical workflow editor, pick lists and right-click UI
controls .

Request Fulfilment Lifecycle
The first step in the ServiceNow world is to build up the items in a way that makes it an
appealing experience for the end user.
Once the aesthetics are taken care of, then start tackling the more repetitive elements of the
process first, and then worry about tackling your exceptions.
The graphical workflow is extensive, and tasks, actions, options attached to those actions are
taken care of with drag-and-drop.
It is designed so that Business Analysts or Process Managers can translate those steps
graphically to configure the back-end workflow.
In addition, a business service catalogue can be developed, and this has a two-fold purpose.
Often customers have difficulty in transitioning to a service model, and understanding what
that really means to them.
Here, IT can define to the business what services it offers, the reasonable levels of
availability and response that can be expected, and can obviously build from there, for
example Email Services.

This view is also linked to an end-user’s view of their world, so they can proactively see
(even before entering the whole ticket rigmarole), service alerts or issues.

Conclusion
ServiceNow are not alone in the market place at focussing on how customers want to set
things up behind the scenes.
Administrators of the system should have a strong end-to-end process knowledge to get the
best from configuring the workflows.
Their approach, though, differs between good practical advice in terms of configuration
versus a wiki-focussed depth of support information.
For example, during the demo, I was impressed at the steps outlined for an approach to
tackling the workflow configuration:
1. Build the items you want the end user to see first
2. Worry about process later (repetitive tasks first, then exceptions)

But I am also pointed to a range of links of everything in the wiki.
There is no doubt that the information is comprehensive and, given how much is in there,
fairly well organised but it can be very time consuming to wade through the options to find
things, and I speak from experience!
ServiceNow offer a foundations e-learning course that can be completed within an hour.
They also provide a three-day ServiceNow system administration class, a two-day advanced
system administration class, and a three-day scripting in ServiceNow course. System
administrators can be up to speed within a day and be extremely proficient within a week.
However, at its core, ServiceNow does offer a well-integrated Request Fulfilment module,
and reminds us that business benefit should be a driver, and provide a well thought out visual
capability in that area.

ServiceNow Customers




CERN
John Lewis Partnership
Publicis Groupe

Screenshots
Click on the thumbnails to enlarge.

From The ServiceNow Brochure






Leading provider of cloud-based services that automate enterprise IT operations.
Suite of applications built on our proprietary platform that automates workflow and
provides integration between related businesses.
We help transform IT organizations from reactive, manual and task-oriented, to pro-active,
automated and service-oriented organizations.
Assessed to PinkVERIFY 3.0
Provides an open, no-registration-required live instance of ServiceNow:
http://demo.servicenow.com

Further Information



ServiceNow Home Page
Webinars

Group Test Index
This independent review is part of our 2012 Request Fulfilment Group Test. See all
participants and terms of the review here.
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Review: PMG Request Fulfilment
Published by Ros Satar on Sep 28th, 2012 // No Comment

This independent review is part of our 2012 Request Fulfilment Group Test. See all
participants and terms of the review here.

Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

A “rescue remedy” for replacing inadequate Service Catalogue/Request
Fulfilment modules of ITSM Suites.

Strengths

A dedicated approach to providing enterprise delivery specifically around
Service Catalogue & Request Fulfilment.

Weaknesses

Although they have a few standalone ITSM customers, their Ticketing
system for other ITSM processes is very basic, when standing up against
fully integrated solutions.

Primary Market Focus

Mid-size to enterprise level customers.

Commercial Summary
Vendor

PMG

Product

PMG Service Catalog Suite – Enterprise Edition

Version reviewed

V6.5

Date of version release

12th June 2012

Year founded

1996

Customers

Not disclosed

Pricing Structure

Competitive Differentiators

Traditional Purchase (1-time license fee)=Base Engine (CPU) +
Concurrent Users + Connectors. SaaS Option: Per CU Per
Month. Actual pricing not disclosed.






Additional Feature

PMG is the only solution that combines BPM, e-commerce,
Enterprise Content Management, and Enterprise Application
Integration (EAI) in a single suite
PMG is the only independent enterprise service catalogue
that integrates with virtually every common enterprise
application out of the box…not tied to a specific ITSM tool
(or to IT for that matter)
PMG provides hundreds of out of box features to support
near-zero coding and simple configuration for dramatic ease
of use and deployment

PMG has >50 OOB integration connectors to virtually all well known
ITSM, ERP, CRM, HRMS, Cloud, and RBA tools

Independent Review
It is easy to see how PMG would be the enterprise Service Catalogue of choice where the
more “traditional” enterprise ITSM suites have shortcomings in that area.
The range of integration connectors and ability to raise tickets in and out of most ITSM suites
is an impressive feature, and not one you would even to expect to find in the more integrated
suites.
Having personally battled with early iterations of Service Catalogues in the larger, sometimes
monolithic suites, I can see why some large customers retain their original investment and
connect PMG to the back.
Their ability to link directly to a range of LDAPs provides a unique degree of role based
access, without the need to have that information duplicated in their tool.

Request Models
PMG provide a large number of out-of-the-box workflows and templates, also including a
vast library of clip art to help customers set up their e-commerce content rapidly.
All of the UI and workflow is configured with selections and drag and drop, and no
requirements for coding.
Bundling workflows (for example bringing together a number of components for New Hires)
is easy to configure.
Administrators are offered a number of options of training days, and can be up to advanced
level in a matter of weeks.

Menu Selection
PMG offer extensive content management, allowing for rich text form and presentation,
allowing documentation, and links to be added to screens presented to users.
Their philosophy is to provide a comprehensive set of templates to facilitate a customer’s
setup.
This makes sense when you look at their model, and the kinds of customers and environments
they deploy in.
If a customer has invested in an enterprise ITSM suite, and need to replace the Request
Fulfilment component, they can well do without having to pay again for detailed consultancy.
The self-service element can be configured to suit customers.

Request Fulfilment Lifecycle
The delivery engine behind PMG takes the drag and drop approach to a different level.
As well as linking to a viewable status for the end user, the status of actions also changes
within the workflow as a request progresses through its lifecycle, with workflow elements
turning green, once completed.
Everything is configurable through selection.
PMG do also support additional coding but with their approach of provided a vast number of
templates and workflow out of the box, they believe it is not needed for the large majority of
deployments.
Actions on other groups can be done either through their interaction with the PMG system, or
by embedding instructions within standard emails (for example Accept, Reject buttons).

Conclusion
It is easy to understand why PMG have succeeded in being deployments that complement
existing enterprise ITSM solutions.
They have evolved as a strong integration Service Catalogue suite, capitalising where the
more traditionally monolithic suites had laboured in terms of Service Catalogue flexibility.
Even though they do provide a very basic ITSM ticketing function, they do not pretend to be
what they are not.
PMG clearly pitch themselves in a niche, which is a refreshing approach, and I like the
inclusion of a vast number of templates to Quick-start a deployment.
For example – it is a neat thing to see the status of actions change as the workflow
progresses, but that is something that just appeals to me as a techie.

But just because other vendors have incorporated graphical workflow in a slightly a more
simplistic way, does not mean they are not able to provide the same outcome (eventually).
And for me, the key is achieving the outcome without overdoing the complexity.
This is something that can be easily achieved in PMG, and perhaps sometimes demonstrating
less is more is just as powerful as showing the full depth of configuration.

PMG Customers





Brown-Forman
Stanford University
American Automobile Association (AAA)
TTX

Screenshots
Click on the thumbnails to enlarge.

From The PMG Brochure






Independent enterprise service catalogue and business process automation solution
Out-of-the-box, easily customised online catalogue
Approximately 50 Connectors (out-of-the-box) for integrating to external ITSM systems
One-click service editing, real time order status and history
Enterprise-class Business Process Management (BPM)

Further Information


PMG Home Page

Group Test Index
This independent review is part of our 2012 Request Fulfilment Group Test. See all
participants and terms of the review here.
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Review: Cherwell Software Request Fulfilment
Published by Ros Satar on Sep 28th, 2012 // No Comment

This independent review is part of our 2012 Request Fulfilment Group Test. See all
participants and terms of the review here.

Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

Cherwell offer a holistic approach by providing customers with a
comprehensive out of the box offering, for fast deployment, and ease of
use.

Strengths

Predefined forms based on their years of experience of what details are
required, for a number of standard requests.

Weaknesses

Although not programming outright, some of the depth of customisation
lends itself to administrators with strong process knowledge, business
logic and data structures. For example when it comes to defining tasks for
requests (New Hire).

Primary Market Focus

Mid-size across diverse sectors

Commercial Summary
Vendor

Cherwell Software

Product

Cherwell Service Management

Version reviewed

V4.01

Date of version release

August 2012

Year founded

2003

Customers

400+

Pricing Structure

Competitive Differentiators

Fully inclusive (i.e. all ITIL management processes, modules,
integration tools, etc.) concurrent user usage for both perpetual and
SaaS licensing models.
Perpetual licensing from £1995/$2995 per concurrent seat. Hosted
SaaS subscription licensing from £76/$114 per concurrent seat, per
month (minimum 12 month contract).






Additional Feature

Completely integrated management processes and totally
configurable against an organisations current and future
service request models, without the need to write a single
line of code via programming or scripting services
Integrated Platform as a Service (PaaS) technology to
empower users to easy develop and deliver integrated
business services offerings
Quick and easy system upgrades and low cost of ownership
for going system management overheads

Integrated application development platform. Integrated Project
Portfolio Management module. Full social media integration and
features for BYOD management. Multi portal, multi user, fully
configurable web portal technology.

Independent Review
Cherwell are big believers in the 80/20 rule – something I believed in very strongly in my
former roles.
Provide 80% of the functionality and more often than not, the other 20% will either be
indulgent frosting, or something that can be customised at a later date.
Cherwell provide a large number of templates out of the box, and also (from their
experiences) realise that the finer workflow is where the real focus needs to be.
This gives customers a lot of flexibility to use as much (or as little) of Cherwell’s
professional services to help configure the system.
Everything in the Cherwell universe is driven by dashboards – which are easily customisable
by the user.
Cherwell will offer customers consultancy to help get them started, as well as administrator’s
training.

Request Models

A request record’s life starts out surprisingly as an Incident, and the business object logic
depends heavily on the Categorisation and Sub Categorisation of the record.
As soon as the sub-category is for a request, the ticket changes (both in a Service Desk call
and a self-service scenario) to a Request.
Up until the first save of the ticket, changing the categories will flip it from one to the other.
Once you haves settled on a request, the real magic comes in the use of the “specifics” forms,
which provide the detail and granularity required.
The best example of this comes in their New Hire form. Once categorised as such, a very
detailed form appears with one of the most comprehensive set of options I have seen.
Furthermore, responses to details generate the spin-off tasks for that request.
These are part of their 80/20 templates, based on their experiences, and the depth of
information provided is very impressive, straight out of the box, and from a customer
perspective means less of a reliance on professional services to complete the job.

Menu Selection
Cherwell provide different ways for users to view the service catalogue, and also very
configurable styles for the self-service portals.
All of these can be configured without specific coding skills, and they offer a one day
administrator self-service portal training course as well.
The ability to customise for a variety of client views is pretty extensive, again offering
customers a great degree of flexibility.

Request Fulfilment Lifecycle
The key is to understand the business logic to drive the lifecycle of a request ticket.
Cherwell’s approach is to try and focus on automating as much as possible the tasks you need
to have happen consistently, and removing the more mundane tasks from the user.
They achieve this with a “Onestep” configuration to create multiple steps – for example the
tasks required for a new starter.
Onestep allows you to group together a number of tasks in one consolidated, automated
action.
Editing onesteps are covered in depth in the course, so that administrators fully understand
how system automation is constructed.
Creating new workflows is via dragging and dropping options, but administrators will need a
very good understanding of the business logic behind their processes.

Although Cherwell are not the only vendors to provide such capability, it does make you
aware that administrators need a range of skills – process implementation, business logic,
data structures.
Whilst not “programming” outright, the depth of possible customisation options for workflow
lends itself to those with a strong analytical and logical mind to get the best from configuring
workflow.

Conclusion
For customers that require a lot provided out of the box, and the ability to develop additional
services and workflows, they have that with Cherwell’s 80/20 philosophy.
It is an interesting approach to lead with, but the depth of information they have put into the
specifics really makes it comprehensive, even before you start to develop workflow.
More and more of their clients want their “Quick-start” approach of taking what is provided
out of the box and developing the detail for themselves.
As simple as their workflow building is (using drag and drop), it is clear that administrators
taking this approach have a very good understanding of end to end process to get the best
from all the available options.
Although they are not doing out and out programming, it would be very advantageous to have
a decent analytical mind to get the best out of the system.
I believe that their understanding of their clients’ “get up and DIY” aspect of their software is
refreshingly unique approach.

Cherwell Software Customers





California State University, Fresno
Baillie Gifford
First Rate Exchange Services
Supergroup

Screenshots
Click on the thumbnails to enlarge.

From The Cherwell Software Brochure






11 PinkVERIFY™ ITSM processes
Intuitive wizards and simple drag-and-drop functionality
With Cherwell’s Codeless Business Application Technology (CBAT), you never need to write a
line of code or script. Upgrades are effortless.
Rapid easy implementation and easily adaptable over time
Out-of-the-box processes to assist customers with critical Business Alignment

Further Information




Cherwell Software Home Page
Cherwell on Youtube
Cherwell on Vimeo

Group Test Index
This independent review is part of our 2012 Request Fulfilment Group Test. See all
participants and terms of the review here.
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Review: BMC Footprints Request Fulfilment
Published by Ros Satar on Sep 29th, 2012 // 2 Comments

This independent review is part of our 2012 Request Fulfilment Group Test. See all
participants and terms of the review here.

Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

Flexible entry-level ITSM solution, offering customisable services.

Strengths

Nice touch in incorporating screen-prompts to start to mould end user
behaviour

Weaknesses

Text driven workflow is comprehensive but lacks the visual effect of
graphical workflows.

Primary Market Focus

Mid-size customers

Commercial Summary
Vendor

BMC

Product

BMC Footprints

Version reviewed

v11.1

Date of version release

Autumn 2011

Year founded

1980

Customers

Europe: 1,000+; Worldwide 5,000+

Pricing Structure

A typical base installation for BMC FootPrints inclusive of
ServiceCore and at least one AssetCore module with maintenance
agreement and consulting services will start at £16,000.

Competitive Differentiators







Additional Features

BMC FootPrints is widely regarded as an affordable and
flexible solution which can addresses both IT service
management and IT Operations Management from a single
pane of glass. One view, one console, one solution.
BMC FootPrints is optimised for ITIL but provides an easy-touse adaptive workflow environment (known as Workspaces)
which quickly allows organisation to replicate own best
practice IT support processes or begin designing and
launching other non-IT service desks. One view, one console,
multiple service desks.
In its converged state BMC FootPrints provides seamless
integration to facilitate other IT operations management
capabilities with open process transparency as well data
integration. BMC FootPrints supports physical, virtual and
mobile devices.

BMC FootPrints’ solid convergence allows integration, through
process and data, into other IT Management disciplines such as
Asset Management, Lifecycle Management, Desktop Management
and Security & Compliance.

Independent Review
With Numara Software joining the BMC stable, it is easy to get lost in the plethora of brands
that now exist under the BMC Banner.
BMC FootPrints was chosen for the review because it provides, at its core, an integrated
solution, with configurable and flexible Service Request Management options.
There is no doubt that the product can go toe to toe with other mid-size competitors in the
market, but has the promise of better things to come in subsequent planned releases.
Their philosophy is to start moulding users’ behaviour, with some interesting elements, such
as introducing prompting questions in the Self Service presentation.

Request Models
BMC FootPrints deals in Workspaces which provides users with a specific business function
view, and business flows.
While it is good to see a solution try and tie itself back to the business drivers, it could be
confusing to see Requests treated throughout a lifecycle as an Incident – as a consequence to
how the workspace had been configured.
These are configurable to separate the disciplines, dependant on a customer’s requirements,
and established as part of their professional services.

Form Designers and Workflow are all configurable, and driven by selection from existing
fields (and any custom fields that may have been created).
Administrators could typically be skilled within a couple of days of training, although the
general approach is for professional services to train and develop to a customer’s
requirements.

Menu Selection
The Self-Service Portal for and end-user is perhaps quite basic, but contains everything they
need within the screen.
There is an option to actually make the Service Catalogue a user’s home page, which presents
them with a less text-heavy, more “traditional” catalogue view.
One of the nice options is to help drive user behaviour through scripted questions, which in
turn will drive additional fields depending on your responses.
For example, opening a ticket based on reporting an issue with a monitor brought up one or
two queries regarding power issues to the monitor.
When this is integrated with the future dynamic searches with the knowledge base, it will also
bring up potential solutions prior to a user continuing with a request.

Request Fulfilment Lifecycle
The solution can be made as open, or as restricted as you like – and the workflow options do
boast a very comprehensive field status set up, depending on the status of the request.
All can be done with the click of a mouse button.
Forms can be designed graphically and can be published immediately.
The Workflow, however, remains text based with a step driven approach that works on a
trigger-action basis that is intuitive enough, but lacks the visual punch of graphical workflow
design.
This is acknowledged and a graphical workflow is in Beta and scheduled for release in 2013.

Conclusion
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this assessment was the choice of platform, when
compared against the other vendors who formed part of this review.
BMC FootPrints offers a compact ITSM solution, with flexibility and it was interesting to
hear their approach to defining customer requirements.
There are some oddities with terminology that has evolved over the product’s history.
For example, the concept of “voting” when approvals are required.

These can be changed and customised to suit a customer’s requirements, but may require
additional levels of skill or professional services to do so.
Their future plans for the product make it an intriguing watch for the future, but for now
customers are provided with a functional, customisable and simple base for their ITSM
solution.

BMC Footprints Customers





SpecSavers
Robert Wiseman Dairies
Hill International
Roehampton University

Screenshots
Click on the thumbnails to enlarge.

From The BMC Footprints Brochure







The BMC FootPrints family of IT Management products and solutions streamline, automate
and improve IT operations.
Flexible enough to configure and affordable enough to invest in
Optimised for use over the web but equally satisfies organisations looking for a solid and
secure on-premise solution.
Can be deployed quickly ‘out-of-the-box’ with minimal configuration and for those
organizations seeking to facilitate non-IT service desks (such as Facilities Management or
HR/Payroll)
PinkVERIFY 10 Processes and aligned to ITIL v3

Further Information



BMC Footprints Overview on Youtube
BMC Footprints Homepage

Group Test Index
This independent review is part of our 2012 Request Fulfilment Group Test. See all
participants and terms of the review here.
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2012 Request Fulfilment Group Test – The Results
Published by Ros Satar on Sep 29th, 2012 // 1 Comment
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In a previous article I looked at what ITIL 2011 had
added to the Request Fulfilment process and some of the pitfalls we may have seen with
implementation in the past.
This technology review looks at what this means, in practical terms, when approaching
Request Fulfilment – what should we be looking for?
Our goal is to highlight the key strengths, competitive differentiators and innovation in the
industry. The assessment criteria we used to steer the review process can be found
here: REQUEST FULFILMENT ASSESSMENT CRITERIA.

Tools Reviewed:





BMC Footprints
Cherwell Software
Marval
PMG



ServiceNow

INTRODUCTION
There is a particular challenge when it comes to assessing ITSM tools in some depth.
You want to see more than just a glossy demo – you want to understand how it can help you
tackle some of the key processes at its core.
I decided the best way to showcase how ITSM tools and suites could help potential customers
meet their process AND tool needs was to split up the processes and throw the doors open to
vendors one by one.
The best place to start was the End User – how they come into contact with the ITSM beast in
as seamless a way as possible to their experience.
Although the guts of the process involves pushing records from group to group before
closure, the ways in which our participating vendors get you to the finish line was at times
quite varied.
Do end users care about all the steps along the way regarding their requests? Or do they just
want to see an end date by when they can expect a shiny new smartphone to land at their
desk.
All of these elements can be tracked and configured to within an inch of their lives, if
required.
One thing that was refreshing in this round of reviews was gaining an understanding of more
than just the tool/module.
Quite often, the lifecycle of a record for any of the processes is going to be similar, creation,
assignment, some decision trees and then done (in a perfect world!).
But it is the journey, and more importantly the interpretation by our featured vendors, that
made this review as interesting as it was.

MARKET POSITIONING
Unlike many single-function tools out there, ITSM tools tend to have their fingers in many
pies, and will offer integration to all kinds of other tools. All the vendors who participated
were classified as Specialists – i.e. Vendors whose sole focus is ITSM.
Vendor
BMC FootPrints

Mid-Market

Enterprise

Cherwell
Marval
PMG
ServiceNow

COMPETITIVE OVERVIEW
The next table provides a high level overview of competitive differences between the tools.





In a nutshell – A brief description of each technology
Primary Purpose – Each technology may be used in different ways but this is the main
purpose of the technology.
Strengths – key positive points highlighted during the review
Weaknesses – key negative points highlighted during the review

Vendor

Elevator Pitch

Strengths

Weaknesses

BMC FootPrints

Entry-level, flexible ITSM
solution, offering
customisable services

Nice tough in
incorporating screenprompts to start to
mould end-user
behaviour

Text driven workflow is
comprehensive but
lacks the visual effect
of graphical workflows

Cherwell

Cherwell offer an holistic
approach by providing
customers with a
comprehensive out-of-thebox offering for fast
deployment, and ease of use

Predefined forms
Although not
based on their years of programming outright,
experience of what
some of the depth of
details are required, customisation lends
for a number of
itself to administrators
standard requests
with string process
knowledge, business
logic and data
structures.

Marval

Marval bring their “ITIL:
Simplicity and
Common sense written
flexibility which does
down” approach to their
the job smartly.
tool, which takes you to the
root of the task to get the
job done.

PMG

A “rescue remedy” for
replacing inadequate Service
Catalogue/Request
Fulfilment modules of ITSM
Suites

It would have been
good to see what the
supplied services and
examples were Out of
the Box.

A dedicated approach Although they have a
to providing enterprise few standalone ITSM
delivery specifically
customers, their
around Service
Ticketing system for
other ITSM processes
is very basic when

Catalogue & Request
Fulfilment
ServiceNow

A solid integrated platform,
with the focus on improving
the user’s experience of
Request Fulfilment, and also
focussing on the equally
important business view.

standing up against
other

They boast a unique Although there are
approach of focussing administration courses,
on an end-user’s
all too often the
experience in engaging responses relied on
with IT through the
finding answers to
Request Fulfilment
configuration
process
questions “in the
wiki”.As
comprehensive as it is,
when others promote
that element of
“handover” to the
system’s custodians,
ServiceNow seem to
want to default to
detachment.

CUSTOMERS
Approximate number of customers for each vendor:






BMC Footprints – Europe: 1000+ ; Worldwide: 5000+
Cherwell – 400+
Marval – 400+
PMG – Not disclosed
ServiceNow – 1200+

BEST IN CLASS
Of the five vendors reviewed I was particularly impressed with the following vendors:





Best in Class Mid-Market: Marval – Their ethos of keeping it simple just made it stand out.
Best in Class Enterprise: ServiceNow – I had a managed service view of this product and
thought I knew what I would see. I was pleasantly surprised, and although I can completely
appreciate PMG’s position and can absolutely understand why they are called in to replace
some ITSM suites.
Best in Class All Tools: Cherwell – I was an IT Architect, specialising in ITSM, and the Pareto
80/20 rule was my mantra in my former life. Cherwell’s approach to (re)use their expertise
and develop a depth of standard requests covering pretty much most details that are
required makes them the most comprehensive offering in this review.

Deep Dive
Further details for each vendor can be found by using the links below:






BMC Footprints
Cherwell Software
Marval
PMG
ServiceNow

DISCLAIMER, SCOPE & LIMITATIONS
The information contained in this review is based on sources and information believed to be
accurate as of the time it was created. Therefore, the completeness and current accuracy of
the information provided cannot be guaranteed. Readers should therefore use the contents of
this review as a general guideline and not as the ultimate source of truth.
Similarly, this review is not based on rigorous and exhaustive technical study. The ITSM
Review recommends that readers complete a thorough live evaluation before investing in
technology.
This is a paid review. That is, the vendors included in this review paid to participate in
exchange for all results and analysis being published free of charge without registration. For
further information please read the ‘Group Tests’ section on our Disclosure page.

http://www.theitsmreview.com/2012/09/marval/
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This independent review is part of our 2012 Request Fulfilment Group Test. See all
participants and terms of the review here.

Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

Marval bring their “ITIL: Common sense written down” approach to their
tool, which takes you to the root of the task to get the job done.

Strengths

Simplicity and Flexibility

Weaknesses

It would have been good to see what the supplied services and examples
were Out of the Box

Primary Market Focus

Mid-size across diverse sectors

Commercial Summary
Vendor

Marval

Product

MSM

Version reviewed

V12.5

Date of version release

January 2010 for V12

Year founded

1989

Customers

400+

Pricing

Full Administration training (for administrators, all process support,
3 days) = £3,6001 day Quick-start Admin training (e.g. for Service
Request only) = £ 1,200
1 day consultancy for Service Request Set-up £1,250
For the Expert system used in the review (which covers all 15

processes) base system price starts at £16,156. That includes a
system user, 10,000 customer self-service, 10,000 Configuration
Items (CIs), hook up with LDAP, and a year’s maintenance fee. Extra
system users are available and prices are discounted on a banding
basis.
NB Marval cover more than the 15 processes validated by Pink
Marval do have a basic system called “Essential” which will cover
Service Requests.
As standard Marval offer very high discounts to NHS, Emergency
Services, and Charities.SaaS Options are available both Hosted and
On-Premises
Min. 1 year contract.
(On-premise SaaS/rental options are available and are specially
quoted based on SaaS above, but with no hosting/admin fee).
Competitive Differentiators







Certification against respected schemes and criteria
including ISO/IEC20000, Pink Verify (3.1) 15 processes, ITIL
Swirl Gold Standard
Consultants & customer facing staff qualified from
Foundation to Expert level. Support to industry
organisations – Sponsors, contributors and supporters of
itSMF and SDI events and forums.
100% Web Application – for configuration, administration
and use of the product.

Independent Review
Bright and vibrant are the first things that spring to mind when you are faced with the MSM
Self Service Portal.
But more than that, behind the colourful icons lies an integrated ITSM solution whose
simplicity of approach is the most attractive factor, in my opinion.
Marval have been at the forefront of Service Management, and are proud to use their most
current certifications as a differentiator.
There is an interesting debate to be had, in light of the 2011 ITIL updates, as to the value of
the latest certification hoops to jump through, but there is no doubt that certification gives
prospective customers an early yardstick by which to measure a number of competitors.
But they will not really get a feel for a product, any product, unless they have a chance to see
it in action.
The structure of the Marval service catalogue and the Service Request process is supported
by a layering of pages that can be set up and tested in advanced before being enabled when
required.

If detailed relationships have been set up in Marval’s CMDB, even more granularity can be
added to the request, pulling the relationship details.
Marval recognise that end users do not necessarily need to know how the request will be
sorted, and will find they are taken to a simple page that triggers off the request without
having to click through the service catalogue.

Request Models
There are a number of services and basic workflow functionality that is provided out of the
box, but they recognise that clients will want to customise the system to it their own
processes.
Marval will typically work with clients as part of a consultative workshop and administrators
are invited to attend a three-day course where they are shown how to build up the system.
Marval have found that their clients have a good understanding of the services they want to
incorporate in their portfolio, and the system encourages clients to define their new services
within the supplied set.
That being said, it is equally easy to define a new service, and any subsequent offerings
within it.

Menu-Selection
IT users have an option to work through a more traditional page with all the options you
would expect to see, but also have a self-service portal.
Out of the box, Marval provide a preconfigured standard page that can then be extended for
specific requirements.
Pages are layered and can be configured and held until they are ready to be enabled, giving
the administrators the flexibility of adding services to the portfolio, adding components to
services, even adding new activities “on the fly”.
Once everything is layered and set up, a simple enable checkbox will make the service
available to entitled users.
The steps to create a new service, the screen layout, the options, mandatory fields can all be
added by dragging and dropping components.

Request Fulfilment Lifecycle
Again the drag and drop graphical workflow-design capability allows administrators to route
requests to the right groups, and assignees as well as linking the lifecycle to their notification
system.
As a nice touch, when a ticket is initially opened, there is a graphic of a muddled-up Rubik
cube.

Once the ticket is resolved, the graphic changes to a solved cube!

Conclusion
The ease of set up, and configuration is a very compelling differentiator.
All too often, it is easy to really over-complicate the Request Fulfilment process, and the
ability to group numbers of line items into typical services is not new, but it is set up in such
a way that (with guidance) this minefield of set up is made much easier to negotiate.
Marval provide a structure that should encourage clients to step back and simplify their
requirements.
The ability to just have a page bypassing the Service Catalogue really promotes that
simplicity of approach.
Marval try and demystify the process, translating IT speech into User speech, simplying the
User Interface for common requests, while recognising that the Service Catalogue
(underpinning the process) can be accessed at anytime if required.
It saves an end user valuable time, and takes away the need for them to dig about the options
to find the exact same option, although obviously you can get to the same place going
through the Service Catalogue if you so wish.
But really, why would you, if the option was there to simplify the experience?
I understand why they use the differentiators they do:




Certification
100% Web-based application
Long-standing support of the industry

I would go so far as to suggest their true power lies in stripping back the complexity that can
sometimes surround this discipline.

Marval Customers






European Central Bank
BAE Systems, South Africa
QBranch
Stockport Metropolitan Borough Council
Axstores

Further information on Marval case studies here.

Screenshots
Click on the thumbnails to enlarge.

From the Marval Brochure







Integrated process management support (including: Incident and Request Fulfilment,
Problem, Change, Release, Task, Service Asset and Configuration and Service Level
Management)
User-definable access controls and views
Fast, flexible, easy to configure and deploy
Minimal administration required
Encourages positive workplace behaviours and investment

Further Information



Marval Home Page
Marval on YouTube




Marval on Vimeo
Marval on Twitter

Group Test Index
This independent review is part of our 2012 Request Fulfilment Group Test. See all
participants and terms of the review here.







Introduction and Comparisons
BMC Footprints
Cherwell Software
Marval
PMG
ServiceNow
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We will soon begin our review of Incident and Problem
Management offerings in the ITSM market place. As with our previous comparison of
REQUEST FULFILMENT – Our goal is to highlight the key strengths, competitive
differentiators and innovation in the industry.
During Request Fulfilment our original aim was to look at how the tool supported the
process, but refreshingly vendors who participated also shared their experiences and some
insight into their consulting approaches.
When assessing the bread-and-butter elements of Incident Management, the challenge will be
to identify be true differentiators in a discipline that is quite rigid.
We would like to encourage the same philosophy of identifying how deployment experiences
have shaped the evolution of tools.

Incorporating Incident & Problem Management for a review
From my experience, deployments often implement Request Fulfilment, and Incident
Management in the early phases of projects, but often Problem Management is left until later
phases.
Yet the two processes, in tool terms are often linked together – quite often the record
functionality and layout is the same for Incident, Problem (and Request for that matter).
My assessment criteria for the Incident and Problem Management review are below, if you
have any comments or recommendations please contact us.

Suggested Criteria for Incident & Problem Management
Overall Alignment




Have our target vendors aligned to ITIL and if so, to which version?
How do the set up roles and users to perform functions?
What demo capabilities can they offer potential customers?

Logging & Categorisation
These can either be made simple, and to great effect, or made so complex, that they become
irrelevant as the Service Desk totally ignore them and pick the first thing on the list!






What information is made mandatory on the incident and problem record?
What categories and/or sub-categories are provided out-of-the-box?
How easy is it to customise these fields and values?
Show us how incident/problem matching and linkage to known errors are presented to users
and/or service staff to expedite the process.
How much administration is needed to do bespoke changes?

Tracking
“Oh come on now,” I hear you cry, “What tool cannot track incidents and problems?”
But there can be a lot more to tracking these records than meets the eye:



What statuses are included out-of-the-box and how easy is it to add/modify status
definitions to suit customer requirements
Can your tool show how many “hops” a record may face if wrongly assigned?

Lifecycle Tracking
Perhaps the best way of allowing vendors to show off their tool’s capabilities is for them to
really go to town in terms of playing out scenarios.

The aim of this assessment is to look at how tools can help keep communication going during
the lifecycle of an incident/problem and its linkage to other processes.





First time Fix from the Service Desk
Resolved via support group(s)
Demonstrating visibility of the incident/problem through its lifecycle, from end-user, Service
Desk and support group(s) points of view
Linkage to other processes

Prioritisation




How are priorities determined and managed (out-of-the-box)?
What happens when the priority is adjusted during the lifecycle of the incident/problem?
We would like to also give vendors an opportunity to show us how they link SLAs to
Incidents.

Escalations





Demonstrate routing to multiple groups
Show the tool’s capability for handling SLA breaches – in terms of notifications and the effect
on the Incident record during that time
Show us what happens when an incident/problem has NOT been resolved satisfactorily
Demonstrate integration between incident and other processes

Major Incidents and Problems
Much like categorisation, this can be very simple, or can be made so complex, and more time
can be spent negotiating the process than fixing the issue in the first place.


Provide and end-to-end scenario to demonstrate how the tool handles the management and
co-ordination across multiple groups for a Major Incident & Problem

Incident & Problem Models
All of the above criteria are what I consider the basics of an ITSM tool.
But I am keen to delve deeper into what vendors understand by the concept of Models.
In turn, how can their tools add significant value in this area?
There are several ways of looking at this concept (there will be no points for throwing it over
the fence to Problem Management and focussing on Known Errors).
There are assessment criteria around the handling of Models, and we want to see how tools
help in this aspect.


Demonstrate how your tool facilitates the use of Models (include if/where links to other
relevant processes/support groups as part of the demonstration).

Incident & Problem Closure

It makes sense to end our list of assessment criteria examining how tools resolve and/or close
incidents and problems by default.


Show how an incident/problem is routed for closure.

This assessment will be quite scenario heavy, and we want to give participating vendors the
freedom to develop their scenarios without limiting them to defined parameters (for example,
specifying which service has failed, or which groups to use).
A key part of the assessment will also include how flexible the tool is with regards to
customisation.
Incident Management can sometimes be taken for granted, so we would like participating
vendors to really take a look at how Incident Management can made “everyone’s” business.
But more importantly, Problem Management is often left to later phases, while organisations
focus on processes like Request Fulfilment, Incident and Change – perhaps there is a case to
make for implementing them hand in hand?

What is your view, what have we missed?
Please leave a comment below or contact us. Similarly if you are a vendor and would like to
be included in our review, please contact us.

http://www.theitsmreview.com/2013/04/incident-problem-review/
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Tools Reviewed:






Axios assyst
BMC FootPrints
Cherwell Service Management
Nexthink
TOPdesk

Download Review
(Free PDF, No Registration Required – 601kb, 7 Pages)

INTRODUCTION
Incident and Problem Management are such mainstays of an ITSM tool, it is quite hard to
find a way to dig through the differentiators.
The process and the related workflows themselves are so seemingly straight forward, are
there really any ways to improve?
Not only that, but it has to be looked at in the context of the trends in the industry to focus on
the end-user’s experience. That’s all fine when we take a look at the options available to an
end-user logging an incident from a self-service portal.
But in reality, people still call service desks.
The answer is – there are ways to improve, and in many ways they are subtle features that
make tools stand out.
This review bought out nuances and features to help make a couple of mature processes look
exciting again.




Stylish use of forms, questions and linkage to knowledge bases
Resourcing and task planning
Real-time end-user analytics

These tools do more than just provide a mechanism to move an incident or a problem from A
to B.
It looks to improve the lifecycle, and practice the points of the Process Certification that
vendors put themselves through.
A word should be said, though, about the knowledge levels of the people who market these
products day in, day out.
I would like to share an insightful tweet from Forrester’s Stephen Mann

In both the reviews I have done, it is always good to work from qualified consultants who
have a very good understanding of balancing what the tool can do, functionally, against what
the real world sometimes requires.
The devil for all these tools is in the detail of the customisation – any tool, with dedicated
customisation, and knowledge, pragmatic consultancy can get the best out of any recordpushing mechanism.
Having replaced many a tool in large-scale ITSM deployments, I often recognised
shortcomings in both the outgoing and the incoming tool-set.

But the key remains – can the vendor impart a sense of comfort that they not only understand
their tool, the processes that need to be translated to workflow, but can they identify ways to
improve?
Having people who not only understand the tool, but also recognise the need to encompass
evolving best practices goes a long way to make a tool stand out from its peers in the crowd.

MARKET POSITIONING
For the purposes of this review, vendors were classified based on their primary market focus,
and product capabilities.
Vendor

Target Market Size Specialist
ITSM
Functions

Discovery Own
Tool/Third Party
Integration

Event
RealManagement
Time
& Monitoring End-User
Analytics
Own
Tool/Third
Party
Integration

Axios assyst

Large Very Large

Own

Third Party
Integration

BMC FootPrints

Medium Large

Own

Own (via
Integration)

Cherwell Service Small Medium Large
Management
Very Large

Own

Third Party
Integration

Nexthink

Small Medium Large
Very Large

Own

Third Party
Integration

TOPdesk

Small Medium Large

Own

Third Party
Integration

COMPETITIVE OVERVIEW
The table below shows a high level overview of the competitive differences between the tools




Elevator Pitch – An independent assessment of what this module has to offer
Strengths – key positive points, highlighted during the review
Weaknesses – areas perceived to be lacking, during the review

Vendor

Elevator Pitch

Axios assyst

A tidy interface,
driven by product

Strengths


Crisp and clean
interface, with

Weaknesses


Very much rooted in the
technical – with the

hierarchies, and
backed up with a
potentially powerful
CMDB.Work put in
to customise the Info
Zone, Guidance and
FAQs can make the
job of the Service
Desk, Analysts, and
even the end user
interaction easier

BMC FootPrints

An improved
interface and
comprehensive
coverage of Incident
and Problem
Management, with
some added
innovation to make
scheduling work a
little easier for
Service Desks and
support staff alike.











not much
clutter
From a selfservice point
of view, a nice
touch in
walking end
users through
investigation
before logging
a ticket
For those
logging
directly with
the service
desk, pulls in
pre-populated
forms and
guidance to
make that role
easier/more
efficient

Logging by
Type, Category
and Symptom
adds a
meaningful
level of
granularity
Incorporates
an availability
of resource’s
view by
integrating to
Outlook
Exchange
Subscription
function for
end users for
major
incidents, as
well as pop
ups for
potential SLA
breaches







product hierarchy very
comprehensive. Would
be nice to see perhaps
an incorporation of more
business language
The ability to record an
analysts time against a
charge code also seems
to drive a specific cost as
well – whilst this could
just be a notional cost,
some form of correlation
between the two,
removing the need for
the analysts to know
financials as well as
resolving an incident,
might be more beneficial
There are some
elements of earlier ITIL
iterations in the tool, as
nothing is taken out
which could be
cumbersome to
customise out
Design elements behind
the scenes are still
largely text based

Cherwell Service
Management

Cherwell use
intelligent interfaces
and well constructed
forms to automate
the basics of the
processes in a
comprehensive and
informative way







Nexthink

If systems
management
monitoring takes
care of servers,
Nexthink presents
you all you need to
know about the enduser side of the
coin.Nexthink sits
apart from the nuts
and bolts of Service
Management
tooling, but offers
guidance to analysts
to help expedite
resolution with realtime End-user IT
Analytics, integrated
into major ITSM
tools to significantly





Core stages of
process
management
as part of the
user interface
In-context
configuration
mapping that
makes
handling
concurrent
incident and
problem
mapping very
easy
Potential
depth of
customisation
in terms of use
of forms
(Specifics)
lends itself to
improving/
enhancing
investigation
and first-time
fix



Lightweight
kernel-driven
footprint on
end-user
targets helps
define trouble
spots in real
time
Complements
existing IT
Service
Management
deployments





While promotion to a
Major Incident,
automatic raising of a
Problem, linkage to the
Global Alerts feature and
the ability for users to
indicate they are
affected too from Self
Service is great, that
indication is linked to the
automatically linked
problem record, not the
Major Incident
Customers seem to have
indicated interest in
linkage to the Major
Incident as an out-ofthe-box capability and it
would make sense to
provide it.

With so much technical
capability, it needs a very
strong balancing hand of
strategy to get the best
of a combination of this
product, a service
management suite, and
server monitoring
collaboration

reduce problem
diagnosis times
TOPdesk

TOPdesk adds
Kanban-type
resource scheduling
to add a new
dimension onto
Incident and
Problem
Management







The Plan Board
incorporates a
Kanban style
approach to
scheduling
tasks to help
drive efficient
resourcing
Keywords
trigger
standard
solutions,
linking into a
two-tire
Knowledge
base (for
Analysts and
End Users)
Task Board for
individual
support staff
can be sliced
and diced by
the most time
critical events





Sometimes “overcustomisability” can rear
its head in reviews – just
because it is possible to
have 7 different
priorities, it does not
mean it is a good
practice to do so.
Some terminology
(which can be changed
with a little more
detailed knowledge) can
be a little cumbersome –
For Objects for Assets

CUSTOMERS
Approximate number of customers for each vendor:






Axios assyst – 1000+
BMC FootPrints – Approximately 1000 customers across Europe and 5000 worldwide
Cherwell Service Management – 400+
Nexthink – 400
TOPdesk – 3150 approximate TOPdesk Enterprise customers, >5000+ unique customers in
total

Analysis
Vendor

Functionality

Innovation

Analysis

Axios assyst

A tidy interface with a
lot of focus on driving

Pre-populated forms
and scripted guidance

Axios focus on ways to
automate as much as

the product hierarchies for the service desk.Chat possible.Backed up with
for categorisation.
function for support
a very comprehensive
staff to collaborate.
CMDB structure at its
core, work put into the
configuration of a
system up front will
reap rewards in
efficiency down the line.
BMC FootPrints

Great to see a vendor
improve from customer
(and analyst) feedback
and the result is a
modern looking tool
that handles the “bread
and butter” tasks of
Incident and Problem
efficiently

FootPrints links to
Microsoft Exchange to
display a view of the
support staff resources
and allocation of
repetitive tasks.Logging
by Type, Category and
potentially Symptom
adds an appealing level
of granularity.

BMC FootPrints is not
alone in exploring and
incorporating a view of
the support staff
resources, and it is
evolving to be a very
smart looking, midmarket offering that can
punch above its weight.

Cherwell Service
Management

Cherwell add a number Cherwell get the balance Cherwell recognise that
of features that make right, with customisable it is not just IT functions
the process speedier – features (forms and
that need to use the tool
and their Specifics forms macros) and include a – the Impact and
provide a great touch in breadcrumb trail
Urgency in business
terms of initial
throughout the lifecycle language (Incident) and
investigation.
of the record.
their other features all
make it a roundly
comprehensive tool to
appeal to organisations
of all sizes.

Nexthink

Nexthink is not a
traditional ITSM
tool. Instead it offers a
chance for support
analysts to proactively
resolve issues faster by
means of End-User realtime analytics

It’s power comes from
being able to assess
elements from an enduser perspective, and
integrates with existing
ITSM tools to provide a
comprehensive view of
an end-user’s machine.

There are a number of
ways that Nexthink and
ITSM tools can co-exist –
Nexthink is a powerful
enabler for much more
proactive incident and
problem resolution.

TOPdesk

TOPdesk use wizards
and key word matching
to help drive efficient
Incident and Problem
logging and resolution

TOPdesk takes resource
planning to another
level, planning shift
patterns, and operating
a Kanban style method
of dragging and

The whole combination
of the resource board,
the way their task board
can focus on the most
pressing first, and their
links to Knowledge
Management made this
a very attractive tool to

dropping tasks to less
loaded support staff.

review,There were some
configuration niggles
which can all be
customised (some more
easily than others) but it
is certainly heading in
the right direction.

BEST IN CLASS
Vendor

End-User Base
S

M

Product Characteristics
L

VL


Axios assyst
L

VL





BMC Footprints
M

L





Cherwell Service Management
S

M

L

VL

Nexthink
S

M

L

M

L

Specialised Service
Management Suite
Integration for Event
Monitoring
Specialised Service
Management Suite
Integration for Event
Monitoring



Specialised tooling,
requiring integration to
ITSM



Specialised Service
Management Suite
Integration for Event
Monitoring

VL

TOPdesk
S



Specialised Service
Management Suite
Integration for Event
Monitoring



Best in Class (Small-Med-Large) – BMC FootPrints
BMC FootPrints have taken on board customer feedback, and even observations from
previous reviews to make subtle but very noticeable adjustments to their interface.
The result is a tool that offers more intuitive investigation diagnostics as calls are being
logged, and is continually looking to improve.

FootPrints is getting a real benefit from being part of the larger BMC brand, but is fast
establishing itself as a tool to appeal across the entire market-place.
Best in Class (Small-Med-Large-V Large) – Cherwell
As with FootPrints, the inclusion of diagnostic forms, within records, linked to the categories
makes Cherwell stand out when logging Incidents, in particular.
Best in Class (All Tools):TOPdesk
The inclusion of the Kanban-style resourcing board, but also the way in which tasks can be
placed and moved about really made this stand out, in terms of the way that innovation within
a tool can really make processes less cumbersome.
Honourable Mention: Nexthink
This tool deserves to stand apart from its Service Management cousins.
It adds a unique element, which can truly help drive efficiencies, especially where Problem
Management is concerned.
With the right business drivers and strategic vision, not to mention strong partnership with
some of the ITSM industry big-hitters, Nexthink’s real-time end-user analysis can help in so
many more service management disciplines. I feel we have only scratched the surface of its
potential.

Deep Dive
Further details for each vendor can be found by using the links below:






Axios assyst
BMC FootPrints
Cherwell Service Management
Nexthink
TOPdesk

DISCLAIMER, SCOPE & LIMITATIONS
The information contained in this review is based on sources and information believed to be
accurate as of the time it was created. Therefore, the completeness and current accuracy of
the information provided cannot be guaranteed. Readers should therefore use the contents of
this review as a general guideline and not as the ultimate source of truth.
Similarly, this review is not based on rigorous and exhaustive technical study. The ITSM
Review recommends that readers complete a thorough live evaluation before investing in
technology.

This is a paid review. That is, the vendors included in this review paid to participate in
exchange for all results and analysis being published free of charge without registration. For
further information please read the ‘Group Tests’ section on our Disclosure page.
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Review: Nexthink
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This independent review is part of our 2013 Incident and Problem Review. See all
participants and terms of the review here.

Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

If systems management monitoring takes care of servers, Nexthink presents you
all you need to know about the end-user side of the coin.

Nexthink sits apart from the nuts and bolts of Service Management
tooling, but offer guidance to analysts to help expedite resolution with
real-time End-user IT Analytics, integrated into major ITSM tools to
significantly reduce problem diagnosis times.
Strengths




Weaknesses

Primary Market
Focus



Lightweight, non-invasive kernel-driven footprint on end-user targets
helps define trouble spots in real time
Complements and integrates with existing IT Service Management
deployments
With so much technical capability, it needs a very strong balancing hand
of strategy to get the best of a combination of this product, a service
management suite, and server monitoring collaboration.

Based on the information provided, Nexthink’s customer base ranges from Small
(100 end users) to Very Large (250,000+)They are classified for this review
as:Specialised tooling, requiring integration to ITSM.

Commercial Summary

Vendor

Nexthink

Product

Nexthink V4

Version reviewed V4.3
Date of version
release

February 19 2013

Year founded

Founded in 2004.Turnover is not disclosed but 100% yearly growth. Today 2
million users’ licenses sold

Customers

400

Pricing Structure

# IT users with perpetual or subscription license. On premise Enterprise product
and Cloud/SaaS offering (Q2 2013)

Competitive
Differentiators

Nexthink provides unique real-time end-user IT analytics across the complete
infrastructure.This perfectly complements existing performance monitoring
systems to drive better ITSM initiatives; end-user IT analytics are used to:





Additional
Features

1) Diagnose and isolate problems in real-time for service desk to
become more effective and responsive for higher customer satisfaction
2) Continuously compute metrics and KPIs for proactive actions so IT
operations can improve service quality for higher business agility and
productivity
3) Configuration and change management is fully under compliance
control.

Nexthink’s product does real-time discovery, dependency and relationship
mapping, real-time activity monitoring, alerting and reporting on all object and
data analytics available.

It doesn’t rely on any external product or data to function. However
integration methods exist to enrich Nexthink data with external data
sources (E.g. Active Directory, Event database, CMDB), to export
Nexthink data/analytics to other tools to create end-to-end correlated
views/results (CMDB, ITSM, Security Events Management).See an
example here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rSstzl_KMdc

Independent Review

Credit should be given to Nexthink for putting themselves
up against “traditional” ITSM Vendors, as their product does not do traditional Incident
Management and Problem Management.
What it can do, however, is significantly shorten the amount of time it takes to resolve an
incident and/or problem, by showing end user data in real time.

Nexthink have established major partners and product integrators with companies like BMC,
HP and ServiceNow and provide a button on their ITSM consoles to allow analysts to view
the data when required.
It almost presents itself as the super-hero of incident and problem diagnosis.
But following that super-hero position for just a moment, it is easy to get carried away with
the technical potential of a shiny mapping, real-time toy.
It is much more than that, and it needs a sharp strategic mind to position it – remembering the
key drivers of any ITSM related deployment.
The potential to drive down incident resolution time, and more importantly problem root
cause analysis time makes it a compelling accompanying tool alongside an ITSM tool, to
achieve tangible business efficiency benefits.
Widening the scope to look at the effects of IT Transition projects, and again the potential
business benefits of understanding what specifications end user machines need to be to
ensure speedier access to services, for example, could reap significant rewards.

Systems Monitoring vs. Real Time End User Monitoring
Nexthink acknowledge that infrastructure monitoring is an established discipline.
There are all manner of event and systems management tools that can also integrate into
service management tools to present an organisation with enterprise level management.
What Nexthink do is focus on the end user perspective.
A kernel driver that is deployed out to end user machines, and loads into memory on boot-up.
Real-time data is then loaded up to a central server which can then be interrogated as and
when required.

Incident & Problems Scope
Forrester research has shown that 80% of the time during the lifecycle of an incident is spent
trying to isolate the problem itself.
Source: Forrester (http://apmdigest.com/5-it-operations-challenges-%E2%80%93-and-1main-cause)
Nexthink offer a way of shortening that timeframe, mapping out relationships between failing
components to see where the problem has occurred.
For example, a user may ring with a general issue of a slow response time.
Ordinarily, a support analyst would then have to drill down through applications, servers,
configuration mapping to see what may be affected and how.

Nexthink can demonstrate where the issue lies and could isolate the failing link in the chain a
lot more rapidly.
Nexthink’s own interface can even be used to directly query the user’s asset to assist with the
diagnosis.
The information gathered can also be used to supplement the CMDB in the ITSM tool.
All this could then be used to drive more accurate logging and categorisation, and linking to
any subsequent processes to resolve the situation.
The knock-on benefit is improved resolution times, potential workarounds and knowledgebase material, not to mention improved reporting.
When Nexthink is integrated with an ITSM tool, the support analysts will work off the ITSM
console, but they will have a Nexthink button to be able to access the real-time analytics data.
Looking in the context of incidents and problems, whether major or otherwise, the ability to
have multiple teams looking at the related end user data in terms of applications and services
is invaluable.

Conclusion
There is a lot to appeal to the technical heart, looking at the depth of analytical data possible.
Key points to remember though – it takes everything from the end user point of view, and is
not geared to sit on servers themselves to do that level of monitoring.
Taking just Incident and Problem Management, it is easy to see how the investigation can be
shortened as an incident call comes in.
But looking at Problem, it can take proactive root cause analysis to another level.
If that is then combined with ITSM tools and their own abilities to manage multiple records
(in the case of Major Incidents or Problems) then it is a powerfully complementary part of a
company’s overall ITSM strategy.

Nexthink Customers






Bunge – Manufacturer
BCN – Financial Services
GHdC – Healthcare
Kroll Bond Ratings – Financial Services
Aller – Media

Screenshots
Click on the thumbnails to enlarge.

In Their Own Words:
Nexthink provides unique real-time end-user IT analytics across the complete infrastructure.
This perfectly complements existing application performance monitoring systems to drive
better ITSM initiatives.
End-user IT analytics are the path to better IT quality, security and great efficiency and cost
savings.
Nexthink provides IT organizations with a real-time view of the IT activity and interaction
across the complete enterprise, from the end-user perspective. This unique visibility and
analytics give IT the capability to truly evaluate and understand how organizations are
performing and rapidly diagnose problems or identify security risks. Nexthink uniquely
collects in real time millions of events and their respective dependencies and relationship to
IT services from all users, all their applications, all their devices, all workloads, and all
network connections patterns (server accessed, ports, response time, duration, failure,
timeouts, etc.).

Nexthink helps IT connect, communicate and collaborate to achieve their major initiatives
and improve their business end-user’s IT experience. Nexthink is complimentary hence
integrates well with traditional application performance management (network and server),
help desk, operations management, and security tools and eases ITIL change and release
management processes.

Further Information




Nexthink Home Page
Video: NexthinkTV
Resources

Group Test Index
This independent review is part of our 2013 Incident and Problem Review. See all
participants and terms of the review here.
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This independent review is part of our 2013 Incident and Problem Review. See all
participants and terms of the review here.

Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch
Strengths

TOPdesk adds Kanban-type resource scheduling to add a new dimension onto
Incident and Problem Management.




Weaknesses





Primary Market
Focus

The Plan Board incorporates a Kanban style approach to scheduling
tasks to help drive efficient resourcing
Keywords trigger standard solutions, linking into a two-tier Knowledge
base (for Analysts and End Users)
Task Board for individual support staff can be sliced and diced by most
time critical events
Sometimes “over-customisability” can rear its head in reviews – just
because it is possible to have 7 different priorities does not mean it is a
good practice to do so.
Some terminology (which can be changed with a little more detailed
knowledge) can be a little cumbersome – for example Objects for
Assets.

Based on the information provided, TOPdesk’s typical market is to customers of
between 500-2000 employees (Small – Medium/Large)They are classified for
this review as:Specialised Service Management Suite – Offering ITIL v3
processes and proprietary discovery tooling.The offer integration to Monitoring
tools.

Commercial Summary

Vendor

TOPdesk

Product

TOPdesk Enterprise

Version reviewed

V5.1

Date of version release

December 2012

Year founded

Founded in 1993.£22,000,000.00 Turnover in 2012

Customers

3150 approximate TOPdesk Enterprise customers, > 5,000+ unique
customers in total.

Pricing Structure

TOPdesk offer a SaaS and an on-premise solution.The license bracket
is based on the number of end users supported and an unlimited
amount of users of the system.With regards to on-premise pricing,
annual maintenance is 15% of the one-off value per annum.Within
the SaaS subscription all fees for support, technical maintenance and
hosting are included.

Competitive Differentiators







Additional Features

Truly flexible commercial model with an end user license
bracket that allows for an unlimited amount of operators to
be registered for free.
Genuine ability to deliver a Shared Service Centre where
multiple departments may combine budgets and expertise to
support end users at no additional cost.
Human Resource Plan Board functionality.

TOPdesk strongly believes in Shared Services in which multiple teams
work together to deliver services to end users.

For this reason TOPdesk offers out-of-the-box solutions to
support processes like, but not limited to, Building Management,
Visitor Registration, Planned Preventative maintenance, HR
services or Room booking management.
TOPdesk’s framework is delivered with full advanced reporting
wizard, dash board, task board and plan board which will
provide our customers with the tools they need to manage their
processes.

Independent Review
The jewel in the crown of the TOPdesk solution is the incorporation of Kanban style
resourcing, and some intelligent linkage of solutions and workarounds to categories and key
word matching.
A while back, I wrote an article reviewing Kanban capability, but concluded that if it was
standalone, it would be a level of additional work that was not practical.

To bring that functionality into the tool makes it a very powerful addition to a suite.
The basics of Incident and Problem Management are all there, and they use Wizards to try
and speed up the process for the service desk.
Their deployment model is very much set-up and train-the-trainer rather than on-going
consultancy, and as such the product is highly configurable.
As a result initial best practice-based implementation lies with the consultants – and unlike
other vendors, it was not immediately clear the level of their experience and knowledge – so
it could be easy to make the tool quite unwieldy, quite quickly.
Other little niggles lie around some of the terminology – referring to assets as Objects, and
requiring a back-end change to alter that.
But all-in-all the tool was an appealing offering, with a unique selling point in the Plan
Board.

Logging & Categorisation
There are some nice features here for calls being logged – where a service desk analyst can
take a number of details and pull up any information on the caller, including any assets
associated with them, and all calls logged by them.
It is also possible to create a custom field indicating the level of IT Competency (for
example) helping the service desk to build a profile of the person they are dealing with.
Once the analyst identifies the call as an incident to be logged, all the initial notes are pulled
into the new record.
From a self-service point of view, TOPdesk try and limit the amount of information initially
asked for, and on an initial save more fields are activated – showing target date for resolution,
priority (linked back to categorisation) and displaying any actions that have been taken to
resolve the issue.

Tracking and Escalations
TOPdesk provide a capability to link key words (for example specific error codes) to
categories and based on the category, can have the records automatically assigned to a
specialist.
Records can be sent to a general queue to await assignment.
TOPdesk have incorporated a Kanban style scheduling structure within the tool – the Plan
Board.
Using this board, all support analysts can be listed, and tasks assigned to them displayed.
In a single view, it is easy to see who is currently over-loaded with work, and who has
capacity to take on more work.

It accommodates office absences, and shift availability.
In addition, Task Boards exist for the individual analysts, and can be listed in terms of SLAs
and target resolution times.
As SLAs are being breached, TOPdesk use Elapsed Time Triggers to send automated emails.

Prioritisation
The Impact and Urgency matrices shown used business language to help drive the priority for
an incident but in the demo, there was an abundance of potential priorities.
There are none provided out of the box, and consultants who assist with the deployment come
with standard practices to help customers in their implementations.

Closure
The terminology works on an incident being completed, and can be closed once concurrence
has been given.

Major Incident/Problems
Within any incident record, TOPdesk offer a Major Incident tab where the incident can either
be marked as the first incident in the chain or other incidents can be linked to a master.
Once multiple incidents are linked, there is a Closure Wizard which will close multiple
records on resolution of the major incident.
In terms of Problem Management, in a similar way, multiple records can be linked to a new
or major problem in a cart-based selection process.
It should be noted that here, the Impact and Urgency reflects more IT terminology (although
this can be configured).
TOPdesk use a concept of Partial Problems where different groups can play a part in
substantiating a problem, as part of determining the root cause.
This concept also exists for Incidents.
Known errors can be created after that point, and links back to their Standard Solutions to
show that there is a workaround, which can be triggered by keywords during the logging
phase.

Conclusion
TOPdesk offers some innovative ways to manage Incidents and Problems, namely using the
Plan Board, but also go some way to make the service desk role a little easier with the linkage
of the standard solutions to key word matching and tying those to the categories.

The product is extensively customisable, but perhaps some care should be taken to maybe
show that off in combination with simpler best practices.

TOPdesk Customers




KLM Catering Services
FloraHolland
BOVAG

Screenshots
Click on the thumbnails to enlarge.

From the TOPdesk Brochure




Wide range of ITIL®-based modules for all your business processes
TOPdesk’s Plan Board gives you all the information you need. Stay on top of your employees’
availability and workload, and assign tasks with ease.
The Task Board displays all your tasks in one overview, enabling you to see your calls, change
activities, operational activities and services at a glance.

In Their Own Words:
TOPdesk makes ITIL aligned service management software for IT, Facilities Management,
and eHRM help desks. Our award-winning solution helps you process questions, complaints
and malfunctions. Optimize your services with a user-friendly application, experienced
consultants and expert support. Raising your service levels and reducing your workload has
never been easier. TOPdesk is an international leader in cutting-edge Service Management
solutions and standardized ITIL software.
Our unrivalled integration, implementations and support is tried and trusted across the
Service Management industry.





5,000+ organizations use TOPdesk
We are located in the UK, Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark, Germany, France, Brazil and
Hungary
We are one of the top 5 Service Management software providers worldwide
We employ over 450+ FTE professionals worldwide

Further Information




TOPdesk Home Page
TOPdesk Online Demo
TOPdesk 5 Customer Impressions Video

Group Test Index
This independent review is part of our 2013 Incident and Problem Review. See all
participants and terms of the review here.
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Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch
Strengths

Cherwell use intelligent interfaces and well constructed forms to automate the
basics of the processes in a comprehensive and informative way.




Weaknesses





Primary Market
Focus

Core stages of process management as part of the user interface
In-context configuration mapping that makes handling concurrent
incident and problem mapping management very easy
Potential depth of customisation in terms of use of forms (Specifics)
lends itself to improving/enhancing investigation and first-time-fix.
While promotion to a Major Incident, automatic raising of a Problem,
linkage to the Global Alerts feature and the ability for users to indicate
they are affected too from Self Service is great, that indication is linked
to the automatically opened problem record, not the Major Incident.
Customers seem to have indicated interest in linkage to the Major
Incident as an out-of-the-box capability and it would make sense to
provide it.

Based on the information provided, Cherwell actively market to customers of all
sizes(Small <100 to Very Large >10,000)They are classified for this review
as:Specialised Service Management Suite – Offering ITIL v3 processes and
proprietary discovery tooling.

They use a best of breed approach to Monitoring and also Third Party
discovery tools.

Commercial Summary
Vendor

Cherwell Software

Product

Cherwell Service Management

Version reviewed

V4.3

Date of version
release

December 2012

Year founded

2003

Customers

400+

Pricing Structure

Fully inclusive concurrent user usage for both perpetual and SaaS licensing
models.

Competitive
Differentiators






Completely integrated management processes and totally
configurable against an organisation’s current and future service
request models, without the need to write a single line of code via
programming or scripting services.
Integrated Platform as a Service (PaaS) technology to empower users
to easy develop and deliver integrated business services offerings.
Quick, easy, seamless system upgrades and low cost of ownership for
ongoing system management overheads.

Additional Features Integrated application development platform. Integrated Project Portfolio
Management module. Full social media integration and features for BYOD
management. Multi portal, multi user, fully configurable web portal
technology.

Independent Review

There was an interesting debate to be had about the
incorporation of the core elements of recording an incident, as part of the record – Record,
Classify, Investigate, Resolve, Close.
This “Breadcrumb Trail” is an effective way to have the system reinforce best practices.
One of the best features is the ability to create as much automation around the investigation
phase of incident recording.
Cherwell make use of a form structure (“Specifics”) that are presented crisply and succinctly
within the record to help the service desk to work through some very simple initial
investigation queries.

Several are supplied out of the box but can be easily built.
Using business language in the impact and urgency matrices (again primarily for Incident)
shows that Cherwell recognise that ITSM tools need to work across organisations.
There is a lot to like out of the box for Cherwell, and their 80/20 philosophy pays off again,
in trying to expedite the processes.

Logging & Categorisation
From the moment an incident record is opened, the interface can bring up all kinds of neat
interfaces for example:
The level of integration demonstrated within the tool allows for callers to be identified by just
first name and department (if they so chose) and also bring up a wealth of information about
the caller if required for example assets related to them, information about any surveys they
have responded to, and other record they have opened.
The Categories and Sub-Categories are dependent on the type of service selected (the SubCategory determines if that record is indeed an Incident, or a Service Request).
But behind that the “Specifics” form structure that Cherwell provide (both out of the box and
customisable) provide the Service Desk Analyst with a number of queries to try and drive a
first-time-fix resolution.

Tracking and Escalations
From the start point of a Service Desk Analyst to transferring to support teams, the depth of
information is primarily controlled by macros (called “One-Steps”).
These macros are used to automate as much of the process as possible.
As tools evolve, the more of the mundane that can be automated, the better the focus can be
on the user experience, and One-Steps are a great mechanism for taking care of those
repetitive actions.
The key, as with any tool, will be to ensure that the process (i.e. the point at which a record is
transferred) is clear and concise and that the tool can provide that transition as seamlessly as
possible.
When it comes to creating a Problem from an existing Incident, Cherwell offer a visual
configuration map, which allows in-context updates to the related Incident and/or Problem
without the need to navigate away from the map itself.

Prioritisation
Another great feature is the wording on the Impact and Urgency matrix.

The Matrix applies to a specific service and when customised, can display terminology that
the business understands.
Instead of values of High, Medium and Low, having terminology like: Individual,
Department, Building to describe the impact makes it a lot less like describing an IT problem,
and a lot more like describing a business issue.

Closure
Coming back to those “breadcrumbs” – if a customer wishes to re-open a resolved incident,
the core stages turn an angry red, with a warning triangle and escalation mark to make it very
obvious this is a record that needs continued action.
Of course, those incidents that are resolved without further issues are seen as a soft-closure
until the service desk receives concurrence from the user that the record can be closed.

Major Incident/Problems
There is not a separate workflow for Major Incidents (or Problems for that matter), and out of
the box, there is a button to promote an incident to be Major.
This in turn triggers off the creation of a problem, and can update a Global Alert section on
the Self Service Portal so that end users can see that there is something happening on a wider
scale.
They can even indicate that they are affected too, but currently this will create a link to the
Problem that was created when the Incident was promoted.
It can be easily resolved by the creation of a new business object for a Major Incident, and
indeed customers have fed this back, so it is a little bit of an oversight that it works this way.

Conclusion
The value is how that experience can be enhanced to enable the Service Desk to achieve
higher First-Time-Fix, and how terminology can be modified to appeal to the wider business,
and not just those who read ITIL books at night.
The star of the Incident and Problem show were the Specifics forms – Business Objects that
Cherwell have developed that sit within a record (across a number of processes) with
meaningful prompts and questions.
Obviously this does not happen by magic – there is a case for a knowledgeable administrator
who understands more than just playing with technical toys.
To really get the most out of this system, an administrator would need to understand the
business processes in play, a level of system design knowledge, and the ability to not get
carried away adding forms and macros.

Of course, the extremely customisable nature means that this is by no means guaranteed, but
the level of knowledge given in demonstrations should ensure that organisations receive good
advice.
The only glitch for me was the Global Alert link for affected users not lining up with the
incident – this is easily fixable though and really is a minor pick, rather than a fundamental
faux-pas.

Cherwell Service Management Customers






First Rate Exchange Services
Supergroup
SCISYS
Missing Piece
Codec-DSS

Screenshots
Click on the thumbnails to enlarge.

From the Cherwell Brochure






11 PinkVERIFY™ ITSM processes
Intuitive wizards and simple drag-and-drop functionality
With Cherwell’s Codeless Business Application Technology (CBAT), you never need to write
a line of code or script. Upgrades are effortless.
Rapid easy implementation and easily adaptable over time
Out-of-the-box processes to assist customers with critical Business Alignment

In Their Own Words:
Cherwell Software
The Complete IT Service Management Solution
Cherwell Software is the developer of Cherwell Service Management™ – a fully integrated
solution for IT and support professionals. The Cherwell solution offers complete choice of
software deployment and licensing models: on premise or hosted; perpetual purchase or
subscription; you choose!

Designed using Microsoft’s .NET platform and Web 2.0 technology, Cherwell delivers 11
fully integrated ITIL v3 PinkVERIFY accredited management processes straight ‘out-of-thebox’, including Incident, Problem, Change, CMBD, Request, SLA, Service Catalogue and
Knowledge.
Web portal technology and social media integration is key to the future success of the Service
Desk. With increasing business demand for enhanced services and improved access to
information, Service Desks need agile, innovative and flexible web based technologies to
meet the high expectations of users.
Cherwell’s latest Web Browser Portal experience uses leading edge and cross-platform
technologies (HTML5/CSS3, Ajax and jQuery) built from the ground up to provide a very
responsive application-like experience with no browser plug-ins needed.
Cherwell Service Management is 100% configurable and customisable by its end users and
delivers a highly scalable and extensible development platform. Its CBAT platform enables
customers to develop integrated business applications such as: CRM, HR, Project
Management, Student Records and Facilities Management systems.
Offering a truly holistic approach to service management, Cherwell empowers IT and support
departments to fully align themselves with the organisation they support. Quick to deploy
and easy to use, Cherwell delivers true enterprise functionality at lower costs and without the
need for any programming resources.

Further Information





Cherwell Home Page
YouTube
Vimeo
Evaluation Demo

Group Test Index
This independent review is part of our 2013 Incident and Problem Review. See all
participants and terms of the review here.
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Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

Strengths

An improved interface and comprehensive coverage of Incident and Problem
Management, with some added innovation to make scheduling work a little
easier for Service Desks and support staff alike.




Weaknesses
Primary Market
Focus



Logging by Type, Category and Symptom adds a meaningful level of
granularity.
Incorporates an availability of resources view by integrating to Outlook
Exchange
Subscription function for end users for major incidents, as well as pop
ups for potential SLA breaches.
Design elements behind the scenes are still largely text based.

Based on the information provided, BMC FootPrints typically market to
customers with between 500 to 10,000 users (Medium to Large)They are
classified for this review as:Specialised Service Management Suite – Offering
ITIL processes and proprietary discovery tooling.They provide IT Operations
Management integration with their own tooling.

Commercial Summary
Vendor

BMC

Product

BMC FootPrints ServiceCore

Version reviewed

V11.5

Date of version
release

Autumn 2012 was the release date for this version of FootPrints. The previous
version had been certified under the PinkVerify scheme to 10 ITIL 3.1
processes. This version has been re-verified to the same level.

Year founded

BMC Software was founded in 1980 and today has revenues of $2.2bn

Customers

BMC FootPrints has approximately 1000 customers across Europe and 5000
worldwide.

Pricing Structure

BMC FootPrints can be provided as a Starter Pack and this includes 5 named or
1 named + 2 concurrent user licenses, LDAP, unlimited Self-service and
unlimited project workspaces. All additional ServiceCore modules are licensed
in the same way. AssetCore modules such inventory management, patch are
licensed in blocks of 100 nodes. For SaaS and Managed Services subscription
licensing is also available.

Competitive
Differentiators







BMC FootPrints is widely regarded as an affordable and flexible
solution which can address both IT service management and IT
Operations Management from a single pane of glass. One view, one
console, one solution.
BMC FootPrints is optimised for ITIL but provides a highly adaptive
workflow environment (Workspaces) which quickly allows
organisation to replicate own best practice support processes or
design and launch other non-IT service desks. One view, one console,
multiple service desks.
In its converged state BMC FootPrints provides seamless integration to
ITOM capabilities with open process transparency and data
integration. BMC FootPrints supports physical, virtual and mobile
devices

Additional Features Additional integration is available with other BMC products such as End-User
Experience Management and Network Automation.

Independent Review
BMC Footprints provide a comprehensive end-to-end flow for Incident and Problem
Management, and is beginning to benefit from being part of a larger group of products, as
functionality from products like RemedyForce add the ability to view process flows
(Alignability Process Model)
The tidy-up of the workspace architecture makes the overall interface a cleaner and less
confused dashboard view.

They have also incorporated a view of support staff resources by integrating directly with
Outlook Exchange to show support staff availability.

Logging & Categorisation
Stand out features for FootPrints when logging a call is the Incident Type, Category and
Symptom, which can bring up key problem determination questions.
Their consultancy approach to get that level of granularity focuses on working through what
organisations look for in their reports, and working backwards from there.

Tracking and Escalations
As the record progresses through its lifecycle, there is an option to just provide Quick Edits
(for example for the Service Desk) as opposed to pulling up the entire record.
FootPrints allows for skill-based routing of the record.
There was no means to look at incidents that seem to bounce around groups, but the audit
logs are very comprehensive, and everything is contained within the record.
Any SLAs likely to breach will send a pop up to the agent’s screen and could be configurable
in a variety of ways (pop-up, colour change etc.)

Prioritisation
The impact and urgency definitions can be defined in more business-focussed language, and
the priority can be solely linked to those values.

Closure
On resolution, FootPrints triggers an email with two links to signify if the end user is happy
or not that the issue has been resolved.
Records can be auto-closed.
FootPrints offers the option of re-opening previously resolved records or, if organisations
prefer, to link a new incident to the previously closed one.

Major Incident/Problems
Major Incidents (and indeed Problems) can be logged from scratch or flagged from a number
of incoming records.
As with a lot of US based vendors, the terminology can veer towards the reference “Global”
but this is easily customisable.
The record is easily identifiable in a list with either a globe for the master ticket, or a globe
with a chain link to show it is one of a series of records as part of the major incident.

A broadcast message goes out to everyone using FootPrints to notify them of a major
incident.
But on the self-service side, an end user can see and subscribe to a major incident.

Incident and Problem Templates
Although none are provided out of the box, FootPrints comes with a Quick Template feature
for both incidents and problems, where the record can be pre-populated.
Conclusion
The features to help speed up the process of logging records, and providing initial questions
around investigation continue to be an attractive feature in FootPrints.
Adding the integrated Outlook resource view adds to their philosophy of making the Service
Desk’s life a little easier.
With each successive release, FootPrints is becoming a crisper, more comprehensive tool,
supplementing its functionality with additional elements such as Remote Control, Discovery
and Software Deployment modules.

BMC FootPrints Service Management Customers
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Screenshots
Click on the thumbnails to enlarge.

From the BMC FootPrints Brochure




Increase first-call resolutions by quickly associating the incident to a known problem and the
appropriate resolution
Improve organisational knowledge by providing the status of known issues and knowledge
base solutions to ease troubleshooting
Track performance against service level agreements with configurable dashboards

In Their Own Words:
BMC FootPrints follows ITIL best practices and supports key processes like incident and
problem, change, and configuration management. So what sets it apart? BMC FootPrints is
designed for the evolving business with a just-right balance of usability, security and
functionality. It’s flexible enough to configure, affordable enough to invest in, and powerful
enough to grow with you. The BMC FootPrints family of IT Management products and
solutions streamline, automate and improve IT operations. They have been designed to
leverage your legacy IT management solutions and enable IT to optimize the management of
PC’s, mobile devices, software and IT infrastructure by simplifying and automating the entire
ownership experience. Our solutions uniquely integrate the processes that manage IT, not just
the data generated by those processes. BMC FootPrints has been optimized for use over the
web but equally satisfies organizations looking for a solid and secure on-premise solution.
Certified to ITIL 3.1 it can be deployed quickly ‘out-of-the-box’ with minimal configuration
and for those organizations seeking to facilitate non-IT service desks (such as Facilities
Management or HR/Payroll), the easy-to-design workflow environment makes one-to-many
service desks a reality from a single instance of BMC FootPrints. BMC FootPrints is one
solution in the ‘One Size Does Not Fit All’ ITSM portfolio and has been specifically
designed for mid-sized organizations seeking to deliver excellent services internally and
externally.

Further Information




BMC Footprints Home Page
YouTube
Online Demonstration

Group Test Index
This independent review is part of our 2013 Incident and Problem Review. See all
participants and terms of the review here.
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Review: Axios assyst
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Home » Reviews, Tools » Review: Axios assyst
This independent review is part of our 2013 Incident and Problem Review. See all
participants and terms of the review here.

Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

Strengths

A tidy interface, driven by product hierarchies, and backed up with a potentially
powerful CMDB.Work put in to configure the Info Zone, Guidance and FAQs can
make the job of the Service Desk, Analysts, and even the end user interaction
easier.




Weaknesses







Crisp and clean interface with not much clutter
From a self-service point of view, a nice touch in walking end users
through investigation before logging a ticket
For those logging directly with the service desk pulls in pre-populated
forms and guidance to make that role easier/more efficient.
Very much rooted in the technical – with the product hierarchy very
comprehensive. Would be nice to see perhaps an incorporation of
more business language – which can be achieved with further
configuration.
The ability to record an analysts time against a charge code also seems
to drive a specific cost as well – whilst this could just be a notional cost,
some form of correlation between the two, removing the need for the
analysts to know financials as well as resolving an incident, might be
more beneficial – this can be achieved with further configuration,
There are some elements of earlier ITIL iterations in the tool, as nothing
is taken out which could be cumbersome to customise out. – This can
be achieved with further configuration.

Primary Market
Focus

Based on the information provided, Axios typically market to large/very large
customers with a minimum of 1000 business users.They are classified for this
review as:Specialised Service Management Suite – Offering ITIL processes and
proprietary discovery tooling.They provide Event and Monitoring bridges as
integration points.

Commercial Summary
Vendor

Axios Systems

Product

Axios assyst

Version reviewed

V10.2

Date of version
release

December 2012

Year founded

1998

Customers

1000+

Pricing Structure

The assyst solution supports both dedicated (named) and concurrent models
to allow flexibility with all core functions covered under a single licence.

Competitive
Differentiators






Our market leading Service catalogue – ranked number one in ITSM
by Gartner in their recent Service catalogue Critical Capabilities report
– ensures business deliver an outstanding customer experience
We focus on the business user with service catalogue, self-service,
web and mobile
Highly Configurable Solution – flexible interfacing with third party
tools, fully supported integrations

Additional Features assyst represents a functionally complete, fully integrated solution, that offers
considerably lower lifetime TCO and therefore considerably faster ROI than
the complex, technically challenging and costly solutions offered by other
vendors.assyst comes truly out-of-the-box, with all service support processes
delivered pre-integrated. This includes its own CMDB (also pre-integrated),
which can federate from multiple external systems (Discovery tools, ADM
tools, Asset and Inventory systems, Directory Systems, etc.)The assyst CMDB
comes pre-integrated and sits at the heart of assyst, providing a single-sourceof-truth for all configuration, relationship and asset management data
required to support the Service Desk and ITIL processes.

As data is captured and shared between all the ITIL processes this
allows assyst to streamline IT Service Management without the efforts
usually associated with the integration of disparate modules for Incident
Management, Problem, Change, etc.assyst offers powerful data and
Process interaction, supported by a fully integrated CMDB. All of the
ITIL processes are fully Integrated within assyst.

Independent Review

This tool comes with everything you would expect from a
well-established player in the ITSM industry, and has moved on a lot from its earlier versions
to bring it bang up to date.
The interface is not cluttered, and focuses very much on driving efficiencies through the
lifecycle of Incidents and Problems by providing mechanisms to automate as much as
possible.
Pre-populating forms, scripted guidance for the service desk, and as much automation around
the assignment to support groups for both incidents and problems is driven by a CMDB with
is at the core of the product.
At a time, when customer experience is fast becoming the trend-de-jour, assyst can at least
offer nice touches, for example FAQs that walk an end user through investigating their own
issue before resorting to raising a ticket.
Interestingly, though, assyst’s foray into more social interaction with a Chat feature seems to
be more popular among support staff, but not as attractive a feature for end users, based on
their customer feedback.
It is not surprising why they market primarily to large/very large customer bases, but they
might want to keep an eye out on the need to talk the business language too, as its next stage
of evolution.

Logging & Categorisation
As well as the ability to directly log calls via a service desk and the end user self-service
portal, assyst can offer automated logging from event management integration.
Because their CMDB is at the heart of the product, it can auto-populate many user
information fields to speed up the process, of course dependent on the depth of information
collated.
Also, as an up-front feature assyst provides the service desk with Model Incident templates to
use for repetitive incidents (for example Password Resets).
The record displays a number of actions for the service desk to just log, or to log and assign
the ticket, depending on the level of first-time-fix information that can be made available to
them as part of an InfoZone and Guidance section on their home page.
Out of the box, the categorisation is firmly rooted in product and infrastructure related types
and values.

Tracking and Escalations
assyst’s Event Monitor function, and an “InfoZone” area of the home page can dynamically
display a number of on-going records related to the data being entered.
The Event Monitor can display time values relating to the record through its lifecycle, and
can also relate that information to any SLAs associated with it, so that there is an on-going
view of potential breach conditions.
As well as maintaining a complete audit trail of any updates carried out on the record, the
number of assignments (or hops) can also be recorded. Usefully, a value can be set after
which point a senior person can be alerted to give the record more focussed attention.

Prioritisation
Tied in to the categorisation hierarchy, records are driven by business rules set up using their
Event Builder capability, building the rules into their CMDB.
This can reduce logging times, whereby rules can link a configuration item to an SLA, the
impact and urgency, its class, specific products, sites, buildings, business units or even a
specific user.
Actions can then be displayed to the service desk by means of scripted procedures – all in the
aim of making their job easier and more efficient.
Tying these down closely to the product hierarchy and the CMDB means that more can be
automated up front.

Closure
When an incident or a problem has been resolved, it can be set to closed or pending
concurrence (based on the permissions).
If set to pending, then typically the ownership transfers back to the service desk to gain that
concurrence and close or, if required, re-open the record and continue with the assignment
process as before.

Major Incident/Problems
All incoming incidents relating to the major incident can then be linked and (once resolved)
closed in one action.
A problem record, and automated notifications to the relevant support groups can also be
kicked off through the appropriate workflow, to ensure the right teams are working on
identifying the root cause.
With respect to major problem records, assyst use updates to these more time-crucial events
to help drive continual improvement, updating the quality of information they can provide the
front line when logging similar events in the future.

As part of the record, there is a capability to record time and cost incurred in its resolution.
This is useful for charge back, but if an organisation chooses to use it, the specialist will need
to know what the related cost is (although this could just be a notional value).

Conclusion
As you would expect from an established vendor, the capability of moving through Incident
and Problem management has everything it needs to tick the process boxes.
But there are some interesting things around the periphery:
The use of the InfoZone with links to any knowledge base articles or even external links, or
Guidance scripts to help drive first-time-fixes all look to improve efficiency.
The real potential lies behind the incorporation of their CMDB, and it is flexible enough to
start slowly and build more and more, to be able to pull in the most pertinent information into
a record.
assyst is very firmly rooted in driving the records through the technical route, with the
hierarchical product structure at its heart.
Perhaps to get the best out of the product, a lot of strategic thought has to go around
harnessing the power of that CMDB to help drive the other functions.

AssystService Management Customers




Fife Council
Gulf News
LEGO

Screenshots
Click on the thumbnails to enlarge.

From the Axios Brochure





12 PinkVERIFY™ ITIl V3 processes
Robust enterprise-class ITSM technology with the simplicity of SaaS to deliver rapid business
value
Designed for easy deployment and flexibility to support changing business needs
Helps customers manage services, assets and customer support in a fast-paced business
environment.

Further Information




Axios Home Page
Practical Guidance Video
Evaluation Demo

In Their Own Words:
Axios’s enterprise ITSM software, assyst, is purpose-built, designed to transform IT
departments from technology-focused cost centres into profitable business-focused customer
service teams
assyst enables better, faster, less costly delivery and support of IT services, and was
developed to support current ITIL® best practices.
assyst is one of the most functionally mature ITSM software solutions on the market, with a
proven track record spanning over 25 years for delivering measurable results in large
organizations across the globe.

Available for SaaS and on-premise, assyst brings to market the latest in real-time dashboard
technology, social IT management, mobility, reporting, resourcing and forecasting – offering
a series of solutions and templates that enable an immediate return in the form of customer
satisfaction and cost reduction.
assyst also provides integrated functionality to support IT Asset Management (ITAM),
governance and standardisation within a single, rapidly deployable, application.
As an out-of-the-box solution, assyst delivers value faster than any other enterprise-class
ITSM software available today.
In addition to recognition from leading organizations, including Gartner, Ovum and Forrester
Research, who noted Axios has “robust, scalable offerings that could meet the majority of
service management needs for the largest and most complex organizations,”[1] we have,
likewise, been honored by the Service Desk Institute, PINK and HDI.

Group Test Index
This independent review is part of our 2013 Incident and Problem Review. See all
participants and terms of the review here.
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The “Capita” Label – A Red Herring Swimming in the
Moat of Castle ITIL
Published by Ros Satar on May 15th, 2013 // 6 Comments

Chris Barrett, Capita
Ever since the announcement of the Cabinet Office and Capita Group Joint Venture, the
great, the good, and some of the rest have speculated here and there about the future of the
Best Practices Portfolio.
Chris Barrett (currently a Transformation Director at Capita Consulting) is one of the first of
the newly appointed management team for the new joint venture company, and spoke to us at
the Knowledge 13 event, Las Vegas.

The Issue of Communications
The first question had to look at the communications, lack of and standard of (which is ironic
given our collective jet-lagged state, at the time).

The first e-bulletin had just come out, and it is clear that the press office still needs some time
to settle in to converting dry releases into something that gives the waiting ITSM public some
further insight, without jargon.
At several times, he was keen to emphasis that Capita is actually more of a red
herring/misnomer (which explains why a number of questions were pointed directly at Capita
Group).
He said: “If there was one thing Capita was good at, it was fulfilling a remit – for example
stripping out costs from a business.”
“But if people are thinking this is a land grab, they would be completely wrong.”
“We are not a corporation, we are a small joint venture.”
“The idea is to grow and invest in the community – this is about a duty of care, and
custodianship.”
Whilst communications have been light and/or dry as toast, there has been a lot of work
going on behind the scenes.
There will be a twitter feed and a continuation of the e-bulletins, but resources to manage the
media side of operations are yet to be appointed.

The Team To Be
In terms of the physical set up, the Chief Executive has been chosen, and the management
team are being finalised.
TUPE discussions are continuing regarding members of the Cabinet Office and TSO, due to
come across at the end of this year (UPDATED: See comment from Chris Barrett of the
Capita JV below)
For many who have actively contributed to the best practices publications, the emphasis on
being a non-corporate joint venture still allows them have that airtime – if they so choose.
“Can it be altruistic?” I asked Chris
“It can be, if it serves the community and if we cut them out, how stupid would that be.”
Here is where I think the balance of power shifts.
Let’s be honest – people who have actively contributed in the past do not really need the
kudos of adding that involvement to a CV or resume any more.
But there are also many people coming up now, through the ranks, with strong practitioner
knowledge, and with the support and encouragement of those previously involved.

There is also an opportunity for those who have, in the past, rebelled at the gates of the
fortress – surely now is their time to help shape the best practices to what they believe it
should be?
Or will they choose to ignore this emerging spirit of collaboration with the community, and
continue to throw stones into the moat?

Linda King and Ros Satar

Pragmatism Over Theory
A number of questions came in through various social media feeds, for us to ask and
interestingly a lot seemed to focus on how Capita does things now.
Capita favours the pragmatic approach – referring to principles where appropriate but not
purely for the purpose of using them for use’s sake.
It therefore stands to reason that going forward, the emphasis continues to be on the
pragmatic application of these established best practices, to demonstrate real-world benefit.
As with everything that took place before, a lot of consideration will need to be given to the
release programs for new versions.
This, in turn, led to an interesting revelation that the Cabinet Office themselves do not see the
Swirl brand as having traction outside the UK’s shores, despite the information email ID
being swirlenquiries.

Spending Spree Or Visionaries?

Interestingly, the most recent acquisitions (Knowledge Pool and Blue Sky) were never part of
the original plan, but the inclusion of G2G3 was part of the original bid.
Even if they had not been acquired, the plan would have been to involve them anyway, and
they look to be all set now in terms of training and simulation approaches.

Community
Chris was asked whether the joint venture were looking to create their own, newer
community, for example in the mould of Back to ITSM?
The plan is to have to have a portal approach and a formal home for people to land on.
Ideas being considered are a subscription-plan for more detailed material – this was seen as
no different to paying money for training courses.

What is the Joint Venture NOT going to be
Chris confidently lined up his views:





“Not going to stagnate
Not going to be purely theoretical
Involving real practitioners and serving community members
Not going to be “Castle ITIL”

I wanted to be honest with Chris – those statements are pretty bold, but as someone still
active both in consultancy and analysis on the ITSM side, this is good fighting talk.

Meet Them At The Gates
Whilst I can see a sense of continued cautiousness from those who have been discussing the
future, the new joint venture are very much seeking and wanting continued dialogue.
The sense of community was a recurring theme, and as a member of this community, I think
we owe it to the joint venture to try and meet them at the gates of our beloved “Castle ITIL”.
(With thanks to Adam Holtby, Linda King, and a special nod to Rob England’s suitably
Skeptic “Castle ITIL ™” tag which the new company liked but equally are willing to meet,
head on).
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Integrating IT management data to support ITSM
Published by Ros Satar on May 29th, 2013 // No Comment

Integrating IT management plumbing to support ITSM processes
With my Incident and Problem Management focussed review completed, I am now turning
my attention to my next review project: Integration tools that compliment ITSM.

Integration Tools complementing ITSM
One of the key elements of delivering quality service to an organisation is to ensure that
teams have relevant information to hand, to assist in having a clear understanding of the
situation.
But even the most inclusive IT Service Management Tools offer integration to
complementary tools to make end-to-end management achievable.

Whether it be speeding up implementations by cleaning up the original data needed to set up
the system in the first place, to incorporporating Systems Management data, we want to take
a look at the supporting products that help us manage IT and business services end to end.

What are we looking for?








Pre-Deployment Set-up – User data, location data, HR information (managers, budget
centres)
Integrations to Asset and Configuration information – A lot of the main ITSM vendors offer
integration connectors to pull in the “meat” of the ITSM sandwich
Event Management – Alerts are generated for anything and everything in a managed estate,
but how is the wheat sorted from the chaff so that only the vital, service-affecting
information gets through?
Support Services – Remote Control, Communications Platforms during Major Incidents and
Support Chats etc.
Resource Management – Integration with Email/Schedules of support staff workload
scheduling and management of projects within the ITSM tool
Any other useful data that supports ITSM

Why do we care?
Whilst it would be lovely to think that there could be “one ring to rule them all”, the reality is
that as comprehensive as ITSM suites are becoming, they are likely to be deployed into
environments that will require an element however small of integration.
This may be something as simple as connecting to Active Directory to pull user data and
related location and organisational information in, to taking an asset baseline, to start the
journey into Change and Configuration Management.
All of these require some form of data integration – the easier the better.
But companies on the periphery of the suites are recognising that there is an area for
innovation and providing enhancement to that service, for example reducing time to initially
deploy, or being able to take over a machine as part of the problem determination actions in
an incident record, and logging all that information in the record.
Think of it as the backing singers to the main act, or the instrumental solo – the supporting
tools that help drive the overall efficiency of an IT Service Management solution for a
business.
If you offer technology in this area and would like to participate in our next review
please contact us.
Image Credit
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The Chips Are Down at Know 13, Vegas
Published by Ros Satar on Jul 10th, 2013 // No Comment

There is something so unique about visiting
Las Vegas – Home to ServiceNow’s Knowledge13 this year
Quite apart from the breath-taking scenery as you fly in (we’ll forget about the nerve racking
sprint through Chicago and making the connecting flight literally with minutes to spare for
now), it is like a whole other world.
And that also goes for the resort complex – held in the Aria complex, it really was a location
that had it all – shops, there was even a pub for us Brits!

The main themes for this year focussed on Transformation and Innovation, and certainly in
the first Opening Keynote by ServiceNow’s CEO Frank Slootman, The End of No, The
Beginning Of Now.
There have been a few memorable events since ServiceNow’s last conference – namely
ServiceNow going public on the NYSE.
The popularity of the event has grown too, with more than double the attendees- almost 3900
attendees this year.
Frank Slootman’s keynote included representatives from large companies, all with a key
story to tell about IT-Led Enterprise Transformations.
Now obviously as it is an event sponsored by a vendor, you would expect Servicenow to be at
the forefront of the good-news stories, but at the tail end of the panel session that Alison
Collop, Global Director of Coca Cola shared the key message behind the success of IT-Led
Transformation:
Organisational Change Mangement- Empowered the team to make decisions and
recognising it takes everyone to help change the way they work
It was the first time that any of the panel really addressed the mindset required, not just the
technology – a bold move and the golden nugget at the end of this opening keynote.

The Fred Luddy Keynote
ServiceNow Founder and CPO Fred Luddy is a hugely charismatic character and this was the
keynote that everyone wanted to see.
He treated us to a (literal) face off between Google Glass and Siri, but more importantly a
look and how far the industry has come, but what we need to do to continue to move forward.
There are repeatable patterns, since the 1800s – Technology is used to streamline processes
(get something to work a bit faster), and create a business differentiator.
And just as in the first keynote, we were shown the finalists for ServiceNow’s Innovation of
the Year award – where businesses have seen something that IT have done (streamlining) and
thought of a way to help drive the business forward by creating applications within the
ServiceNow platform.
The winners were Target – their employees had demanded a more personal approach to IT,
and had to look to manage up to 60 appointments a day.
Target used ServiceNow to develop a booking application, as well as a custom iPad
application, allowing visitors to create an appointment in person, and to be able to track and
assign work and on-site support.
The application has a customer satisfaction of 94% and has moved support out of call centres.

Conduct Unbecoming The Opposition? How To Professionally Demonstrate
Your Product
What stood out for me was the demonstration of the ServiceNow functionality on tablets –
perhaps for a different reason than intended:
As part of Fred Luddy’s keynote, he took the audience through some of the new innovations,
particularly in the area of mobile devices.
He walked us through the specific optimisation they had done for tablet devices, and it had
been important for them to ensure that the full product functionality existed for staff using a
tablet, perhaps supporting services remotely.
They have also developed a specific iPhone application allowing resources to be accessed,
and customised to suit the individual – all with the purpose of being able to use the product to
either access catalogue items (via Service Request), log incidents or work on records,
assignments – all through improvements to the mobile user interface.
As an analyst, I get emails from vendors and from consultancies every day about recent press
releases and new happenings – it’s nothing new, it’s part of the job.
So when I headed off to Vegas, I was not surprised to get an email from someone
representing another vendor, plugging their own mobile solution, having gathered that I
would be entertained by ServiceNow.
But during the first day, the #Know13 hashtag was hijacked (for want of a better word) by
people connected to this vendor (I hesitate to use the word employees, partners – we just do
not know) plugging their solution.
No real problem, I guess – it is, after all, a free market economy, but if it was a mischievous,
puckish prank, it soon backfired in the eyes of the attendees (remember, we are talking
around 3900 people… count them!).
People chattered in the breaks and at the expo wondering “why?” – after all as far as I
understood, the capabilities were very different.
In all, it was a bit unprofessional (in my humble analyst opinion), and being bombarded for
the week afterwards by the same partner to talk to them instead did nothing to make me
reconsider that view.

ITopia
Allan Leinwand took us through the Now State of IT respectively, along with the ITopia
demo in full.
This keynote really helped reinforce one of the key messages of the conference – A Single
System of Record.

The demo showed how ServiceNow could be used across the enterprise, using a single
database to help automate and improve efficiency, involving a cast of people playing a roles
across an organisation:
















Data Centre Manager – using dashboards to manage on premise and cloud environments,
linkage to Change, and automated provisioning via the Service catalogue
Network Operations Centre – moving away from reactive alerts to filtered events and more
proactive practices, using collaborative tools to drive Change Management
Procurement – More accurate inventory information and dashboards to show contract
expiration and licence information
Field Services Technician – working remotely with mobile devices with the same amount of
functionality as he would expect if located centrally
Human Resources – Using automation to help drive the onboarding process for new
employees
Help Desk – Knowledge Management and collaborative tools (LiveFeed and Chat tools) to
help people contacting them in a more structured way
Development Manager – Seeing where software defects are being logged and who are
having the issues
Development Operations – Using the new App Creator where all the information to create a
new application on the ServiceNow platform is focussed in one place
Crisis Response Manager – how they could retire a best-of-breed external application by
developing their own within ServiceNow to do the same thing and putting all the
information in one place
Facilities Management – recognising that their request forms, with a little modification, and
by adding items to the CMDB, could also use the same system
Business Line Manager – Dashboard focussed on projects and associated costs, as well as
automation of repetitive tasks
Project Management – keeping track of resources and their assigned tasks, and making that
information available to stakeholders in the organisation
Governance – Real time collation of evidence for audits and dashboards to help identify
immediate risks
Finally, the CIO – to demonstrate the underlying theme of the conference – how IT can help
transform the enterprise from within a single platform.

Instead of having a number of applications, they showed how applications could be built in
the platform, how dashboards be used across the enterprise to show pertinent information,
how new applications can be developed, all using a single course for information – the single
source of record.
And none of this is amazingly new fangled gadgetary that has materialised at the hands of
aliens with super-powers (even allowing for the fact we were in Vegas for a week)!
This conference gave attendees an insight as to what was possible, using existing
technologies, teamwork, collaboration, and dare I say it, a bit of common sense.

Something Fun & New – The Hackathon
A new addition to the ServiceNow conference was the introduction of the Hackathon,
inviting administrators and developers to show off their innovative flare to create
transformational applications using the ServiceNow Service Automation Platform.

There were no limits as to what could be built, but it had to be built on ServiceNow.
The winners developed a Project Incubator application allowing users to gather required
resources for new projects, across an organisation.

What others had to say
Ken Gonzalez, Know13 Session Panellist and Senior Advisory Consultant (now Capita):
I think that the diversity and topics that are associated with that, and the sessions that I went
to, they talked about the technology and they talked about how to leverage it but it had a nice
blend of “hey you want to do real interesting stuff, here’s some things you want to think
about”
I think it struck the right blend between being too prescriptive and too salesy
Mark Kawasaki, Know 13 Speaker and ITSM Specialist at Emory University
To me it was a lot of meeting some great, some new people too, especially some practitioners
that I met that were really struggling with some things.
It’s funny, one guy came up to me and said he had just spoken on CMDB and gave the exact
opposite points that I gave on CMDB.
It was good discussion I had with him on different ways you can look at it.
Adam Mason, Know13 Hackathon Winner and featured customer as part of Frank
Slootman’s Presentation.
I really enjoyed the quality of presenters that I saw was very high calibre and I thought the
expo hall was fantastic
It was nice to see what others are doing with the product besides just customers that were
trying to push the envelope a little bit so I thought that was impressive.
The Hackathon was just a ton of fun, it was a good communal experience too and I would
hope they do it again
Stephen Mann Former Forrester Analyst, now Senior Manager – Product Marketing,
ServiceNow
The things that really stuck out for me:
Firstly the size and the enormity of it – to get that many people who use a single product
rather than parts of a portfolio of products is absolutely crazy.
Second thing would be the organisation and then within that the quality of the content,
particularly yesterday – Everything consistently seemed great throughout the day.

What resonated with me

There were a lot of phrases bandied about throughout the week.
From the beginning of the week, ERP for IT and the excessive use of the word ecosystem
perhaps made me roll my cynical analyst eyes, but in the panel session as part of Frank
Slootman’s keynote, and in a Q&A with customers, the real drive for transformation
innovation came from within the teams, with a passion and drive to innovate using the
technology that exists today.
For me – the concept of Single System of Record and ITopia continue to promote applying
common sense, technology and teamwork to solve business problems.
I conclude with my own thanks to Dawn Giusti and her team – their organisation on the
ground was superb.
With so many attendees, it was flattering to feel that you were under their watchful eye,
known by name, and that they would take care of things for you.
A great week, all round.
Knowledge 14 will take place – April 27th to May 1st 2014, at The Moscone Centre, San
Francisco.
See you all same time next year?
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Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

Strengths

If anyone has ever tried to cleanse raw
inventory data to build a picture of what
is actually installed out there for a
managed estate, this product solves all
that. Data is brought in whatever format
and normalized to identify a standard
naming convention, but that is not all.
That data then has market intelligence
appended to provide the most
comprehensive definition for hardware
and software




BDNA have tapped into Data-asa-Service and the concept is
fiendishly simple – take in data,
clean it, classify it to a sensible
taxonomy hierarchy and pump it
back into ITSM
They have extended their reach
to Purchase Orders to begin to
integrate procurement into a
single record of consistently
referenced data

Weaknesses

Primary Market Focus



Their catalogue is free to browse
online



It sounds too good to be true
and that is their biggest
challenge – this is something
that really works for the larger
organisations who have the
insight to make the investment
but may be out of reach of
smaller organisations

Based on the information provided,
BDNA’s customer base is more focused
on larger companies.They are classified
for this review as:Specialised tooling,
requiring integration to ITSM.

Commercial Summary
Vendor

BDNA

Product

Technopedia NormalizeTechnopedia
Normalize for Purchase Orders

Version reviewed

Version 4

Date of version release

Version was released on August 10th,
2013.

Year founded

2002

Customers

100+

Pricing Structure

Technopedia Normalize pricing is based
on number of devices whose data is
being normalized.

Competitive Differentiators







BDNA normalizes data across
multiple vendors and feel very
confident to be able to offer
SLAs on the level of data
accuracy and completeness
BDNA employ a team to curate
and add Market Intelligence to
that normalized data
They have now applied those
same algorithms to Purchase
Orders in either structured or
unstructured fields – so now

information can be tracked from
acquisition to retirement.
Additional Features

They recognise that larger customers are
able to negotiate extended products (for
example where end of life support may
be extended) and they offer a Private
Catalog offering to capture and
normalize that data but it is not sharable
with any other organisation.

Independent Review

BDNA has tapped into a concept so simple – it is a wonder that no-one has really figured this
out before. Except they have – in endless projects to tidy up disparate asset collections with
equally endless meetings to define taxonomy and standards.
What BDNA do is fiendishly simple – they bring in data, clean it up, align it to a sensible,
and it has to be said logical taxonomy, and then push it back to your ITSM system.
Their data factory then can pull information in as scheduled and repeat the entire process,
until anything all data is defined as either relevant or irrelevant (i.e. too low level).
The fact is the Technopedia Catalog grows organically all the time – and the data can be used
to apply to other customers – although they do take care to strip out sensitive information.
The real value is the way they enrich the data with market intelligence – a team of people
collect information such as End of Life state, Upgrade and Downgrade information,
Operating System compatibilities. They can also collect information like power ratings which
can be vital information for large data centre transformation projects.
BDNA will supply their own taxonomy – they have developed this with two or three
iterations from scratch and now have a sensible hierarchy of:
Category – Sub Category – Vendor – Product.
The area of taxonomy is one that sometimes has people with emotional attachments to long
strings of hierarchy – this feels spot on.
BDNA also provide customers with a real-time analysis tool to slice and dice their
information which makes it a powerful tool when you consider areas like compliance.

When they apply this same knowledge to the mish-mash of information held in Purchase
Orders and can perform those same levels of normalization – the end to end capability of this
software is remarkable.
Integration and specific recognised criteria
There are three phases to their integration process:




Identity reconciliation – establishing a unique identity of the elements being managed
Consistency across the systems
The ability to support the integration in a vendor agnostic manner – so it does not matter
what the source is, the information is brought in and normalized.

In the demonstration, it was staggering to see that even within one software brand, the
markers differed to a large extent, from the Vendor company name to the software itself.
BDNA bring that in, and define a standard reference from which to act as the root for the
definition.
Security Controls
BDNA have the ability to strip out sensitive information, for example user ids and machine
ids – they assign an alternative id so that they can maintain a connection to the course
systems but that data is withheld as they propagate the data elsewhere.
Pre-Deployment Integration
Even though this is not a traditional ITSM tool, the task of collecting the Master Data is a
very integral part of the process and this is where BDNA comes into its own.
BDNA’s Technopedia Catalog is a definitive library of hardware and software elements of
more than 300,000 different hardware elements and more than 350,000 types of software.
BDNA augment this catalog with over 1000 updates, daily. In addition to the product data,
they add contextual market intelligence about the products – for example compatibility,
power ratings, dimensions etc.
This information then be piped back in to an ITSM tool with a single standardised definition
of the hardware and software being managed, with the following advantages and conditions:




No manual entry of catalogs thus avoiding the errors and duplications that can have a ripple
effect on all ITSM/ITIL processes and the integrations that depend on these.
BDNA provide a consistent model that works across vendors such as IBM, HP, ServiceNow,
BMC etc.
Automated maintenance of this model through the Data as a Service model keeps the
information current and prevents drifts in ITSM/ITIL systems that introduce inefficiencies
over time.

Asset and Configuration Information

Technopedia Normalize takes data from 36 input sources that feed Asset and Configuration
data –typically discovery systems from vendors such as HP, BMC, ServiceNow, Microsoft,
and Cisco etc.
Once imported, the data is filtered to remove items that are considered non-essential or
irrelevant for typical ITIL processes, for example low-level DLLs, patches, tools within a
software distribution etc.
They discard any duplicates and assign the data to their taxonomy to give it its definitive
name/identity from the Technopedia Catalog, and the definitive information is integrated
back into ITSM.
Configuration data is passed from the source system into ITSM after it has been through its
reconciliation to ensure that the data is correct as it comes into configuration management,
again using the Technopedia Catalog taxonomy.
Additional Areas of Integration


Freely Available Catalog to Browse – Technopedia.com

BDNA have made the Technopedia catalog free online – there you can search through
manufacturers, hardware and software and see some of the contextual business intelligence as
well.


Technopedia Normalize for Purchase Orders

The issue with Purchase Orders is that often product data is even more fragmented than the
multiple definitions in hardware and software inventory sources. BDNA have established a
method of taking the structured and unstructured fields and applying the same normalization
process to pull out the information, and align it to their taxonomy. In this way, the
information can be integrated across Financial and Business system as well ITSM.

BDNA Customers










Oracle
Cardinal Health
Motorola
Williams Sonoma
Kaiser Permanente
Corporate Executive Board
Lennox International
Abercombe & Fitch
Other BDNA Customers

From the BDNA Brochure



BDNA Data as a Service – we take data from your systems, clean it and enrich it with market
intelligence to provide insights that directly lead to action.
Technopedia is the world’s largest categorised repository of information on enterprise
software and hardware.



Updates over 1000 data points daily through the Technopedia Data Factory to ensure
Technopedia is current and complete – and offers an SLA on data refresh and turnaround
time.

In Their Own Words:
BDNA is the leading Data as a Service (DaaS) company whose industrialized approach to
delivering clean data solves the challenge enterprise IT has faced for years in wasteful
spending, recognizing risk, improving IT processes and unlocking new value streams. IT data
is fraught with quality issues and is inconsistent, inaccurate and incomplete which makes it
difficult to gain meaningful insights from the data.
The BDNA solution aggregates IT data from more than 35 supported data sources, filters, deduplicates, normalizes and enriches the data with market intelligence. The resulting clean,
curated and complete data can then be used by any ITIL process including ITSM, ITAM,
CMS/CMDB, IT Planning, Cost and Governance, Procurement etc., to improve ROI, increase
efficiency and drive decisions.
Technopedia™ Catalog: The world’s largest cloud-based IT reference catalog, providing
over 900,000 hardware and software products and configuration items (CIs) in a structured
taxonomy.
Technopedia™ Content: BDNA’s market intelligence repository for over 900,000 software
and hardware products with over 2,500 updates per day and over 38 million market data
points including software EOL dates, support data, hardware lifecycle and many more.
Technopedia Normalize™: Aggregates, filters and de-duplicates raw data from over 35
enterprise data sources, aligns the results to Technopedia Catalog and enriches with
Technopedia Content.
Technopedia Normalize for Purchase Orders: Normalizes purchase orders with or without
manufacturer’s part numbers enabling organizations to accurately establish what was
purchased and map that to actual usage providing data clarity and consistency across
purchasing systems and other IT systems of record.

Screenshots

Further Information





Evaluation Demo
YouTube
Website
Technical Details

This independent review is part of our Integrations 2013 Group Test.
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Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

Strengths

A restful and subtle interface with an
inclusive service management solution
that wraps around a comprehensive
endpoint management solution.




They offer a comprehensive set
of connectors out of the box to a
number of sources
An element of true CMDB
federation exists by way of their
mapping in real time with wizard
driven interfaces

Weaknesses

Like many vendors they are beginning to
explore new areas of innovation – takeup can be slow within the customer
base. They are finding a similar dilemma
for other vendors in that it takes one
enterprising organisation to start
embracing an element for it to fly.

Primary Market Focus

Based on the information provided,
Absolute Software typically sell to
medium-large organizations.They are
classified for this review as:Specialised

Service Management Suite – Offering
ITIL processes and proprietary discovery
tooling and Data Integration Points

Commercial Summary
Vendor

Absolute Software

Product

Absolute Service

Version reviewed

8.0

Date of version release

September 10, 2013

Year founded

1993

Customers

~1,200

Pricing Structure

Pricing is based on the number of
technicians

Competitive Differentiators

1. They offer a number of
integrated functions within the
tool including Remote Control
and Chat functions
2. They have focussed a lot of
attention on a comprehensive
Mobile Device Management
strategy across Android and iOS
3. They recognise that everyone
has tools and to avoid “swivelchair management” – they
provide connectors to any third
party data source.

Independent Review

Absolute come from a mature security
endpoint management point of view and so for a company that made all its money through
licencing, they have gained an ITSM partner, via acquisition and now have 10 ITIL 11
processes to their name and they use ITIL terminology on their Tabs.
The majority of their revenue is focussed on licencing, and the focus on the product is for
ease of deployment and not as much reliance on selling the supporting services.
It is a refined looking interface with a subtle use of colours to make records standout and they
provide a lot of integration out of the box – their ethos is very much focussed on getting the
job done.

Their background is recovery, compliance and security and their coverage to manage
endpoints covers all bases.
They partnered with and acquired the Livetime service management solution but in addition
they developed their mobile device management.
As such they do offer the full package on a smaller scale than some of the big hitters and they
offer everything you would expect.
Even though they have heavily integrated their own product suites into their service
management solution, they recognise that they are competing in markets where a vast array
of tools exist.
They offer the ability to connect to any third party data source, and focus on allowing that
data to be manipulated, mapped and managed within Absolute. They offer possibly the truest
federation of data in a CMDB and recommend using their wizard driven interface to manage
the incoming data.
There is something to be said for the restful design of their service management interface.
Somehow the subtle colour coding works effectively when compared to perhaps more vibrant
displays.
Integration and specific recognised criteria
Absolute Service comes with the ability to integrate into many different systems using their
proprietary Asset Management Integration Engine – this allows for real time transformation
and mapping of the data.
They supply integration with all third party authentication and authorisation systems.
LDAP/AD integration is built in to the product along with integration to single sing-on
products.
They provide both inbound and outbound web-services including to their applications on the
Android and iOS platforms.
Security Controls
Security controls are through role based authentication and privileges on the user record
within the application.
Pre-Deployment Integration
Their administration system allows for out of the box connections for a great many systems
to pull in the initial information – everything is controlled by switches and there is no coding
required. It is all interface driven.
Their first step would be to connect to the LDAP directory, to map properties across. They do
have the capability to take in CSV bulk-uploads but they recommend the wizard-driven
mapping process.

Asset and Configuration Information
Their Asset Management Integration Engine connects to any third party source, extracts the
information and maps it directly into the CMDB.
As they deal with multiple sources, the data builds in the CMDB to provide a true sense of
data federation, and new mapping fields can be created on the fly.
Absolute also have their own discovery tools to find any device attached to an IP address
across servers, workstations and mobile devices.
The information is visible in real time
Support Services Integration


Remote Control

Absolute Service has Remote Control capability embedded into the solution and is selectable
from the endpoint record.


Major Incidents

They allow customers to have access to RSS feeds, which can be built into any view – whilst
there might not be much take up for single instance customers, but is a useful feature where
Managed Service Providers are working with multiple Absolute versions


Support Chats/Social Media

As with Remote Control, Chat is directly embedded into the application and users can
authenticate against established social media applications such as Facebook, LinkedIn and
Twitter.
Resource Management Integration
As part of their mobile device management, Absolute can link to a location to allocate work
to a local technician.
Within the Change Management application, a scheduling system shows a holistic view,
including where people are on leave, and more importantly the workload of targeted
individuals.
Additional Areas of Integration


Escalation to third parties

Their use of web services is a good example of where incidents can be written to a third party
system (for example, where a service has been outsourced to an MSP).


Mobile Device Management

Often BYOD is not managed in a unified way and now with a potential mix of iOS and
Android devices, they provide management through homogeneous profiles, which is then
implemented within their service management solution, so that pulls of profiles can be device
initiated.


Event Management

Where Absolute have installed their own software, they can monitor and manage devices in
real time, and can use web services to also connect.

Absolute Service Customers






Yodlee
Pricewaterhouse Coopers
Philedelphia School District
Catholic Education Network
Lincoln Public Schools

From the Absolute Service Brochure




An IT Service Management solution that combines people, process, information and
technology so that IT services can align with the needs of the business.
With a data-driven view of the overall business, IT can assess the potential business impact
of each service request.
Easily integrates with existing enterprise infrastructure for Asset Management,
Authentication and Single Sign-On, Calendaring and Messaging

In Their Own Words:
With a data-driven view of the overall business, IT can assess the potential business impact of
each service request. This is important since a simple hardware failure can have serious
productivity and profitability implications to other parts of the business. With Absolute
Service, IT has the necessary insight to respond appropriately.
With Absolute Service, IT is able to:





Satisfy service level agreements (SLAs)
Intuitively group and resolve multiple requests with a single solution
Identify and avoid costly business interruptions
Migrate to the latest version with a single click

With Absolute Service, organizations are able to:





Save over 80% by configuring the solution
Pay once, not forever
Avoid costly long term consulting expenses
Save development time and better reallocate resources

The intelligence of Absolute Service relies on the underlying CMDB. The CMDB federates
data from multiple data sources already in place within the organization, including:





Most IT asset management systems such as Absolute Manage
Directory servers such as Open LDAP, Active Directory, Open Directory, and others
Single sign on and identity management services

Analyze the potential impact of each service request to pre-empt interruptions to productivity
and profitability by focusing on those service requests that could be impactful to other areas
of the business. Absolute Service provides IT with the intelligence they need to analyze the
potential impact of each service request.

Screenshots

Further Information



Evaluation Demo
Website

This independent review is part of our Integrations 2013 Group Test.
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Integrations 2013 Group Test Overview and terms
Also participating – Absolute Software, BDNA, Bomgar, Cherwell, EasyVista, LANDesk,
ManageEngine, Matrix42, Nexthink, ServiceNow

Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

Strengths

A solid product from a vendor with
expertise in both ITSM and systems
management, which adds a dimension
to what they can offer.







Weaknesses



Strong event management
background
Understand that the
deployment phase needs
structure and the range of
materials and consultancy they
offer is comprehensive
Encompass BYOD with
integration and include some
neat new innovations
Integration/Automation
platform through a graphical
process workflow.
LANDesk have put some much
needed focus into their service
management, and it is at least
on a par with almost all the main
players.

Primary Market Focus

Based on the information provided,
LANDesk are typically active in the midlarge market.They are classified for this
review as:Specialised Service
Management Suite – Offering ITIL
processes and proprietary discovery
tooling and Data Integration Points

Commercial Summary
Vendor

LANDesk

Product

LANDesk Service Desk

Version reviewed

7.6.1

Date of version release

July 2013

Year founded

1985

Customers

~1000

Pricing Structure

Service Desk Concurrent AnalystService
Desk Fixed AnalystService Desk SaaS
Concurrent AnalystService Desk SaaS
Fixed AnalystAlternatively available as
part of LANDesk Total User Management
suite : complete portfolio of integrated
ITSM, Systems, Security, Mobility, Asset
management solutions.

Licensed only by end user (not by
number of devices or IT Users).

Competitive Differentiators

1. LANDesk’s offer experience in
ITSM and beyond that, systems
management and as such they
can provide Total User
Management – covering systems
management, security
management, asset and service
management, seamlessly
integrated together through a
process driven workflow
platform.
2. They provide self-service
capability accessible to users via
desktops and mobile devices

3. They provide a two-way
integration between Microsoft
Outlook and the service desk to
track task assignments

Independent Review

LANDesk combine experience across ITSM and
include systems management, which comes to the fore with their approach to integrating one
of the harder disciplines into their Service Management capability.
They have a good understanding of the way the market has moved in recent times – offering
web services and because of their broader background, they not only lend their product but
their in-house expertise to understanding what to integrate.
The focus of the solution is to be directly productive, and it is good to see them almost
embrace BYOD capability – their focus is delivery of what IT does into the hands of the user.
What they have done well is to identify some neat little innovations and put some lateral
thought about how these can be used. For example the use of RSS feeds to provide
assignment updates to technicians and the use of QR codes to perform simple actions on
processes (create/close a record). Whilst the take-up may be slow in some cases – they are
ready for when the first organisation(s) latch on to the ideas.
LANDesk have developed their product to offer the same service management capability as
the majority of vendors in the industry, and they provide integration and automation built in
to their graphical process workflow.
They should take the opportunity to shine the light on the other bushels in their pack – not
everyone can boast all 15 processes and that gives them an interesting depth in their section
of the market.
Integration and specific recognised criteria
LANDesk Service Desk has been Pink Verified against the maximum 15 verifiable processes
:The product uses ITIL terminology throughout the product, and the comprehensive coverage
of all the process means they cover the bases in terms of recommended approaches and
supporting practices.
Security Controls

A comprehensive matrix of permissions apply across every action and activity in the Service
Desk product, so ability to perform actions will only appear for an analyst when they have
this right.
Other integrations use workflow and process definition which ensures that only the right
activity can take place in a secure and controlled fashion.
All integration activities are typically audited as standard design.
Pre-Deployment Integration
LANDesk is another vendor that also employs some level of sense checking as well as pure
automation methods to bring across data, including:
Customer Profile Document
Introductory phone call and Project Kick-off meeting
Data collection spreadsheet which shows all the different typical default areas of data
collected and imported
Workshops
In addition connectors to Active Directory, LANDesk Management Suite, Microsoft SQL,
Oracle, Excel, Access, OLEDB all allow connection to other typical sources for import
Asset and Configuration Information
LANDesk Service Desk provides preconfigured integration to populate the CMDB, to import
ITAM managed assets and to update any existing items. Their features include:




Unlimited field definitions and CI types
Asset/CI relationships can be imported into CI structure diagrams
Asset/CI relationships can be discovered and defined with a rules-engine.

Assets and CIs are accessible from all ITSM processes, updated under change management,
and can be imported back to source tools from Service Desk updates.
They also provide an inventory lookup – in Systems Management focussed discovery, the
tool will typically pick up all manner of information that is not required for Configuration
Management – the Inventory lookup facility shows you the full detail.
Support Services Integration


LANDesk include (but are not limited to) their own IT Management tools supported in
context:
o Remote Control
o Inventory Lookup
o Software Deployment
o Chat

o
o







Ping
Patch/Security Scan
As part of Request Fulfilment, Release, Change, and Incident they provide integration as part
of process activity in the background. This drives self-service and IT-initiated process
automation across the business, providing, for example integrated:
o Software Deployment
o AD Data Management
o Mobile device wipe and other admin functions
o Security scan, patch, OS deploy, among other functions
Major Incidents Communications
o RSS – any query of data, list or dashboard gadget can be converted into an RSS feed
that can be pulled on demand using any commercial standard RSS client.
o Major Incidents are typically distributed through: Product Dashboards, Email, RSS
and Twitter
Support Chats/Social Media
o Core social discussion and chat features are provided as standard as well as
integration through APIs and Automation is provided on request for:
 Enterprise Social Platforms (e.g. BlueKiwi)
 Twitter
 Facebook
 Jive
 These are the basis of LANDesk’s Social Content Pack, including Discussion
Threads and a Chat function within Self-Service.
 LANDesk make use of RSS feeds which can take any view of the data and
publish it as a feed to be incorporated into dashboards

Resource Management Integration
LANDesk provides two-way integration between Microsoft Outlook and the Service Desk.
Assignments can be dragged and dropped to individuals or groups taken from live Outlook
calendar as Gantt style views.
Assigned work appears as appointments in Outlook calendars or as tasks and once updated in
Outlook, the work item in Service Desk is updated too.
Additional Areas of Integration


Event Management

LANDesk Event Manager provides a configurable, flexible interface to allow current and
future monitoring and alerting systems to interact with the service desk.
The Event Management engine captures significant issues within the infrastructure and
automatically logs prioritises and routes Incidents to the appropriate analyst team. This alerts
the relevant team of issues, even before end users become aware of them, thereby increasing
the chance of early resolution and minimizing impact on the user community.


QR

Another neat innovation is the use of QR codes – for example putting integration with simple
process actions such as creating or closing records – whilst take up might be few and far

between at the moment, it is a way of tapping into an increasingly mobile workforce to speed
up tasks.

LANDesk Customers




Oil States International
Kent & Medway Health Informatics Service
Perth & Kinross Council

From the LANDesk Brochure




An integrated solution for systems management, endpoint security, mobility and ITSM
(premise, cloud or both).
Easiest ITIL path for increasing end-user productivity
One price per end-user – unlimited devices, including BYOD

In Their Own Words:
LANDesk Service Desk is a process-driven IT Service Management software solution that
can be deployed as an on-premise, SaaS or hybrid solution. It delivers all of the core ITSM
functionality expected from a market-leading solution. Service Desk is ITIL®-verified in 15
processes, including incident, request, self-service, change, and knowledge management and
provides powerful multi-level reporting.
LANDesk Service Desk provides a rich end-to-end service management platform that not
only supports core service management, but enables your IT organization’s high-level
business goals, from basic resolution management to mature service portfolio management,
capacity and availability optimization, and continuous service improvement. It integrates
seamlessly with your systems and network management environments, including all
LANDesk solutions for systems lifecycle management and endpoint security.
The solution’s out-of-the-box functionality is easily configurable to match specific business
needs without coding. It helps enterprise IT organizations move swiftly from a reactive state
to a more controlled, proactive, and service-oriented posture. They improve the availability
and continuity of services and the productivity of service desk staff and users, while reducing
the time-to-restoration, downtime expense, and service-related business risk.

Screenshots

Further Information




Website
Evaluation Demo
YouTube

This independent review is part of our Integrations 2013 Group Test.
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Integrations 2013 Group Test Overview and terms
Also participating – Absolute Software, BDNA, Bomgar, Cherwell, EasyVista, LANDesk,
ManageEngine, Matrix42, Nexthink, ServiceNow

Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

Strengths

A niche product that complements ITSM
tools with a completely self-contained
remote support offering that negates a
lot of the issues around security and
access




Weaknesses

Primary Market Focus



Specialises in remote support
Completely self-contained
appliance
A wide range of integrations to
some of the biggest ITSM
vendors to complement service
management end-to-end.
It can be difficult to change the
mentality of organisations as to
why they would need/benefit
from an additionally integrated
remote support tool, rather than
looking for other alternatives.

Based on the information provided,
Bomgar solutions are used by a range of
customers from Small to Large.

Commercial Summary
Vendor

Bomgar

Product

Bomgar

Version reviewed

Bomgar 13.1

Date of version release

July 9 2013

Year founded

2003

Customers

7500

Pricing Structure

Appliance-based (physical or
virtual).Pricing starts at $1,188.
Bomgar’s concurrent licensing model is
based on simultaneous technician usage.
Support organisations only need licenses
for the number of technicians who will
be logged in at one time, increasing ROI
for organisations that provide aroundthe-clock support.

Competitive Differentiators

1. Bomgar offer arguably the most
uniquely secured remote
support solution with quite
literally their Bomgar orange box
– a centralised, security
hardened appliance that never
passes data or system access
through a third party. It handles
standard authentication (e.g.
Active Directory), and they offer
a number of access controls out
of the box, plus extensive audit
trails and video recordings of
sessions.
2. Their remote support capability
extends to almost any device
imaginable – desktops, laptops,
servers, smartphones and
tablets. They work across
Windows, Mac, Linux, iOS,
Android and Blackberry systems
and devices.
3. They are scalable and typically
supply their solutions from small
to large environments, enabling
collaboration within teams and
across external partnerships as
offer the ability to remotely

support a device from initiated
chat support.

Independent Review

An appliance-based solution that allows you to remotely
support almost any device anywhere in the world. It sounds actually too good to be true,
when you think of complex organisations, often dealing with third party support contracts,
but everything that Bomgar set up is all contained in a specifically hardened appliance that
complies with an organisations security requirements, inside their firewall.
The front end that is presented to an organisation is customisable, and where Bomgar is
integrated with major ITSM tools (their solution allows them to be tool agnostic) the support
function blends in like part of the furniture.
Upgrades to the box are prepared by the mother-ship and sent down so that customers can
apply it in accordance to their own schedules, so as not to flood the infrastructure.
Bomgar is a niche remote support offering complementing what the big ITSM players offer.
Auditability and tracking within records of chats and sessions are a given, but the potential
for the use of video-recording sessions lend themselves to more informative knowledge-base
materials. But more than that – it opens the way for complex change management to be
monitored and played back in case of failure, to make the rollback procedures (if required)
perhaps easier for all concerned.
There are some aspects that might (in a cynical, outsourced and off-shored world) feel like
big brother is watching you but where organisational support relationships are increasingly
more complex, as are the business drivers they protect, it is perhaps additional belt and braces
in a newer IT world.
Their biggest challenge is that of persuading organisations of their value alongside significant
ITSM investment – what they do is allow you to provide additional and integrated support on
what has already been done.
Integration and specific recognised criteria
At its core, the Bomgar offering is focussed around remote support and chat capabilities that
can be integrated with ITSM systems. Remote support sessions and/or chat sessions can be
launched directly from the ITSM console – no need to use a separate one, and is most likely
used within Incidents, but can be extended to Change Management. Everything discussed in
that session is captured in a secure audit trail and incorporated in the related records within
the ITSM tool.

Security Controls
Both the end-user and the support staff connect to the Bomgar box through outbound
connections which keeps the system access secure. Session data is guarded by SSL
encryption, and once the support session is over, Bomgar uninstalls itself, leaving no
footprint on the remote system. But the entire session (remote support, chat and/or video) is
captured and fed back to the ITSM ticket so it is possible to track who carried out which
action, and when.
Asset and Configuration Information
Support can be provided to attended and unattended systems so a remote support session can
be launched directly from an asset within the ITSM tool’s CMDB.
Support Services Integration


Remote Control

Bomgar differentiate between what an end user sees and how a support technician sees the
same interface – use of language to make it less technical for the end user. They provide
functionality that is integrated to the ITSM system to view and control the end user system,
and can be initiated from the chat session.


Major Incidents Communications

They offer a “Team Chat” function only for technicians – and as with all the other functions
they offer – everything is captured and logged. There is also an intriguing aspect – especially
in complex environments where changes may require collaboration with third parties.


Support Chats

For user initiated chats, the session is opened within the context of their record automatically,
with all the interactions recorded.
The chat records show how long the end user may expect to wait for attention – they can
empower the end user to take control of the situation – do they want for someone to respond,
or do they go to self-service, open a request and wait for one to be initiated to them.
Additional Areas of Integration


Unattended Remote Support

Because there is the capability to launch sessions from CMDB records, it lends itself to
Change Request initiated sessions. Where a reboot is required, Bomgar just re-establishes the
connection to continue the support process.


Video Recording for Knowledge Base

Some organisations extract the video for fixes, and use those to compile knowledge base
articles within the ITSM tool.

Bomgar Service Management Customers






Fidessa
Smiths Group
University for the Creative Arts
Novell
Informatics Merseyside

From the Bomgar Brochure




Bomgar’s remote support solution enables you to remotely access and fix nearly any device,
running any platform, located anywhere in the world.
Control multiple systems, chat with multiple end-users, and collaborate with other reps to
fix problems faster.
Unlike old-school point-to-point remote access tools and cloud-based solutions, Bomgar
routes all activity through a secure appliance that sits behind your firewall.

In Their Own Words:
Bomgar is the leader in enterprise remote support solutions, which allow technicians to
securely access and fix nearly any system, including Windows, Mac, Linux, Android, iOS,
and BlackBerry devices, and unattended systems, such as kiosks, POS systems, servers and
routers. Bomgar helps IT organisations speed response times, increase staff productivity,
improve security, and resolve incidents more efficiently and cost-effectively.
Designed for the enterprise, Bomgar understands the unique challenges of securely
supporting numerous systems and employees around the world.







Security: The Bomgar appliance includes 50+ support representative permissions, and
captures a comprehensive audit trail and video recording of every support session.
Collaboration: Bomgar allows support technicians to bring experts into a remote support
session to swarm around an issue, speeding time to resolution and increasing customer
satisfaction.
Integrations: Bomgar offers pre-built integrations with the leading IT Service Management
vendors to streamline the support process and ensure all activity is captured in a single
location.
Multi-Platform: Bomgar allows support technicians to use one, centralised solution to
support nearly any type of device or operating system, which helps IT organisations provide
a consistent support experience across desktops, laptops and mobile devices.

Today, more than 7,500 customers across 65 countries have chosen Bomgar to significantly
improve operational efficiency and customer satisfaction. Bomgar clients include some of the
world’s leading IT outsourcers, systems integrators, software vendors, healthcare
organisations, government institutions, colleges and universities and financial institutions.

Screenshots

Further Information




Evaluation Demo
YouTube
Website

This independent review is part of our Integrations 2013 Group Test.
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This independent review is part of our Integrations 2013 Group Test.



Integrations 2013 Group Test Overview and terms
Also participating – Absolute Software, BDNA, Bomgar, Cherwell, EasyVista, LANDesk,
ManageEngine, Matrix42, Nexthink, ServiceNow

Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

Strengths

With a solid base of ITSM processes and
an extensive range of partnerships –
ServiceNow covers all the bases as to
drive organisations towards a single
source of truth




Weaknesses



They recognise that predeployment is a project and
provide a comprehensive
workbook to focus on the data
to bring across
Very extensive range of
integration points through an
ever growing partner base
A reliance on information
imparted through their
admittedly extensive wiki –
although it has been tidied up
and the Books function is a lot
more comprehensive, it does
create a “hands-off” impression
when it comes to actually

helping people find out more
information.
Primary Market Focus

Based on the information provided,
ServiceNow are typically active in the
Mid-Large market.They are classified for
this review as:Specialised Service
Management Suite – Offering ITIL
processes and proprietary discovery
tooling and Data Integration Points

Commercial Summary
Vendor

ServiceNow

Product

ServiceNow IT Service Automation Suite

Version reviewed

Calgary

Date of version release

Calgary release was: May 2013

Year founded

2004

Customers

1778 customers at the end of June 2013.
(Importantly these are enterprise or
upper mid-market level customers with
a minimum of 35 process user
subscriptions.)

Pricing Structure

Pricing is user based. There are
additional costs for certain enhanced
capabilities such as discovery,
orchestration and the ServiceNow
Service Application Platform.

Competitive Differentiators

1. ServiceNow offers not just an
extensive range of ITSM
capabilities but also some nonITSM and complementary areas
(Project & Portfolio
Management, IT Governance
Risk Compliance).
2. They are able to call upon a wide
range of customers as reference
customers, and they have a wide
partner base for
implementations and
integrations
3. They have scored highly in the
Gartner ITSSM MQ (20th August

2013) for the previous Berlin
Release.

Independent Review

ServiceNow take the approach of supplying a large base of integration points to keep up with
an ever-growing partner-base, but what impressed was their pre-deployment approach as a
project in its own right. They take a comprehensive approach and cover all bases, recognising
that many tools make up part of an overall solution.
Integration and specific recognised criteria
ServiceNow integrates with a wide range of third party applications and data sources. As you
would expect the most common integrations are with CMDB, Incident Management, Problem
Management, Change Management, User Administration, and Single Sign-on.
They adhere to a number of best practice techniques and standards including Web Services,
JDBC, LDAP, CSV, RSS Feeds and email and use industry standard technologies (SOAP,
REST and WSDL).
Security Controls








A ServiceNow implementation connects from a single machine using a fixed IP address and
through a specific port on your firewall. This allows firewalls to limit all traffic to a particular
IP address and communications port.
Many integrations communicate over the HTTPS protocol. This ensures that all
communications are encrypted, providing a reasonable guarantee that one is
communicating with precisely the web site that one intended to communicate with (as
opposed to an imposter), as well as ensuring that the content between the user and site
cannot be read or forged by any third party.
Mutual Authentication (Single sign-on (SSO)) and other login techniques provide user
verification and role assignment.
Access Control Lists (ACLs) provide protection of assets that do not need to be exposed in
integration processing.
The High Security Plugin provides additional security controls.

Pre-Deployment Integration
ServiceNow recognise that deployment in itself is a project and have a plan to collect and
load specific information – and provide a workbook for the information to be collected.
Core Data – Users, groups, categories, priorities, locations and other organisational data – a
data collection workbook allows organisations to gather the information, and ensure it is
clean before bringing it across.

CMDB/Asset Data – this can also be imported in through the spreadsheet or via integration
with third party discovery or inventory tools (see section below)
Knowledge – data from existing systems may be imported if it is useful and current
Ticket Information – generally not “live” tickets but sometimes it is necessary to import
historical records across – again mostly for knowledge, audit or compliance purposes.
AD/LDAP – Access through LDAP and advice of setting it up is available on their wiki.
Asset and Configuration Information
The spreadsheet can be used, and integration points include:




Microsoft SCCM
Altiris
LANDesk

CMDB Integration exists with BMC, HP and IBM CMDBs.
Support Services Integration


Remote Control

ServiceNow partner with Bomgar, who incorporate a specific button either within the EndUser view to get support, or for the Service Desk to initiate a session that is recorded and all
details are captured within the record.


Support Chats/Social Media

The Bomgar integration also includes a chat function which can be recorded into a record,
even if a remote control session is not initiated.
Resource Management Integration
ServiceNow provide a visual timeline and project function within the tool, which handles
tasks, documentation attachments and lends itself to Change Management and projects
around large transitions.
It can use Outlook and any actions are managed as part of the ServiceNow Task Engine.
Additional Areas of Integration


Monitoring/Event Management

This area is one of the most common integration requirements and ServiceNow have a large
range of integration points for areas including:



Incident Ticketing Integration
Event Management Integration



Integration with other Service Management Tools (e.g. Remedy, HP Openview, Microsoft
SCOM, CA, NetCool

This is just a small selection of the integration points, with links to any number of their
integrations within their Wiki.

ServiceNow Customers






Land O’Lakes
Standard Life
Flextronics
MetroPCS
CERN

From the ServiceNow Brochure





Create a single system of record that replaces redundant systems and eliminates the
dependency on regional installations of client server software – Enable globalisation through
standardisation.
Give employees an online storefront experience when interacting with IT. Benefit from a
structured support process to drive higher levels of efficiency and customer satisfaction
Replace manual and time-consuming tasks with automation. Capture expertise in a
repeatable and consistent automation workflow.

In Their Own Words:
“ServiceNow is the enterprise IT cloud company. We transform IT by automating and
managing IT service relationships across the global enterprise. Organizations deploy our
service to create a single system of record for IT and automate manual tasks, standardize
processes and consolidate legacy systems. Using our extensible platform, our customers
create custom applications and evolve the IT service model to service domains inside and
outside the enterprise. ServiceNow transforms IT from the department of no to the
department of now.”

Screenshots

Further Information





Evaluation Demo
YouTube
Website
Technical Details

This independent review is part of our Integrations 2013 Group Test.
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Integrations 2013 Group Test Overview and terms
Also participating – Absolute Software, BDNA, Bomgar, Cherwell, EasyVista, LANDesk,
ManageEngine, Matrix42, Nexthink, ServiceNow

Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

Strengths

In the emerging IT management
category ITOA (IT Operations Analytics)
Nexthink provides a very different view
and, when integrated into ITSM, can
provide a real-time analytical interface
into processes for proactive, rather than
reactive management.




Weaknesses



Offers a completely different
view of information within an
enterprise
Everything is displayed in realtime and with the integration
options to key ITSM tools, the
combination really lends itself to
larger organisations and those
running complex
migration/transformation
projects
As ITOA is a new category, it
requires financial commitment

from other departments to
cover this level of end-to-end
management and analytical
capability – Probably not for the
very small organisations.
Primary Market Focus

Based on the information provided,
Nexthink’s customer base is more
focussed on larger companies.They are
classified for this review as:Specialised
tooling, requiring integration to ITSM.

Commercial Summary
Vendor

Nexthink

Product

Nexthink V4

Version reviewed

V4.4

Date of version release

May 2nd, 2013

Year founded

2004

Customers

450+

Pricing Structure

# of Physical and Virtual
Endpoints/Desktops# of Citrix
UsersPerpetual and
SubscriptionDiscount for
volumeMSP/SaaS pricing is available to
partners that want to deliver End-user IT
Analytics as a service

Competitive Differentiators

1. Nexthink provide End-User IT
Analytics – the tool analyses
data from all the endpoints and
extrapolates information from
that perspective to identify
trouble spots.
2. The analysis is in real-time –
patterns and any anomalies
detected are constantly being
evaluated.
3. They turn the end-user and
endpoint data into a level of
intelligence and insight to sit
alongside IT Service
Management and offer a level of
integration with known vendors

to complement them in a
number of areas.

Independent Review

There is something always beguiling when products talk
of heat-maps and show dynamic visions of where network paths are failing, and to see it in
real-time brings out the magpie in technical reviewers.
Starting at the top, they provide a customisable dashboard that would catch the eye of CIOs
and the review got to examine a little more breadth to the product.
In essence a driver agent is sent to all target endpoints and it sends the real-time data back to
their own engine where the information can be shown in a dashboard display of high level
information about the number of issues. The collector can even send back information when
the endpoint’s CPU is overwhelmed.
Applications for end-points can be profiled before a rollout – for example testing out builds
on particular hardware to see how effective the build is for machines.
Once you come away from the high level dashboard, there are detailed “heat-maps” that
begin to show you where issues are building up, and specific trouble area can be drilled into.
These lower level graphics are typically what operations centre staff and advanced technical
support will get the real value from.
The level of intelligence to extrapolate information, purely from the end-point perspective is
what makes the product stand out.
Whilst the product can stand on its own merits, its real value is when it is integrated with
ITSM and their partnership framework opens up the right doors for the company. Nexthink
have integrated with leading ITSSM tools including BMC/Remedy, LANDesk and
ServiceNow.
Their value is to help organisations to see the big picture and enlightened organisations are
realising that they need this more holistic view.
Integration and specific recognised criteria
Nexthink have worked to develop an ITSM Solution Pack that maps their capabilities with 17
of the 28 ITIL 2011 processes.
They are not an ITSM tool, but they recognise that the real value of their product comes with
integration into key ITIL processes.
Security Controls

They have also developed a Nexthink Security Solution Pack and have mapped the product
with leading security standards.
Asset and Configuration Information
Their integration partners include: Microsoft SCCM, Symantec/Altiris, LANDesk, Matrix42
They bring in the information to help build up their picture of the end-point interactions.
Additional Areas of Integration


Event Correlation

Nexthink have integrated with Event Correlation Engines with companies such as BMC,
CA/Nimsoft, HP and IBM).
Because they report the global end-user events, they can correlate those to show in real time
which server is affected (the Nexthink collector is only placed on endpoints).


Security

Nexthink can also add an extra measure of vulnerability assessment and can assist with
compliance testing.


Transformation

An ideal area for consideration is the use of Nexthink for large, complex Transformation
projects – combined with standard ITSM tooling the combination can provide much better
guidance on what is going to be involved with a large transformation project.

Nexthink Service Management Customers






Paris Fire Brigade (BSPP)
Banque Cantonale Neuchâteloise (BCN)
Riyad Bank
Kroll Bond Ratings
Umm Al-Qura University

From the Nexthink Brochure




Innovator of End-user IT Analytics for security, ITSM and workplace transformation.
Self-learning and artificial intelligence constructs meaningful patterns and IT analytics –
patterns are analysed in real time (every minute), enterprise wide.
What makes Nexthink unique is the real-time analytics of all executions and all network
connections and the corresponding visualisation that provides new visibility and insight at
that moment in time.

In Their Own Words:

Nexthink is the innovator of End-user IT Analytics for security, ITSM and
transformation. Nexthink turns end-user and endpoint data into intelligence and insights. Our
software uniquely provides enterprise-wide, real-time analytics covering all endpoints, all
users, all applications and all network connections with visibility into your IT infrastructure
and service delivery. Nexthink helps IT Departments connect, communicate and collaborate
to achieve their major goals and to optimize endpoint security, operations, support, and
workplace transformation projects. Nexthink real-time analytics and visualization extend
help desk, server monitoring, APM (application performance management) and PCLM (PC
lifecycle management) tools and provides essential visibility for IT Governance.
Nexthink serves mid-size and enterprise companies utilizing a leveraged partner
model. Nexthink is a registered trademark of Nexthink SA. To learn more, visit
http://www.nexthink.com

Screenshots

Further Information




Videos
Contact for Evaluation
Website

This independent review is part of our Integrations 2013 Group Test.
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Integrations 2013 Group Test Overview and terms
Also participating – Absolute Software, BDNA, Bomgar, Cherwell, EasyVista, LANDesk,
ManageEngine, Matrix42, Nexthink, ServiceNow

Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

Strengths

An Mid-Market ITSM solution with
additional features such as Project
Management and web services and a
range of supporting tools available from
the same stable of products.




Weaknesses





Offers a range of products
within their suite to manage
across an organisation
Nice touch in providing project
capability within the ServiceDesk
Plus Change function
Misses automation in some key
areas (CMDB) and not able to
view a graphical representation
of the process workflow
Some system integrations are
only possible by purchasing
other ManageEngine modules

rather than using what an
organization may already own.
Primary Market Focus

Based on the information provided,
ManageEngine are typically active in the
SMB market, but can also cater for
larger customers.They are classified for
this review as:Specialised Service
Management Suite – Offering ITIL
processes and proprietary discovery
tooling and Data Integration Points

Commercial Summary
Vendor

ManageEngine

Product

ServiceDesk Plus

Version reviewed

Version 8.2 Build 8211

Date of version release

28th August, 2013

Year founded

2005

Customers

24K

Pricing Structure

ServiceDesk Plus has a transparent
pricing structure. It is based on number
of nodes and technicians. Pricing that
has been included for the On-Premise
version is:Standard Edition – Free up to
5 technicians foreverProfessional Edition
– Starts at $395 (5
technicians)Enterprise Edition – Starts at
$995 (5 technicians)

The prices for the On-Demand SaaS
Version are:
Standard Edition – $14 per tech per
month
Professional Edition: $24 per tech per
month
£9 per month for a pack of 50 assets

Enterprise Edition – $54 per tech per
month
$9 per month for a pack of 50 assets

The prices for the Managed Services
Helpdesk are:
Standard Edition – $595
Professional Edition – $1195
Enterprise Edition – $3495
Competitive Differentiators

Additional Features

1. Provides a reasonable level of
additional integration (for
example web services)
2. Have developed a suite of
products to complement the
ServiceDesk Plus product set
3. Have added Project
Management tracking capability
ServiceDesk Plus is available in 29
different languages.

Independent Review

ManageEngine supplies plenty of integration methods into the tool, offering a complementary
set of products to make that process easier, although they also recognise a need to have open
integration methods between ITSM tools. They do include some Project Management
tracking capability as an additional layer to their offering.
Integration and specific recognised criteria
ServiceDesk Plus is ITIL Ready and includes Incident, Problem, Change, CMDB and Service
Catalog.
ServiceDesk Plus makes use of web API standards which they have incorporated into their
Request and Change modules.
Data can be added, modified, deleted and created into ServiceDesk Plus and outbound to
other vendors via web services.

Process automation is controlled by business rules and the product comes with a
comprehensive set of pre-set templates for most basic functions, as well as the ability to
create additional ones and customise templates for an environment.
Security Controls
ManageEngine applies the authorisation that is expected in a tool to allow specific roles to
view data within their scope.
Pre-Deployment Integration
There are a number of ways that ServiceDesk Plus can bring in data. The product connects to
Active Directory to import user data, department information, location, and management
hierarchies in bulk, but a CSV file can be used as well.
The relationships for the user with various configuration items are also imported and
provided in a couple of views (list and map).
ServiceDesk Plus also provides LDAP integrations for a single sign-on.
Asset and Configuration Information
ServiceDesk Plus comes with an integrated asset management module for the tracking and
management of assets in an organisation, and can covers IT and Non-IT assets.
The CMDB is actually a separate module and built up with the combination of user
relationship and the collected asset data.
At the moment, though the relationship association needs to be done manually.
They do not offer integration to third party products but can import CSV values.
Support Services Integration


Remote Control

There is a web-based remote control which technicians can use to access and troubleshoot a
user’s workstation from their desk through a remote session. It supports either ActiveX or
Java plug-ins.


Support Chats/Social Media

Integration is with their own Desktop Central product to provide a chat, which is mmore
closely tied with management options for the desktop (for example software distribution).
Resource Management Integration
Projects can be created from a change record – these contain tasks and milestones. There is
also a time-sheet facility that records how long tasks have taken.

Projects can be presented in a Gantt chart view or graphically, showing milestones and
dependencies between tasks.
Additional Areas of Integration


Network Monitoring Alerts

Integration is with their network monitoring tool OpManager – alarms detected raise records
in ServiceDesk Plus, and technicians can informed via notification profiles whenever an
alarm is triggered.


DesktopCentral

Integration exists with their own proprietary desktop management server to help remotely
deploy patches, software and managing assets, including mobile devices.

ServiceDesk Plus Customers





Warner Bros. Games
OpNext
Ashton Park School
Cetero Research

From the ServiceDesk Brochure



Help desk software with integrated asset and project management built on the ITIL
framework.
There is an MSP version designed to handle multiple accounts in a single Help Desk.

In Their Own Words:
ServiceDesk Plus is a help desk product suite with integrated asset and project management
capabilities built on the ITIL framework. ServiceDesk Plus provides help desk agents and IT
managers, an integrated console to monitor and maintain the assets and IT requests generated
by users. More than 20,000+ IT managers worldwide in 186 countries use ServiceDesk Plus
to manage their IT help desk and assets. ServiceDesk Plus is available in 29 different
languages.
ServiceDesk Plus is also featured in the new Gartner Magic Quadrant 2013 for ITSSM Tools.
Some of the features include









IT Project Management
CMDB
Self Service Portal
SLA Management
Knowledge Base
Incident Management
Problem Management
Change Management














Software Asset Management
Asset Discovery
Agent and Agentless scans
Service Catalog
Business Rules
Helpdesk Notifications
Purchase Order Management
Automatic Ticket dispatch
Contract Management
Mobile Help Desk App & Voice Based iPhone App
Reports – 150+ Standard and Custom reports options
User Surveys

Screenshots

Further Information





Evaluation Demo
YouTube
Website
Technical Details

This independent review is part of our Integrations 2013 Group Test.
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Integrations 2013 Group Test Overview and terms
Also participating – Absolute Software, BDNA, Bomgar, Cherwell, EasyVista, LANDesk,
ManageEngine, Matrix42, Nexthink, ServiceNow

Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

Strengths

A concise interface with easy to
understand interfaces shielding the
detail behind the scenes, developed
from their own deployment and
integration experiences.






Weaknesses



Purpose built interfaces to
import data and interact with
third party integrations
Use of standard protocols to
take away the need for
programming capabilities for
integration
Can integrate to third party
search engines including those
of third party vendors within the
product
Their constraints are really
tempered by the maturity levels
of their customers – but they get
around this by offering email
integration where perhaps

inbound and outbound web
service based integration is
more advanced. This is maybe
indicative of the upper-midmarket segment that they are
comfortable in currently.
Primary Market Focus

Based on the information provided,
EasyVista are typically active in the
upper mid-market but do look to move
to larger enterprise customers.They are
classified for this review as:Specialised
Service Management Suite – Offering
ITIL processes and proprietary discovery
tooling and Data Integration Points

Commercial Summary
Vendor

EasyVista

Product

EasyVista

Version reviewed

2013

Date of version release

April 2013

Year founded

1988

Customers

950

Pricing Structure

Saas, Names and concurrent options

Competitive Differentiators

1. EasyVista encompass their best
practices in with their NEO
platform which removes the
need for delving into databases
– everything is via easy to
navigate interfaces
2. They have a comprehensive list
of both inbound and outbound
web services to allow them to
be the “glue” in the middle of
maybe larger, more complex
support environments, resulting
in real-time data exchanges
between systems.
3. They do understand where their
market pitch is, and allow for
the fact that less mature
environments may require more
“traditional” email-style

integrations for customers with
perhaps older systems to
integrate with

Independent Review

A compact, integrated ITSM solution, which is
supported in deployment by EasyVista’s approach of applying best practices based on their
own experiences. For example they have designed a simple interface to bring in the depth of
information required with intuitive interfaces.
As such they are not averse to adding pre-defined templates to their out-of-the-box offering
and it is good to see that vendors will adjust their offering if they learn a new thing or two
along the way.
There is no doubting this is a vendor with ambition, and there is nothing wrong with that, but
they have also tapped into an area where they realise that maybe smaller vendors can provide
a niche glue in between more complex service organisations especially by offering incoming
and outgoing web-services (all adhering to established processes).
They offer the ability to interact with, and have interactions from third party tools removing
the need for separate development efforts and it offers a level of integration that can
sometimes be made overly complicated in large projects.
They made Integration a module in its own right – with a specific interface and the level of
thought behind their mapping is impressive. Also worth a mention is the age old bug-bear of
different definitions for the same manufacturer (for example HP, Hewlett Packard, Hewlett P)
with a Transcription function to have one standard definition in the system.
When the bulk loading function is carried out, the Integration Log not only informs you of
how many records were in the operation (as you might expect) but how many errors and
(more importantly) which records failed.
What stands out is their approach to simplify the process with a lot of the hard work taken out
of the equation and with simple to follow GUIs and wizards to drive you through the process.
Integration and specific recognised criteria
EasyVista uses standard and open technology as much as possible. Integration protocols used
by EasyVista are the following, both for inbound (Third party => EasyVista) and outbound
(EasyVista => Third party) integrations.


SOAP for web service integration (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SOAP )








SMTP/POP3 and IMAP4 for email integration (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smtp )
HTTP/HTTPS for links
DMI and SNMP for data discovery (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Snmp )
Flat files (CSV) and direct link to database sources for scheduled integrations
LDAP for directories (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ldap )
XMPP for real time chat (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XMPP )

Native integrations:




For directory integration, EasyVista also has a native integration with Microsoft Active
Directory on top of the generic LDAP integration
For email integration, EasyVista also supports Microsoft MAPI on top of the generic
SMTP/POP3/IMAP4 email integration.
SMS integration is done via integration with third party SMS gateways (for example
http://www.fastsms.co.uk/ in the UK or http://cleversms.clever.fr/ in France)

EasyVista are able to offer a large range of inbound and outbound web-services.
Security Controls
Inbound (Third party => EasyVista)
The EasyVista security module (defining users, profiles and domains) is used for direct
access to EasyVista, but also for the integration.
Also, EasyVista integration components support the most secure web components. For
example, web service integration is done via https supporting web certificates and private
keys.
Pre-Deployment Integration
EasyVista comes out of the box with a data source integration module to populate any data an
organization would like to make available in EasyVista. It comes with 180 connectors
describing the complete database scheme. A graphical interface is available for configuring
integrations.
EasyVista also provides integration examples with 50 pre-defined integration models that can
be applied instantly. In addition, an Excel spread sheet with predefined columns for most
frequently used fields is available for importing data.
They provide an interface to deal with transcription of manufacturer names (for example
multiple definitions of the same manufacturer) so that the organisation can build one standard
definition in the system
For these large bulk loads the integration log will then inform you how many records were in
the file, how many errors there were in loading and what records were not uploaded.
Asset and Configuration Information

EasyVista includes integrated IT Asset Management discovery capability for collecting
hardware and software information. They can also populate that database with data collected
by other tools (LANDesk, Microsoft SCCM, etc.)
EasyVista also have an integrated Configuration Management module that manages
infrastructure assets – the Asset Management module populates this automatically.
Support Services Integration


Remote Control

Parameters from an external tool (for example LogMeIn) are passed into a URL to initiate the
session – for example the incident number. At the end of the session, the record is updated
and then contains the chat history and any user operations that were carried out.


Support Chats/Social Media

EasyVista is built as a chat client, with its own chat engine within the tool and can reach any
other chat client – including those on mobile devices.
In reality Chat is usually implemented as a collaborative tool for the IT function.
Additional Areas of Integration


Escalation to third parties

Their use of web services is a good example of where incidents can be written to a third party
system (for example, where a service has been outsourced to an MSP).


Third party search engine integration

EasyVista offer an ability to integrate with third party search engines within the tool – so
example MSDN, and vendor wiki pages. When you put that in the context of their extensive
inbound and outbound web services capability, this is a handy additional integration point.


Email

A nice touch is the flexibility to allow customers with maybe multiple tools and/or complex
relationships to have inbound and outbound web services sitting alongside equally complex
scenarios achieved with email integration. Customers can utilise the solution that best works
for them.

EasyVista Service Management Customers




DOMTAR
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From the EasyVista Brochure






EasyVista IT Service Management is simple, yet comprehensive; highly configurable, yet
seamlessly automates upgrades.
Developed in alignment with the ITIL best practice framework, EasyVista offers an integrated
and modular solution that is designed to support a global, multi-timezone and multi-lingual
enterprise.
At the heart of EasyVista is EasyVista NEO™, allowing you to easily integrate at a process
level with external applications and services, as well as graphically design supporting
workflow.

In Their Own Words:
EasyVista Inc. has more than 20 years of experience as a pure player in the IT Management
space. We have been verified in the most recent and prominent PinkVerify program, hold a
prominent position in the Gartner ITSSM magic quadrant. In addition, we have one of the
world’s most comprehensive cloud infrastructures for ITSM and ITALM, with a Cloud
Management Centre that conducts over 1.5 million platform tests each day. We offer multiple
languages, currencies and time-zone management in a single implementation.
EasyVista specializes in helping organizations transition from traditional IT Operations
Management that was designed for a very different time, to ‘New IT’ Operations
Management designed for now and the future. We transform your customer experience,
simplify the management of IT, provide visibility and intelligence and help extend workflow
automation services beyond IT into other functions within your organization, such as HR,
facilities and customer service.
‘New IT’ needs new thinking. We recognize that times have changed and IT is no longer
driving user innovation. The services expected from IT are no longer standard and the
supporting platforms are no longer exclusively in the IT basement; they are in the cloud,
outsourced and mobile.
With the delivery of many core IT services reliant on external suppliers, EasyVista
recognizes that IT is evolving into the “Broker of Service and support.” EasyVista allows you
to easily connect and integrate at a process level with external applications and services, as
well as graphically design supporting workflow.

Screenshots

Further Information





Evaluation Demo
YouTube
Website
Technical Details

This independent review is part of our Integrations 2013 Group Test.
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Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

Strengths

A key understanding of what is required
and the ability to provide innovation
across the whole organisation –
Cherwell show they understand what
organisations need and are ready to
supply connectors to a wide variety of
additional sources of information. A
comprehensive solution throughout.






Based on their experience –
Cherwell cover pretty much
everything required in typical
deployments – the 80/20 rule –
which gets clients running very
rapidly but also ticks all the
boxes in terms of what is offered
versus what is generally
required,
Recognise areas to offer clients
in terms of integration points
using elements such as Twitter
and RSS.
Provide web services inbound
bound and a very

comprehensive range of
connectors to external sources
Weaknesses

Primary Market Focus



Perhaps missing a trick now in
terms of integrating with task
management and resource
management tools (such as
linking with Outlook calendars
and tasks for technicians).

Based on the information provided,
Cherwell are typically active in the midmarket but are scalable to Enterprise
customersThey are classified for this
review as:Specialised Service
Management Suite – Offering ITIL
processes and proprietary discovery
tooling and Data Integration Points

Commercial Summary
Vendor

Cherwell

Product

Cherwell Service Management®

Version reviewed

Version 4.6

Date of version release

July 2013

Year founded

2003

Customers

550+

Pricing Structure

Saas, Subscription, Perpetual options

Competitive Differentiators

1. Service automation and
innovation through actionable
features – a nice touch in
particular is being able to create
a new incident from an incoming
Twitter feed, and exploring using
RSS feeds for travelling
technicians.
2. Mobile applications
(iPad/iPhone) for IT users
utilising location services but
also recognise that this has a
business use as well – allowing
service business managers to
visit locations making the

integration more of a proactive
tool
3. Continued ease of use, through
effective development of
wizards to handle all the
integrations.

Independent Review

Cherwell recognise that all points of integration can be
applied to any part of the ITSM suite, and that organisations are going to have tools in place
and so focus on making the inevitable need to pull in data from external sources as easy as
possible.
Integration points are all guided by wizards – even at the start of the pre-deployment, which
is in keeping with their fundamental principle that everything should be codeless – so the UI
hides the administrator from the backend XML magic that goes on behind the scenes.
Within their admin panel – the customer is created as a business object – which creates a core
table in their database and allows the flexible wizard driven interfaces to map across to
whatever is required.
There is a lot that can be done with their One-Step macros, that allow simple customisation
for repeatable task – a clued-up admin can make light work of many of the pre-deployment
and scheduled updates using these customisable objects.
They have utilised some nice new innovative touches to lend itself not only to ITSM staff
(travelling technicians being able to use either mobile devices or RSS feeds to pull
information depending on their location), but also to continue to build on what IT can offer
other business areas – that same technology can be applied to business managers travelling
from location to location.
Perhaps an area could still benefit from attention – more and more vendors recognise the
value of linking with resource or task-management tools, as tools start to connect with
Outlook calendars and put intelligence around task management and more importantly task
distribution.
Cherwell very much hold by an 80/20 philosophy in what they offer – and that still provides
one of the most comprehensive ITSM and business process suites on the market.
Integration and specific recognised criteria
Cherwell offer the following points of integration with no additional coding required
(everything is driven by wizards):

OLE DB
Connect to External Databases – commonly used to pull data from SCCM, LANDesk,
SNOW, Lansweeper, CRM data.
Active Directory (and other Directory Services)
Used for Authentication and Data Population (e.g. Customer Contacts)
SAML
SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language) is an XML-based open standard for
exchanging authentication and authorization data between Identity Providers and Service
Providers to support Single-Sign-On (SSO) capability
Email (POP/SMTP, IMAP, Exchange (EWS))
Used for inbound and outbound electronic communications
Bomgar
Secure Remote Control and Chat
Twitter
Monitor Feeds and Send Tweets
RSS
Monitor Feeds and RSS Query for Cherwell
Web Service
Consume external (WSDL and REST) Web Services via our codeless one-step functionality
File System
Write File and Read File functionality from our codeless one-step functionality
Run program
Run any external program from our codeless one-step functionality – call any program or
Powershell script parsing parameters from Cherwell
Cherwell Windows API
Any .Net developer can utilize the Cherwell Windows API to call Cherwell functions and
features
Cherwell Web Service

Any .Net developer can utilize the Cherwell Web Services API to call a subset of Cherwell
functions and features
Security Controls
Cherwell use the security controls which are governed by the specific type of integration.
Pre-Deployment Integration
Typically Cherwell will look to use Active Directory for contact information to import with
all subsequent updates as a scheduled activity.
Asset and Configuration Information
Cherwell has its own Discovery and Inventory to capture data on network devices, printers,
windows PCs and devices and Apple MAC workstations, utilising it’s scheduled and
automated processes.
Again Cherwell use wizards to handle migrating the collected data into the CMDB including
mapping the fields, frequency of updates and so on.
Cherwell also recognise that third party ITAM tools (SCCM, LANDesk, Centennial, SNOW,
etc.) are often in place in organisations – they recommend using an External OLE DB
Connection method to map, import and schedule updates from external database tables and
views into Cherwell.
After the CMDB is populated with information, then a configuration manager can manipulate
and maintain the non-auto-discovered aspects of the data and the relationships. That then is
used across all the other ITSM processes (e.g. incident, problem, change, etc.)
Support Services Integration


Remote Control

Cherwell partners with Bomgar and can use their Chat function in any ITSM and/or business
process that has been built into the CSM platform. This allows them the flexibility of linking
what would be considered as service management tooling into parts of the business that may
not necessarily use the same interfaces (for example HR portals).


Social Media

Twitter, Email and RSS are all possible communications methods that can also be
incorporated into any of the processes (Business or ITSM processes). The platform used then
depends on the kind of process – Major Incident communications might use Twitter and RSS,
regular Incident may suffice with email. Cherwell can offer the flexibility depending on an
organisation’s requirements.
Additional Areas of Integration



Cherwell offer the flexibility to build out business processes (for example to Finance or HR)
to help join one part of the business to another. When the industry is constantly looking at
ways to show how IT can help the business – this is a useful area of development.



Event management – the tendency is for it to be centred around email integration – alerts
come in and get converted into an event record from that point.

Cherwell Customers






FMG Group
University of Wolverhampton
SCISYS Group
Supergroup
Gocompare.com

From the Cherwell Brochure




Fully integrated, comprehensive view of the relationships between Incidents, Problems,
Changes and other processes and resources.
Intuitive wizards and drag-and-drop functionality that allows you to quickly and easily
modify processes to match your specific business needs
Service management teams move from managing activities to delivering solutions.

In Their Own Words:
Positioned on the 2013 Gartner® Magic Quadrant for ITSSM tools and recognised by
Forrester Research as one of the top three enterprise SaaS ITSM tools worldwide, Cherwell
Software is one of the fastest growing IT service management software providers. It has
corporate headquarters in Colorado Springs, Colo., U.S.A.; EMEA headquarters in Wootton
Bassett, U.K.; and a global network of expert partners. Cherwell Software is passionate about
customer care and is dedicated to creating “innovative technology built upon yesterday
values.”
Its flagship product is Cherwell Service ManagementTM, a fully-integrated service
management software solution for IT and technical support professionals with out-of-the-box
PinkVERIFY accredited ITIL processes. Its wizard-driven customisation allows customers to
tailor the tool to match their processes without writing any code. Cherwell Service
Management offers unmatched flexibility in hosting and concurrent licensing for low totalcost-of-ownership.
Please visit www.cherwell.com for more information about Cherwell Software.

Screenshots

Further Information




Website
Vimeo
Product Video

This independent review is part of our Integrations 2013 Group Test.
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This is a competitive review of software products and
vendors who offer integrations to other technologies and data sources.
Products reviewed:











Absolute Software
BDNA
Bomgar
Cherwell
EasyVista
LANDesk
ManageEngine
Matrix42
Nexthink
ServiceNow

Download Review
(Free PDF, No Registration Required – 605kb, 12 Pages)

Integrations 2013 Best in Class

Integrations 2013 Group Test Best in Class: BDNA
BDNA. It is a concept so simple but offers so much value, especially in an IT Service
Management environment.
Of the other products reviewed, these areas were of particular note:






Specialized Service Management Suites – Best in Class for Integrations: ServiceNow As well
as offering a range of connectors and detailed integration guidance, they provide workbooks
to help focus pre-deployment across the board, so not just physical users but categories and
the additional functions that go to build up a service management platform. Other tools
assessed: – Cherwell, Easy Vista and ManageEngine
Systems Management Toolsets – Best in Class for Integrations – Absolute Software Their
comprehensive approach to a full range of endpoint management with a subtle interface
makes it a powerful suite in its market area. Other tools assessed: LANDesk and Matrix42
ITSM Value Added Tools – Best in Class for Integrations – BDNA It is a concept so simple but
offers so much value, especially in an IT Service Management environment. Other tools
assessed: Bomgar, Nexthink

Introduction

It is all too easy, when looking at ITSM tools, to focus on perhaps the bread and butter
functionality that we have all come to know, love and sometimes stumble over in
implementation.
Sometimes it seems a secondary concern as to how the information gets there in the first
place. As easy as it sounds, and to be honest as easy as it is for the more straightforward
commercial engagement, my experiences with some managed service implementations were
a different story.
Rigid, unyielding client security policies matched with equally rigid developed methods to
load the data, it made the whole affair at times uncomfortable for all. There had to be easier
ways.
Of course there are, and not only that but as products sets integrate with more and more third
parties, as well as looking for ways themselves to innovate and manoeuvre in the market
place, so we find ourselves looking across the wide base of integrations into and out of ITSM
tools.
Where once it seemed to be the playground of development teams to come up with
imaginative ways to squirt records from one system to another, again especially in large and
complex projects, the use of real-time web services makes it easy for tools be less the “king
of the castle” and more the glue that holds everything together.
What is perhaps more liberating, for want of a better word, is the range of products that
presented themselves for this review.
From niche products that offer very succinct areas of integration to complement the service
management function to the more established tool bases that recognise that increasingly they
are becoming but one cog in an IT service chain – we take a look at an extensive range of
tools and their integration points within IT Service Management.

Market Positioning
For the purposes of this review, vendors were classified based on their primary market focus,
and product capabilities.

Vendor

Specialist
Discovery
ITSM
Own Tool/Third
Functions Party Integration

Event Management
& Monitoring
Web
Own Tool/Third Services
Party Integration
Own
Y

Niche

Absolute
Software
BDNA

Y

Own/Integration

N

N

Integration

N

N

Bomgar

N

N

N

N

Cherwell
EasyVista

Y
Y

Own/Integration
Own/Integration

Y
Y

LANDesk
Manage
Engine
Matrix42
Nexthink

Y
Y

y
Y

N
N

Y
N

Own/Integration
Own/Limited
Integration
Own/Integration
Integration

Integration
None
demonstrated/Listed
Own/Integration
Own

Data as a
Service
Secure
remote
support
N
N

Own
Integration

Y
N

ServiceNow

Y

Own/Integration

Integration

Y

N
Real-time
End-user
Analytics
N

Competitive Overview
The table below shows a high level overview of the competitive differences between the tools


Elevator Pitch – An independent assessment of what this module has to offer




Strengths – key positive points, highlighted during the review
Weaknesses – challenges or areas perceived to be lacking, during the review

Vendor

Elevator Pitch

Strengths

Absolute Software A restful and
subtle interface
with an inclusive
service
management
solution that wraps
around a
comprehensive
endpoint
management
solution.



BDNA

If anyone has ever
tried to cleanse raw
inventory data to
build a picture of
what is actually
installed out there
for a managed
estate, this product
solves all that. Data
is brought in
whatever format
and normalised to
identify a standard
naming convention,
but that is not all.
That data then has
market intelligence
appended to
provide the most
comprehensive
definition for
hardware and
software



A niche product
that complements
ITSM tools with a
completely selfcontained remote
support offering
that negates a lot of



Bomgar











Weaknesses

They offer a
comprehensive set of
connectors out of the
box to a number of
sources
An element of true
CMDB federation
exists by way of their
mapping in real time
with wizard driven
interfaces



While they
offer a range of
innovative
integrations for
additional
support – the
current take-up
tends to be
slow for their
market

BDNA has tapped into
Data-as-a-Service and
the concept is
fiendishly simple –
take in data, clean it,
classify it to a sensible
taxonomy hierarchy
and pump it back into
ITSM
They have extended
their reach to Purchase
Orders to begin to
integrate procurement
into a single record of
consistently
referenced data
Their catalogue is free
to browse online at
www.technopedia.com



It sounds too
good to be true
and that is their
biggest
challenge – this
is something
that really
works for the
medium to
large
organisations
who have the
insight to make
the investment
but may be out
of reach of
small
organisations

Specialises in remote
support
Completely selfcontained within their
own supplied orange
box
A wide range of
integrations to some of



It can be
difficult to
change the
mentality of
organisations
as to why they
would
need/benefit

the issues around
security and access

Cherwell

Easy Vista

the biggest ITSM
vendors to
complement service
management end to
end

A key
understanding of
what is required
and the ability to
provide innovation
across the whole
organisation –
Cherwell show they
understand what
organisations need
and are ready to
supply connectors
to a wide variety of
additional sources
of information. A
comprehensive
solution
throughout.



A concise interface
where simplicity is
in the detail. A good
application of best
practice based on
their commercial
experience to take a
lot of the pain away
from predeployment set-up
and a recognition
that brokering
service to and from
other third parties
needs to also be
simplified.











from an
additionally
integrated
remote support
tool, rather
than looking for
other
alternatives.

Based on their
experience – Cherwell
cover pretty much
everything required in
typical deployments –
the 80/20 rule – which
gets clients running
very rapidly but also
ticks all the boxes in
terms of what is
offered versus what is
generally required,
Recognise areas to
offer clients in terms of
integration points
using elements such as
Twitter and RSS.
Provide web services
inbound bound and a
very comprehensive
range of connectors to
external sources



Perhaps
missing a trick
now in terms of
integrating with
task
management
and resource
management
tools (such as
linking with
Outlook
calendars and
tasks for
technicians).

Purpose built
interfaces to import
data and interact with
third party integrations
Use of standard
protocols to take away
the need for
programming
capabilities for
integration
Can integrate to third
party search engines
including those of third
party vendors within
the product



Their
constraints are
really tempered
by the maturity
levels of their
customers –
but they get
around this by
offering email
integration
where perhaps
inbound and
outbound web
service based
integration is
more
advanced. This
is maybe
indicative of

the upper-midmarket
segment that
they are
comfortable in
currently.
LANDesk

A solid product
from a vendor
whose roots start in
system
management and it
adds a dimension to
what they can offer.







ManageEngine

Matrix42

An entry-level ITSM
solution with
additional features
such as Project
Management and
web services and a
range of supporting
tools available from
the same stable of
products.



Extensively
focussed on
Workplace





Strong event
management
background
Understand that the
deployment phase
needs structure and
the range of materials
and consultancy they
offer is comprehensive
Encompass BYOD with
integration and include
some neat new
innovations



LANDesk have
put some much
needed focus
into their
service
management,
and it is at least
on a par with
almost all the
main players
but is not as
innovative as
some of the
other
approaches
they take.

Offers a range of
products within their
suite to manage across
an organisation
Nice touch in providing
project capability
within the ServiceDesk
Plus Change function



Misses
automation in
some key areas
(CMDB) and
not able to
view a
graphical
representation
of the process
workflow
Some
integrations
rely on
purchasing the
other
proprietary
products as
opposed to
integrating with
products
organisations
may have
already.



Focus rooted in
workplace
management, and



A strong
European
presence but

management with
Service
Management
wrapped around
that capability.



Nexthink

ServiceNow

A niche product
that takes a very
different view of
management and,
when integrated
into ITSM, can
provide a real-time
analytical interface
into process for
proactive, rather
than reactive
resolution.



With a solid base of
ITSM processes and
an extensive range
of partnerships –
ServiceNow covers
all the bases as to
drive organisations
towards a single
source of truth







have invested heavily
in their linkage with
Airwatch Mobile
Device
Management and
then have built their
Service Management
around that
When added to their
capabilities to
integrate with other
ITSM and Asset tools –
can position
themselves well as an
IT services broker – an
area that seems to
lend itself to smaller
operators in the
market.

maybe as a
European
Technology
vendor, they
lack that
presence to
make them
more global
business
partners with
some of the
larger ITSM
vendors that
they could
partner with to
leverage their
MDM
capabilities.

Offers a completely
different view of
information within an
enterprise
Everything is displayed
in real-time and with
the integration options
to key ITSM tools, the
combination really
lends itself to large
organisations or to
those running complex
transition projects



It takes a huge
leap of faith to
make a
financial
commitment to
cover this level
of end-to-end
management
and analytical
capability –
Probably not
for the very
small
organisations.

They recognise that
pre-deployment can
almost be a project
and provide a
comprehensive
workbook to focus on
the data to bring
across
Very extensive range
of integration points
through an ever
growing partner base



A reliance on
information
imparted
through their
admittedly
extensive wiki –
although it has
been tidied up
and the Books
function is a lot
more
comprehensive,
it does create a
“hands-off”
impression
when it comes

to actually
helping people
find out more
information.

Customers

Analysis
Vendor

Functionality

Absolute Software A subtle interface
for a service
management
solution which has
been wrapped
around a
comprehensive
endpoint
management
system

Competitive
Differentiators




They offer a
number of
integrated
functions within
the tool
including
Remote Control
and Chat
functions
They have
focussed a lot of
attention on a
comprehensive

Analysis
Absolute brought
themselves into the
Service
Management
market to
complement their
already established
endpoint
management
toolset – to give
themselves the
complete



BDNA

Data normalisation
wrapped up as a
service







Bomgar

A secure appliancebased solution for
remote access
which integrates to
key ITSM solutions



Mobile Device
Management
strategy across
Android and iOS
They recognise
that everyone
has tools and to
avoid “swivelchair
management” –
they provide
connectors to
any third party
data source.

package.They are in
a great position to
give some of the
more established
names in this
market segment a
real run for their
money.

BDNA
BDNA have tapped
normalizes data into a way to
across multiple collect, clean,
vendors and feel normalize and
very confident propagate data in a
to be able to
quick and seamless
offer SLAs on the
way that adds
level of data
immediate value to
accuracy and
completeness any kind of service
BDNA employ a management
team to curate environment where
and add Market accurate data is
Intelligence to vital.
that normalized
data
They have now
applied those
same algorithms
to Purchase
Orders in either
structured or
unstructured
fields – so now
information can
be tracked from
acquisition to
retirement.
Bomgar offer
arguably the
most uniquely
secured remote
support solution
with their
Bomgar box– a

Another niche
product with a
great concept
behind it – when
large organisations
have complex





centralised,
security
hardened server
that never
passes data or
system access
through a third
party. It handles
standard
authentication
(e.g. Active
Directory), and
they offer a
number of
access controls
out of the box,
plus extensive
audit trails and
video recordings
of sessions.
Their remote
support
capability
extends to
almost any
device
imaginable –
desktops,
laptops, servers,
smartphones
and
tablets. They
work across
Windows, Mac,
Linux, iOS,
Android and
Blackberry
systems and
devices.
They are
scalable and
typically supply
their solutions
from small to
large
environments,
enabling
collaboration
within teams
and across
external

supplier
relationships,
Bomgar supply a
security hardened
orange box and
integrate with some
of the key players in
the ITSM industry
to provide solidly
auditable remote
support capability.

partnerships as
offer the ability
to remotely
support a device
from initiated
chat support.
Cherwell

Comprehensive and
established service
management tool
which provides
flexibility to bring
together IT and
business processes







Easy Vista

Integrated service
management and



Service
Cherwell continues
automation and to impress with
innovation
their pragmatic
through
view of IT Service
actionable
Management, but
features – a nice could be letting
touch in
easy integration
particular is
wins pass them by
being able to
where other
create a new
incident from an competitors are
incoming Twitter providing value.
feed, and
exploring using
RSS feeds for
travelling
technicians.
Mobile
applications
(iPad/iPhone)
for IT users
utilising location
services but also
recognise that
this has a
business use as
well – allowing
service business
managers to
visit locations
making the
integration more
of a proactive
tool
Continued ease
of use, through
effective
development of
wizards to
handle all the
integrations.
EasyVista
Ticks the boxes in
encompass their terms of providing

some good areas of
value add
integration





LANDesk

A good
understanding of
what the market
needs and a good
sense of position



best practices in clean interfaces to
with their
integrate data and
NEOTM platform understand that the
which removes value they can add
the need for
as an intermediary
delving into
in complex support
databases –
environments
everything is via
easy to navigate
interfaces
They have a
comprehensive
list of both
inbound and
outbound web
services to allow
them to be the
“glue” in the
middle of maybe
larger, more
complex support
environments,
resulting in realtime data
exchanges
between
systems.
They do
understand
where their
market pitch is,
and allow for the
fact that less
mature
environments
may require
more
“traditional”
email-style
integrations for
customers with
perhaps older
systems to
integrate with
LANDesk’s core
expertise is
rooted in
systems
management
and as such they

Another vendor
coming from a
different
management
background with
service





ManageEngine

A basic service
management
solution with some
reasonable
integration
capability







can provide
management
Total User
wrapped around it,
Management – means they have a
covering
solid platform for
systems
integration
management,
security
management,
asset and service
management,
seamlessly
integrated
together
through a
process driven
workflow
platform.
They provide
self-service
capability
accessible to
users via
desktops and
mobile devices
They provide a
two-way
integration
between
Microsoft
Outlook and the
service desk to
track task
assignments
Provide a
A good entry level
reasonable level service
of additional
management
integration (for solution, and while
example web
many other vendors
services)
include asset
Have developed
management
a suite of
tooling, their
products to
complement the integration in this
ServiceDesk Plus area perhaps lags
behind other
product set
vendors
Have added
Project
Management

tracking
capability
Matrix42

Builds on an
established
workplace
management
platform with
service
management, and
throwing a lot of
focus on mobile
device management
built in to that
function







Nexthink

A real-time view of
end-user topology
allowing for more
proactive problem
determination



Matrix 42 offer
integration
around the
management of
physical, virtual
and mobile
devices
Matrix 42 offer
their Service
Catalogue and
Service Desk
free with their
management
product set
They offer
integration outof-the-box with
products that
are recognised
as commonly in
place on
customers (e.g.
SCCM, Active
Directory etc.)
and also
integrate with a
number of
integrated
Service
Management
suits
(ServiceNow,
Remedy, Axios
among others)

They take the
interesting route of
offering their
service
management free
with their
workplace
management
product set – which
focuses on putting
the power in the
hands of the enduser.

Nexthink
provide EndUser IT Analytics
– the tool
analyses data
from all the
endpoints and
extrapolates
information
from that
perspective to
identify trouble
spots

This power in this
tool is the real-time
correlation and
analysis purely built
up from an endpoint perspective –
and their continuing
partnership with
some of the biggest
names in the ITSM
industry should
ensure that





ServiceNow

Comprehensive
Service
Management tool
with extensive
integration
capabilities







The analysis is in proactive
real-time –
assessment
patterns and any becomes a norm,
anomalies
but might put it out
detected are
of reach of the
constantly being smaller
evaluated.
organisations.
They turn the
end-user and
endpoint data
into a level of
intelligence and
insight to sit
alongside IT
Service
Management
and offer a level
of integration
with known
vendors to
complement
them in a
number of areas
ServiceNow
As well as offering a
offers not just full range of
an extensive
integration
range of ITSM functions as well as
capabilities but their own tooling
some non-ITSM for asset
but
management,
complementary
ServiceNow had
areas (Project &
project
Program
Management, management within
Governance Risk their tool and
partner with
Compliance).
They are able to companies like
call upon a wide Bomgar for remote
range of
support. They can
customers as
resort to pointing at
reference
their wiki which
customers, an feels at times like a
they have a wide
slightly “hands-off”
partner base for
approach – even if
implementations
it has been curated
and integrations
recently.
They have
scored highly in
the Gartner
ITSSM MQ (20th

August 2013) for
the Berlin
Release.

Deep Dive
Further details for each vendor can be found by using the links below:











Absolute Software
BDNA
Bomgar
Cherwell
EasyVista
LANDesk
ManageEngine
Matrix42
Nexthink
ServiceNow

Disclaimer, Scope and Limitations
The information contained in this review is based on sources and information believed to be
accurate as of the time it was created. Therefore, the completeness and current accuracy of
the information provided cannot be guaranteed. Readers should therefore use the contents of
this review as a general guideline, and not as the ultimate source of truth.
Similarly, this review is not based on rigorous and exhaustive technical study. The ITSM
Review recommends that readers complete a thorough live evaluation before investing in
technology.
This is a paid review, that is, the vendors included in this review paid to participate in
exchange for all results and analysis being published free of charge, without registration.
For further information, please read the ‘Group Tests’ section, on our Disclosure page.
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Integrations 2013 Group Test Overview and terms
Also participating – Absolute Software, BDNA, Bomgar, Cherwell, EasyVista, LANDesk,
ManageEngine, Matrix42, Nexthink, ServiceNow

Executive Summary
Elevator Pitch

Strengths

Extensively focussed on Workplace
management with Service Management
wrapped around that capability.




Weaknesses



Focus rooted in workplace
management, and have invested
heavily in their linkage with
Airwatch Mobile Device
Management and then have
built their Service Management
around that
When added to their capabilities
to integrate with other ITSM and
Asset tools – can position
themselves well as an IT services
broker – an area that seems to
lend itself to smaller operators
in the market.
A strong European presence but
maybe as a European
Technology vendor, they lack

that presence to make them
more global business partners
with some of the larger ITSM
vendors that they could partner
with to leverage their MDM
capabilities.
Primary Market Focus

Based on the information provided,
Matrix42 solutions are used by a range
of customers from Small to Large.

Commercial Summary
Vendor

Matrix42

Product

Matrix42 Workplace Management

Version reviewed

2013

Date of version release

May 2013.

Year founded

1992

Customers

At least 600 use the Workplace
Management Suite globally

Pricing Structure

Cloud Hosted or On PremiseMonthly
rental or Perpetual licensesLicensed per
Managed Device or Per End User

Competitive Differentiators

Independent Review

1. Matrix 42 offer integration
around the management of
physical, virtual and mobile
devices
2. Matrix 42 offer their Service
Catalogue and Service Desk free
with their management product
set
3. They offer integration out-ofthe-box with products that are
recognised as commonly in
place on customers (e.g. SCCM,
Active Directory etc.) and also
integrate with a number of
integrated Service Management
suits (ServiceNow, Remedy,
Axios among others)

Matrix42 centre everything around Workplace
management – in today’s environments, users connect from multiple places using multiple
devices and types of systems – physical, virtual and mobile. Matrix42 have made that their
focus, and then built their ITSM capability specifically around that core.
In particular they have realised that it is not worth (re)-inventing the wheel and have
integrated heavily with Airwatch, an extensive mobile device management product.
For a while now companies have flirted with the sticky topic of mobile devices and people
still seem undecided as to whether to embrace the ever-widening range of devices that make
their way into the workspace in people’s pockets and bags, or whether to try and restrict what
can and cannot be done.
Their approach has been to integrate their management into their licence management – and
they put the decision making process in the hands of the end user for more sophisticated
management of their workplace.
Their focus on mobile devices gives them quite a lot of control in that environment – for
example being able to see if a device has been compromised but the device can then be used
to pull down software, lock devices, remove them if staff have left – with that they are
embracing the options that organisations are facing as they work out how to manage mobile
estates.
They have a nice and simple wizard interface for their data integration and employ some
mapping to their data model to clean the data up and thus set up a Master reference.
They have built their pre-defined models based on their own experience in deployments –
they have invested a lot of time in developing the wizards to manipulate the data and it has
been worth their while.
Like many smaller vendors in the broader ITSM world, they are now able to position
themselves to help channel the flow of information between tools – they have developed
connectors to large ITSM tools such as ServiceNow and Remedy to facilitate the flow of
information.
Their own Service Management interface is efficient enough to get the job done – a no-frills
interface with the workflow and automation functionality you would expect from most ITSM
tools these days.
Not quite a niche product but refreshing to see a company focus on what it knows it does
well, and then look to extend that capability, and it is an intriguing model to make the
management the focus with the service aspect the free add-on.
Integration and specific recognised criteria
Matrix 42 offer a number of integration capabilities, based around their product set:


Bulk data import engine for generic data – this is used to import data from a number of
different sources for example external databases, Excel CSV files, CSV files and other ODBC




sources. The system uses staging for data storage and a set of special mapping rules to
provide data quality and performance
Connectors to third party systems and web services to provide linkage where other systems
exist in an organisation
Workflow engine to provide the process integration between the tooling and the
organisational teams

Security Controls
Matrix 42 adheres to a number of authentication and authorisation protocols and these can be
defined with different levels of control, right down to using different roles. All business logic
is executed in context of the specific user. In terms of robustness of security, most systems
use Integrated Windows Authentication and Kerberos as well as SSL to guarantee secure
communication.
Pre-Deployment Integration
Matrix42 will typically connect to Active Directory to import the User base, Machine details
for asset management and will take information to help build the logical structure of an
organisation (hierarchy, locations, manager information etc.).
They can also connect to other third party systems and can import information (for example
Contracts, Purchase Orders, Cost Centres etc.)
Once the data import is complete the data is cleaned up to produce a “Master Data” set that
holds a definitive Organisational Structure, Locations, People, Accounts, Assets and that
forms the basis of their management and automation efforts.
Asset and Configuration Information
Matrix42 uses its own Asset and Configuration tool (Physical Workplace Management –
previously the Empirum product).
They can also connect to other Asset and Configuration tools with out of the box connectors
e.g. for Microsoft SCCM.
They integrate with Airwatch for mobile devices, and also have integration options for
VMware and Citrix.
Support Services Integration


Remote Control

Matrix 42 have their own integrated remote control tool from their console, but can also
allow customers to integrate with their own choice of remote control via a command line,
including RealVNC.
Additional Areas of Integration


Unattended Remote Support

Because there is the capability to launch sessions from CMDB records, it lends itself to
Change Request initiated sessions.


Video Recording for Knowledge Base

Some organisations extract the video for fixes, and use those to compile knowledge base
articles within the ITSM tool.

Matrix42 Service Management Customers




Oxford Brookes
NTT Com Security
Infineon

From the Matrix42 Brochure




Comprehensive Workplace Management solution
Global provider of secure and interconnected management of every mobile, physical and
virtual device
Comprehensive self-service and compliance solutions

In Their Own Words:
Integrate or Replace? – Now it’s Your Choice
What makes Matrix42 unique is our vision to be an aggregator of technology that interacts
with end users. Our solutions help to achieve a great user experience, whilst the Service Desk
& related teams maintain control and reap the benefits of automation. We provide our own
best of breed software that interacts with the user’s Workplace, but we also integrate out-ofthe-box with products like ServiceNow, Airwatch, Microsoft SCCM and Citrix, as well as
providing an integration platform for other vendors.
Our strengths are:
1. Simple: Very simple user interface – requires no end user training. Full control over what
the end user can see and request. Fully searchable. Our new graphical Workflow Designer
allows easy and flexible customisation of request and delivery processes.
2. Interactive: Users and IT can see exactly where their request is in the system, and issue
reminders, WITHOUT calling the Service Desk.
3. Intelligent: Requests can be auto authorised, one step, two step, conditional extra step if
procurement required and can be dependent on factors such as requestor, cost center, service
owner, items in stock, licenses available.
4. Integrated: Out-of-the-box automation for Software Delivery & Configuration of Physical,
Virtual & Mobile Devices as well as Active Directory and 3rd party systems.

5. Holistic: Full Contract Management & automated Licensed Software recognition, enables
a complete and automated out-of-the-box solution for Software Request, License
Compliance, Procurement and Delivery.

Screenshots

This independent review is part of our Integrations 2013 Group Test.
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Further Information:



Evaluation Demo
Website

Ros Satar
Ros Satar is a Blogger and Analyst for The ITSM Review. Her journey in ITIL/ITSM began
in 2005 when she jumped into the deep end of Configuration Management. When not knee
deep in paper and having a love/hate relationship with her many gadgets, she can be found
putting in time at various sporting publications.

